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New York, Mar. fi. Andrew Hamll-lordton returned to New York today on the
steamer Deutsehland on which he registered under the name of W. Milton.
Air. Hamilton was at the head of the
legislative bureau of the New York
Uta and had charge of the legislative
work of several of the larger insurcr

ance companies. Explaining the cause
fur his return to the United States, Mr.
Hamilton said:
"I heard something about criminal
proceedings, and here I am."
Mr. Hamilton's connection with the
New York Life was, mentioned at
length In a recent report of the Fowler committee.
John A. McCall shortly before his
death sold his Long Branch home in

m

Alabama Winter Hotel Destroyed.
Mobile. Ala.. Mar. 6 Fire today destroyed the Spring Hill hotel, a winter
resort seven miles west of Mobile. The
hotel was tilled with guests from the
northern states and there were many
narrow escapas. Nearly all lost their
effect, The damage to the hotel is fifty thousand dollars.
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Miss Anthony Has Pneumonia.
Rochester, N. Y., Mar. fi. Mls.s Susan B. Anthony is seriously III at her
home here of pneumonia, which developed on her return from her recent
trip to Washington. Her physician said
today, that the left lung is now af- fected.
She is still unable to retain
nourish nient and is consequent ly very
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The Morning Journal P.ui a u,
Pennsylvania Avenue. N. W.
Washington, D. C, Mai s.
n t he opinion of many senators from
today forward all the business of the
señale so far as It relates to general
legislation win be made subordinate
to the one great Issue that is before
thai body In the form Of the Hepburn
rats bill. If the plans of some senators are carried OUt there Will be no
dual action on general legislation until
the railroad bill is disposed of olle
way or the other.
Á good
many curious things are
happening Which are said to be to a
large extent Influenced by this sentiment in the senate. The action of the
committee on Ihe Philippines In refusing to report the Philippine tariff
bill either favorably or unfavorably to
Ihe senate, came as a surprise to some
senators, u ho believed up to within
few days or that action that the bill
very
stronger in the com
was
fifty mittee, Asmuch
live republicans and three

special to the Morning Journal.
For three
Itnswcll. N. M Mar.
days paal h monster fire has been robbing the cattlemen of the Panhandle
ol their grass, ii started In New Mes-Icthree mile-- , from Islilla anil bullied eastward with tremendous rapidity
under 1: stiff wind.
A trad two hundred and Hftj miles
from weal to easl and -- Kty miles in
width was bullied OVOT.
t leasl two million acres
if range
Was burned anil every acre was worth
a donar.
Many New Mexico cattlemen arc
D,
losers, among them being the 1,
the Slaughter, the Bar II. ami the
spade oiitnis. These are all large con.
cents, mere are a tioaen -- niaiier
.
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in Hospital,
New York Mar. G. Jacob A. Tills
is now In the
hospital,
where he has gone on the advice of
his physician, Dr. Alexander Lambert,
to take a systematic treatment
with
baths and diet. While In no immediate
danger, his condition is such as to call
for the greatest care. He has been
forbidden to do any work for two
months, as the slightest excitement or
over exertion may bring on a fatal attack of the heart trotible from which
he luis long been suffering.
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to return to the New York Life
moneys which It is alleged he ad- Monster Prairie Fire
Eats Held Responsible lor Defeat According to Poll of the
vanced to Hamilton without proper
vouchers. Mr. McCall maintained both
during the Insurance Investigation and
ol Philippine Measure.
Senate Yesterday.
Up Range.
after he resigned the presidency of the
company that he would trust Andrew
Hamilton with every penny he had.
Commenting today upon Mr.
death, Mr. Hamilton said that BIG NEW MEXICO OUTFITS
SENATE WANTS NO GENERAL
FORAKER'S REFERENDUM NOW
he gave the former president of the
New York Life vouchers for all expenLEGISLATION UNTIL IT IS FIXED
SEEMS SURE OF SUCCESS
AMONG HEAVY LOSERS
ditures and that to any and all of
these vouchers Mr. McCall would have
given a certificate of Indisputable
character. He said that he registered
under an assumed name on the Tract Two Hundred and Fifty Miles May Be Means of Sending Statehood Feared That Change in Hamilton
Deutsehland In order to have his return voyage free from annoyance.
for an
Bill to Conference
Bill Will End Statehood for
Long and Sixty Miles Wide Burned

Mills of Wichita, alleging unjust discriminatory transportation rates on
(lour in favor of dealers, manufacturers and shippers of flour on the Pacific coast.

FOR POLICE
Tallmadge Intimates
Goulds Arc in It.

7,

Lite

Conies to Face Music.

To Ituild Philippine Railroads.
Hartford. Conn., Mar. 6. The Philippine Hallway company, of Hartford,
tiled its articles of Incorporation todav.
'I'lie authorized capital Is live millions.
Arthur I.. Shlpman. Charles Gross and
Alvan W. Hyde, all of this city, are
the Incorporators of record. The company proposes to own and operate
steam and electric railroads in the
Philippine and elsewhere, also to do
a general transportation business.

ü ÜLÜÜL

of New York

Legislative Agent

vious.
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MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

AND HERE I AM" TWO MILLION
SAYS HAMILTON LOSS III THE

(inuhls refused to discuss the deal,
lea vina the inference that they arc Interested.
He aid further that there Is no
question of the immediate extension
of the line to Rosweil and Albuquer
que and that an extension will also
probably be built east from Koswell.
Mr. Tallmadge closed the interview
with the significant statement
that
there appeared to be no necessity for
Into
line
Pecos
the
another Santa Fe
valley and again the meaning was ob-
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HI

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

WEAR

wlio were behind the Tallmadge apt
diente hi the pending traiiMnotion, he
said lliat lie could not do so; but
that it was a notable fact that the

Says Extensions

TO a.
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spcciiic reporta -- how only
cattle burned lo death ami two huu- There are
dred in bad condition,
doubtless many moro. The lire reachREPRESENTATIVES OF PEOPLE
ed the settled tanning country south
of Piaiuvicw. causing great damage.
A LOT OF HELPLESS DUMMIES
The Mase - now extinct.
L

democrats voted against reporting th
bill, and as three republicana and
lihi
lemocrata voted in favor of re- polling it. this action is regarded as
irivlntr a practical demonstration that
politics is not ngUring largely in what

j

lienifc

iii.ue.

The Morning Journal Bureau, 1 I
Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. I;

1121

Washington, D. C, Mar. 6.
When the statehood bill comes up
for a vote on Friday afternoon tnera
will be found two alignments In the
senate; Fornkcr amendment senators,
amendment senators
mid
and the latter, according to the present poll of the senate, quite generally
accepted, will be outvoted by the former, by a total of live votes.
in otiier word's the omnibus statehood
bill which will be passed by the upper
bouse will, according to the present
outlook four days before the taking of
vote include the Foraker amend-which gives Arizona and New
Mi
o referendum vote on the question as to whether they will come Into
the unfon as one or two states.
Affairs have so crystallized themselves in the senate during the past
week that today there seems little
doubt but that the Foraker amendment once adopted, the bill will receive a majority of about 16 votes on
Its una pa ige.
house will concur In
Whether i,
the amendment la of course another
question. Kricnds of the Hamilton bill
assert thai Speaker Cannon will not
consent to the proposition now and
hat he never will. They have said this
all along and they evidently believe It.
The friends of the Foraker
amendment admit that the speaker may be
hard to move, but they say they believe he can be moved. The next four
days will tell the story.
i

antl-Forak- er

m

I

11
Ii declared thai had it no) been
for the rate bill the sentiment In the
to build Texas Line.
Philippine committee would
have
of
New York. Mar. 6. The (rial
si. Petersburg, Mar. 1. The full
n very different.
As It Is, the com
text of aii imperial manifesto and laws
Rerlha Clalehc for he murder ol
mlttee baa the Philippine bill In lis
possession, and only a motion 00 the
relative to the national assembly an
Bmll Qerdron came to a sudden termiti
of ih senate to discharge the
nation today when the young French
lile reorganized council of the empire.
special to the Morning Journal.
committee can release It from the
woman pleaded guilty, on advice of
been
i features of which have already
present, condition of being tied up.
Pittsburg, I'a.. Mar. (I A meeting her counsel, to manslaughter In the
telegraphed to the Associated Press.
Development tlrst degree. That Ibis, however, is
such a motion is debatable, and it Is- HALE 8TRENIHH - V OBJECTS TO
Pennsylvania
throws a flood ot light on the purpose
of the
well undemtoOd that there Is no dlsENLARGING REQ1 LAR ARMY
the end of the case and that an
of the government) la keep a firm
company, owners of the Santa Fe Ceo-tr- not
Lnoatrion to smother the Philippine bHl
Washington, Mar. fi. -- The question
attempt will be made to continué it
on the new Itussiau parliament
check
tonight
al
here
held
was
railroad,
In Ihe committee, provided it can be of the enlargement
of the medical
as an investigation of a certain class
ami to exclude certain subjects from
taken Up after the rate hill has been department of the army occupied ths
wlilcfl It Is announced. II was agreed of policemen, with Bertha Claiche as
consideration by the peoples repre(i.
thai
Is
when
Washlriglnn.
disposed of. It
Mar.
said that
major portion of the time of the sen-al- e
Rent esenla- sentatives,
The composition of (he
to accept the oner made for the rail- state's evidence, was made plain by
is done a motion to discharge the
today. The question arose
In
statements both of the Judge be- tive j. f, Griggs, of Georgia, was council of the empire, or upper hOUae
road by C W. Tallmadge. of Chica- the
adopted
be
readily
could
committee
connect ion with consideration of a
fore whom the trial was conducted
chairman of Hie of the national assembly, .villi onube
A
go. The formal negotiations will b and by the defendant's own counsel. unanimously chosen
il.
eotild
bill
memorandum
the
and
In
Mar.
London.
senate
hill
the
displacement
for
of
the
contract
campaign half appointed by the emperor and
democratic congressional
Davis, In
completed within a week and the
elected from the nobltttj attached to the army estímales was brought there, to be acted upon either surgeons by physicians who shall b
Supreme Court Justice
ominmlttee tonight at .1 meeting in twenty-si- x
immediately
given the rank of army officers and
sen
woman
young
scattering Issued tonight, 11 estimates Ihe ex- favorably or unfavorably.
thirty-onbe
remanding;
made
for
e uniing
e
the
by
and clergy, not
Ihe capítol attended
transfer will
Mn Ileal Statehood,
the reorganization of tho medical
tence until March IS and in dismisssupporters
from the other classes, penditures for the curren) year of the
Re pre
members of the committee.
thereafter.
büi
corps.
in this connection the statehood
imgervatlve if n rt army al 1148, 830,000, which is a reing the jury said:
Bowers of Mississippi placed seem.- - lo in.ni. e
ssfttativ.
president
vice
by
Torrance,
is
il
J.
said
along,
is coming
and
Francis
Mr. Hale criticised Ihe bill as an
a pliable majoi Ity in the council to duction "f only 15,000 "ii the prev"There are many features of the Mr. Griggs in nomination.
entering wedge for an Increase of th.
of the Santa ft Central, said tonight case which Induced to the court to
ious year As In the case of the navy, si, mi' senators thai lhal bill is also
the national assembly ehoul
There were no other nominations him
of
slate
Into
the
to
likely
thrown
be
army
when
adoptand as pari of a general plan
ihüi h.. would issue .1 statement sum accept ami the defendant to offer the and the secretary was Inst 111, ted lo ihe majority of the latter be in oppo- tin new government has simply
inocuoui desuetude, if the statehood of the general staff, which he charged
rhe
su ion lo i he crown.
plea of manslaughter in the first de- cast the entire vote for Mr. Crlggs.
ed estimates prepared by their predethe sale is consummated,
1
adop-- with the purpose
to Increase
tho
gree, and I think when the final reThe government carefully retains cessors
Thus. Including 1180,000)000 hill should be modified by the
The following officers ol the comrealized from the sale of tin road will
the army's importance.
de- - sults shall
have been reached and mittee, were also elected without Op the power to promulgate temporar) for the navy, the nation's defense bill Hon of the l'oraker amendment,
be an enormous benefit to the
ered
lit
In his remarks the senator said the
laws during the recesses of the par- la nearly ItSO.OOOjOOO. which destroys Opposition thai would01 he enroll
posltors of the lose. Enterprise ban k sentence imposed the court will see Dosl ion
represeuiaines general staff was disposed to encourlimn ihe house
is any possibility of a large budget surSecretary. Charlea Edwards, of Tex- liament, anil as Ihe parliament
hat tie Interests of justice will be
Some of the properties u.
It
con.
In
great
keep
so
lo
as
been rated b
as; assistant secretary. Captain J. L subject to dissolution hy impelí il plus or a substantial reduction of tax- would for a very considerable time, age an Invasion of China.
served."
Fe Central railroad had
"All these bills havo
their mot
The defendant was then carried to I'earee. of Tennessee; treasurer. J unes ukase, the government Is thus In a ation
The liberal papers are dlsap-- I ference
Special lixamlner St." V Moxey, ol the
"I fmd
there," he said.
this staff,
hysterioeltlon in time of stress to rid Itself pointed that the government has seen Al any rale, Ismany senators helleve
L Norria, of the District of Columbia;
bank as "doubtful. the others as the Tombs prison, struggling
there
in
conference
it
when
army
men,
lhal
dealing
an
60,000
of
with
officers and sergeant al aims, j. j. Bin not, ol Virand
cally with the police
no way to effect a greater reduction Will be some means found to keep i'
of.au obnoxious legislature ngecagur
"good."
itself as the general staffs
conscreaming.
such laws as u deems
ginia.
which
the there, even should il be passed by the disporting do,
in national expenditure
The sale now said to be HearingdifferEurope
whereas In (ermany, for
composed Of Itepl'e- - lo meet the emergency
A committee
Possible charges against policemen
country naturally hoped from B Lib- - senate In sueh form that, the house of
summation will put an entirely
Instance, there Is an army of seven or
ease have been sentatlves Lloyd of Missouri, Bowers
No "Reds
luoureo.
government pledged to retrench- would agree to concur in the somite eight
eral
ent face on the next report covering growing out of this the
hundred thousand. While the
A feature of the law which
seems ment, especially as the cost of the ar-- I
beginning 61 of Mississippi. Flnley of South Caro- foreshadowed from
these properties, and it Is agreed that
amendments. Of course, in the event plans were proper there where each
asmy Is now $.). nan. nun yearly,
the trial. The prosecuting attorney Una, Keliher of Massachusetts, and effectually to bar "Reds" from
more'
dlffl
it
seems
the large portion of the "doubtful"
or
amendments
minor
hy powercountry was
an-- 1 berahlti In the national assembly Is a
Qerdron whs lured to
of Rhode island, was
than II was a decade ago At the uii to understand how the statehood ful neighbors, surrounded
sets would he switched Into the "good of declared that
It was not proper here,
electpersons
in
which
plot
an
exacting
by
a
In
provision
from
Griggs
select
July
oy
Mr.
on
his
death
value
It
pointea
by
Libis
real
the
considered
utme time
assets column, for the
bin could be Indefinitely held tip or where there is no danger." In this
policemen assisted the defendant. ecutive committee and choose inein- - ed an oath of ndehty to ''Emperor, 11- eral press thai the army should have al
these properties Is not questionedOf here. thé
least held lip utilil the rale bill IS connection Senator
the
Hale said
In Justili-catio- n i)ers of th
holy Itussia." The most H rest for a year from the constant
claimed
congressional
committee
tocrat
and
has
Claiche
Miss
this
Informed
been
not
Of,
BUI nevertheless, there general staff had prepared plans for
disposed
"I have
OerdMWi
is
one
shooting
that
Which have significant article, however,
territories
of
and
the
stales
from
Klnake,
"
reorganisation
of
which
projects
p.i-Thomas
on
o
Receiver
onuoenee
uie
sale said
lis II feeling
the Invasion of China by an American
ing certain provisions of the exist-- !
keni her In virtual slavery and no renreaantatlves In the hituse.
n 111
r (lf
eliaraeleri.eu 11s aiitiiinisir:
senators that a way nil ne- army, but added thai he did mean to
of the Enterprise bank tonight. tWl had forced
A financial report showed that the ing laws which are mentioned onlj by Mr.
her to the streets to maki
Arnold-Foste- r.
thhad
1
Mr.
of
and
Brodrlck
n
tl,
Prienda
it will he a uoi.d lllHR lor the uepos
that.
go Into the subject.
"For with the
ommlttes has 12,300 cash on hand, numbers. This Innocent looking pro-- I
undertake .1 living for him.
Therefore Mr, Haldanes decisión to statehood bill scout the Idea that it secretary of slate sitting on the lid
I cannot, however
Hors.
placing beyond consider
Abraham Levy. Bertha Clalche's It was announced by Chairman Griggs vision is
maturely
manner.
before
matter
In
up
the
this
I,, nil limi' much it will do
held
can
b'
do not believe we are likely to have
counsel,
late today that he had thaj the committee will establish the Jurisdiction or, the parliament ami proposing a scheme of reduced expen- If these plans should carry the re- war."
Various estimates of the price that pledged said
consigning to agisting commissions of
In Washington and diwill tell all she headquarters
she
that
genproperty
ditures is generally proved bj the uisult will be that legislation of a
Ik to be paid for the railroad
e
Hale replying In a question
rect the approaching congressional the council of the empire, composed einl
about the relations of the
newspapers and It is expected that eral natura Will have to Walt upon the bj Senator
Sen Hoi Tillman w hn asked hoAv
have been made here. The factof that knowswith the women of the tenderloin. campaign from this city.
solely ni' members appointed by Hie
bill,
of
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will
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disposition
the course of lime he
many troops had been sent to th"
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vade China, which, of course, would
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actual
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Senator Warren took exception to
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the amount their stock cost.It Is What
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likethe
.Senator Dale's statement that
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Bv Associated Press.
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chaelek. a citizen of the I'nited States,
a resident of Illinois, and duly elfecta
congress.
to the Fifty-Nint- h

ll.l.HI
BK

BRYAN

Will. aO.1

IEMMICTM NOMIM
Washington. Mar. I. The nou
began It session today by passing
without discussion or opposition a bll!
for rhe relief of tobacco grower l
permitting them to aell leaf tobáceo
without paying the tax DtVsis
pound heretofore charged.
The hálame of the day m u devote
to tariff discussion, the Indian a pro
prlatloa bill being the vehicle U caro
the debatt.
Of MIk
Preceding this. Mr. Ku.
aouri. brought fortit designe! arguments to sustain the democ.aiii Idea
of tariff for revenue only, and he
elosed with the prediction thai thes
idea would prevail with XV. .1 Hryan
as the standard bearer.
Mr. Iaeey. In dlseusoing the home
tia d
market and Qeriran tariff.
lively fire of argument en both sldi
In
generally, and
and participated
near the close of th day Mr.
minority leader, i iiked tariff
for nunc (han an hour. Mr. William
set forth various bills he has Intro!
duced .i.l
that tuetitv-tlv- ,
per cent of the cost of the commodities would cover as a rule the ictuai
cost of (he labor In their produi lion.
The Indian bill till rem. tins befor
the house, no effort to limit general
debate having been made.
Arizona .fin' .c
onlirmeil.
Washington. Mar. 6. The sánate In
executive .session today confirmed the
following nominations:
Chief just n i Jupreme foul or ArBdward Kent, of Colorado.
izona
Associate
Justice Supreme Courl
of Arizona ftich.i rd B. Sloan.
Attorney, District of Montana Carl
llasc h.

laoá.

T.

Jmei

S. Harlan. Illinois, and Tullo'
l.'irrannfra.
resont commissioner
from Porto Rico to the t.'nlted States. '
Tin- secretary of the delegation will be.
Charles Kay" Dean of Illinois, und the
Interpreter Frank U Joannini. official
translator of the insular bureau, w i
department.
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No

Algeciras. Spain. Mar. 6. Kepois
ire in circulation tonight relative to
further developments in the police
question before the conference
on
Moroci i. Austria. It is understood.
na prepared a proposition favoring
view.
the German
It Is. however.
oeelbte thai this Will not be present- ed to the conference, the Herman delegates expressing the opinion that r
does not sufficienty support their con- tention.
prevails
t'onslderable speculation
concerning the attitude of the I'nlted
S ales.
Both the British and French
delegates are inclined to the belief
;htt America will soon break her
present silent a,

i
j

UEItM WY M II I M REE TO
JOINT POLICE CONTROL
st. Petersburg. Mar, 4. a dispatch
Pom Algeciras today says that Germany i is accepted the Itussfnn proposition that lb" control of the force
for the policing of Morocco be intrusted to France and Spain jointly, as the
basta for an agieeurent.
Ñu i hsnax in PoalUons,
Algeiras. Mar. 6. The positions,
ta defined before the conference, show
the Fi a iico-- i orinan deadlock practia
cally the same in o;ien conference
it was .luring the private exchange of
PMnoMi DMvcv noiswd Demi,
of
The text of the speech
Denver, Colo., Mar. 6. News ha- views.
RadowltSj hsrad ol the Ger
here of the death of Henry Herr Vonlegation,
ll
nt yesterday's! sens- -'
d
man
C. Brown, one of Denver's most prominent Ulceus, which occur red at Ion. as given out. concludes as fols.tn Diego, .() toil. iv. Heart failure lows:
The powers being equally Interestand general breaking down from oi l
age i given is the cause. Mr. Hrown ed in the police organization should
whs born at St. Clalresville, Ohio, in eoiiailv participate in it."
France specifically declines equalmo.
ity in the organization of the police,
f his enne of the momnm-n- t
it Is a mere ruse to underclaiming
terprise is tin Brown Palace hotel in
this city, said to have cost $1.500.000. mine Prance's legitimate special poin Moloc, Oi
Th
tn acres Which constitute the sition
The txt of the speech of M. Represent site of the capitel wore dovolt, chief or the
mission,
French
nate. to the stale bv Mr. Itrown.
reads:
"Internationa II satlon of the police
Huns I'ly I'roin threatened t like
Neatly u thou- would give no guarantee of order and
New York, Mar. 6
We ask
grave difficulties.
presents
sand Hungarians and Slavs from lie
of our legitimate Inanthracite coal regions were fuses II for recognition
rests in tin- maintenance of orde r
gets for Kurope today. Tiny gppeil
to believe a strike certain and said in Morocco.
speed) also gave France's
thef would go home until the trouble firstItcvnil's
ex ut plan for the police, showIs over.
Ining that t
rank and (He should on- Sl of 2,040 Moroccans under sixteen
FACTS IN NATURE.
Geroh and Spanish officers.
many's chief Objection is that military
Not Only Do Ws (Jet Inspiration From bodies officered b French would be
Itationed at four chief potts on the
Matare, But Health as Well.
Atlantic thus giving France the
n
and nerv dominating
For people who are
Influence on the AttentM
oii. who suffer from Indigestión or
positions of France and
headache, biliousness, or torpid coasts. The
fiver, coated tongue with latter taste In Germany are so diametrically opposed
thai the delegates have little hope of
the morning ami poor appetite, It he- reconciling
Emperor
them unless
necessary
or
to
some
to
turn
tonic
roines
strengthener which will assist Nature will: nn personally Intervenes,
and help them to get on their feel ami
General Hopkins Dead.
the nody into its proper condll on. It
Detroit, Mich., Alar. I, Major Gens becoming more and More apseretil thai
department
Nature's niot valuable bealtb - gi vino eral ii idHopkins,the former
r.. a. it. of Michiagents are to be found in oreel plain gan,
Confided-na- l
an
important
who luid
and roots.
position in the .war department
Nearly forty years ago. )r It.V Pierre,
under Oeneml Algor during the Spannow nonsuiting physician t" the Invalids'
ish war. died at bis home here today.
Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Molíalo.
N. Y.. (Uncovered that by i'ieiii ilical
ejtrsctlng and combining certain medid'
nn: hum. tks' EXPENSES.
nal principles from native foots, lak n
otlld pro- from our American forests,
protrintlon of 8100,000 Wann d for
tnafveloksly
duce a medicine which
cli an OingtTw.
Itie Pun-nefficient In earing rasee of blood disorder
8.
Va liingftin.' Mar.
'feslieiit
and liver and stomach trouble - well a
liooaevell has asked congreaf to Hp
rainy other chronic, or lingering ailf inn. uno to den-the "
ment. This concentrated extract of
i
nses of the delegates of the t
l
Nature's vitality be named "fJolden
Discovery.'' It parities the blood by Stales to the I'an-- tnei-'ciemigres
It)
.Juiy.
Toe
Bio de Janeiro next
putting the stomach and lier into
healthy condition, thereby helping tli
memrert of the delsgatton will
nn M)ary and as it Is fell thai
digestion and assimilation of food which
they ..ill be under heavy special Ob
feeds the blood. Thereby It cure- - weal
llgatii n and win im ur a great mat i
ftlomarh. Indigestion, torpid liver, or bil
dlfferi ii expenses, the president has
lousness, and kindred derange tnenls,
II you have coa ted tongue With bitter asked for smii a sum SS will hie
or bad taste In the morning, frequenl
The Hist
for all pillJioHes.
headtehes. feei w e,k. easily Ured.stlich
Pan American congress, which was
or pain in side, back gtvi - onl easily and held n Washington, cost the Unite i
aches, belching of ni
tipation, or st iic- fiQQ.aév. When the confirésa
Irregular bowpfs, feel II as bes ol heal
ni" together In Mexico, the Mexican
with chillv lensatlons or kingovernment appropriated
Itio.OOn
derange-ment
they
point
symptoms,
dred
lo
ind
igresa
the Brasllian
of your stomach. Ii cr and it htnej
has nppraprlated t.'.nn.nno to be used
which the "Ooldeti Medical
for the reception and the entertain
will correct more speedily and permamen) ol the Belegatea of the difforeni
nently than any other known agent, i
South and Cenital American repu g
drug
no alcohol or
iics.. who will meet in the BrgfHian
All Its ingredients printed in plain
apti ii.
on wrapis r.
Th list of United sutes delegate
The sole motive for inhftltatlAfl
to to th
bi- ctAigreaa
permit the dealer to make a little more been limpíele. I. In addition to i
profit. He gains: you lose Accept no
Ham it. Buchanan
of Now fori
for "(rolden Medical Discovery. "
WhOM appointment
was announced
a
g
i.
some
appointment of
lime
the
Constipation
and
caue
aggrat
th- - following
i j. thoroughly
are announced
many serious disease.
Edmund J. James, UI0 lUlnoli
cured by l)r. Pterce'i Pleasant Pellets
itpH
Pennt) Irani
i.i.i i
One a laxative, two or Hire, .ire cathai tic la o

IN

At Caldwci

.

todal the grand jury reported a number of indictments. The names of the
persons Indicted wen- not made pub
lie. excepting in the cases of two minor offenders. It was announced that
the names of no persons Indicted
would be given out until they had
beeU arraigned, and the two niitn.s
given out were not made public until
the men had been brought Into courl.
it is supposed the prisoners will be
tiken down In the morning and arraigned, but no definite Information i.
available.
Dargé Barns at sea.
Atlantic City, N. J Mat. 6. The
barge Hamilton Fish, owned by the
C DUnham Nephew company of New
York, vas dwttoyed by fire ai cea
four miles off the ltarnegat life saving station today. The captain and
reW were taken off by the tug which
had the barge in town.
M l, unb

f.

la ID.

in

Patient Sues on .round That Neglect
Canaca Her Inconvenience,
Mar.

Suit

S.

Albuquerque. New Mexico
BUSINESS,

AT THE CLOSE OF

NOVEMBER

9, 1905
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Alarmist Reports Worry China.
I'ekin, Mar. 6. The Chinese government hi greatly perturbed by ren
ports
of
movements
printed In American and Kuropean
papers, and particularly by dlspatch- es announcing
preparations for a
military expedition in case of need.
These reports, it is alleged, tend to
embarrass foreign ministers and creíate strained relations between them
tear lar mil Crop.
St. Joseph. Mo.. Mar. 6. Sleet and and the officials here.
- now
b i ve been
falling throughout
I or Their
Betrothal.
norl ii w est Missouri since last night
San Seliaslian. Soain. .Mar. h.- King
and ralin tads and slreel car traffic is
Batten-berii regular, Live slock are suffering and Alfonso and Princesa Kna. of
today.
arrived here together
a hard f roezo would greatly damage
prepara lory to the ceremony lomorr
the frutt crop.
row at which the king will ask for
baud of the princess ar a re. ;ivi
asseat of King Edward.
e
NEW FOREST RESERVE
IN V l KN CIA COUNTY.
T Wheeling, V. Va.. Mar. fi. A man
Special to the Morning Journal.
the name of Gregory, but
Banéa i'e. N.
Mai. fi. Ileg-Isf- a I going under
Manuel R, Hero of UlC lo- a believed to be Frank B. ConstanUne,
who is wanted in Chicago for the
cal (Tnited States land office this
murder Of Mrs. Arthur XV. Gentry,
morning
received information
January E last, was arrested at Camfrom the general land (if (ice to
eron. XV. Va.. today, where he was
the effect thai the Mount Taylor
working in a restaurant.
e resi rve. covering the San Maleo
moitntalna and timber country in
SHERLOCK HOLMES
e Valencia county has been created
Couldn't find the one man in this
e by he i resident, and ha) the
town
wants that saddle or drivwho
lands contained therein were
ing horse ox yours as surely and n
e withdrawn from public entry.
nuickly aa n Por Bale ad can do; and
Sherlock's fee would be larger.

damages has been brought in the
supreme court by Mrs. Mollie Meyers
against Dr. II. I. Bold! for "negligently
und unakillfully conducting an operation." She alleges the defendant
Si wed up the body Batter the operation,
leaving a towel or rug in the wound,
ami that, as a result of the errur, she
is- still disabled.

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

anil-foreig-

Loans nnd Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Real
United States Bond

$ 300,000.00
1.370,306.21

...

Cash and Exchange

TOTAL

-

62,322.0

Captlal and Profits
Circulation

$8,500.00

Deposito

$ 1,SM),(M.00

Estate
Banking House and Furniture

-

f8,H5.58
200.000.00
1,32,5OT.2S

I,b;,.10.2I

,

$3,130,784.81

$3,130,78i.81

TOTAL

g,

sees
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run-dow-
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DEPOSITORY OF THE

0. ft. Marrón, President

--

15,000.00

UL'ILDING

The State National Hank solicits a share of your Busi
ness upon the basis of sound progressive banking,
liberal and acurate treatment. Correspondence or a
personal interview solicited.

Med-lea-

'

&

GARDEN Tooi.S.

a-

n

post

HOES AND

$ioo,ooo.on

Surplus and Undivided Profits

E. J.

HARROWS, SHOVELS.
SPADES, RAKES,

of Albuquerque, New Mexico

n

to

succKssons

PLOWS, SCRAPERS,

J. B. Herndon, Cashier

Capital

JO

M'lNTOSH HARDWARE 60
Agents for Studebaker Wagons

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

I

T. & S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

A

0l

i

--

prc-priat- e

OF THE- -

First National Bank

most prominent and wealthy citlaens
subscribed liberally to Iter plan, Which
seemed to promise a fortuno to all
who Invested.
She disappeared suddenly after hnv-- 1
lug secured aboitl $:i0.000 and the silk
worms never arrived.
Papers from Governor Lauhajn art
now- on the way to GovernorPafadaci
of California to clear up the matter
so that Sheriff Tobin may bring bach
bis prisoner.

FORGOT TO
REMOVE TOWEL FROM WOUND
York.

--

r

HOKOM

New

los Angeles.

She Sold Silk Worm- ever.ij
San Antonio. Tex.. Mar. 6.
indictments against Mrs. Margaret
Saner, or Graham, arrested In f.os
Angeles, have been filed 'away In
county court house for the pas)
eight years.
She is charged with
swindling. It is alleged thai she represented herself as the agent of a blsr
llrm who Intended to introduce silk
worms into Texas, and many of th

I. Charlea
Schwab, former president of the
1'nited Slates Steel corporation, who
arirved here Saturday night, left for
the east last flight. He Is far from
well and only by exercising great will
power was able to leave his bed yesterday to lake the train.
-

TNTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

bond.

M.

t

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

STATES

w

Los Angeles. Cal.. Mar.

--

II

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mar. 6. Mrs. Marga
Graham, the psy hie and medium
w
ho as arrested he re on a charge of
embessdjng tso.onn in San Antonio.
Texas, and who has since been at lib- erty under Ji',000 bond, was rearrested tonight on chargea preferred
in Hexar county. T xas. alleging theft
and emhczslemeiii. Mrs. Graham waa
lodged in Jail and has not yet given
et

-

liarles

--

)

ahlnci

Indictments Announced at

Hoise. Idaho. Mar.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

FOUND VICTIMS

II

I!W

ARE,

CARPENTERS' TOOLS,
CORRUGATED ROOFING
BARB WIRE FENCE

STAPLES, BAR

I

HON

STEEL., ETC.

m

suf-llci-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AM) UNSURPASSED FACXLTTIEfl

upe

"

i

iii-ii-

IHUb.
ALBUQUERQUE, N, M,

BANK OF COMMERCE

-- .

Knit-lis-

rn-:--

Morue Hlankcts,

Fine Water.
Thoroughly Protected.

CAPITAL, SI 50,000.0.

Paints, Oils and Varnishes

Offlwrn and EMreotoesi
LUNA, Presldcnf

Paluietto Roof I'aint Lasts Five Years
H
and Stops Leaks.
Cash Paid for Hides and Pel

'

SOLOMON

I.

.

C.

W J. JOHNSON,
A.sHistant Caslilet
anil ChmIiUt.
GEORGE ARNOT.
R1LLIAM McnrrOSH,
A. M. BLACKWKLL.
O. E. CROMWEliL
HALDRIDGE.
STU1CKLER,

i JJ

AQOrCSS

f

408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
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Of Will. K. ItlOrlCy, Llalli, IN. W.
Hljl iflUÉH H HI gSJ IBIltlliU H lUmilBIg!

mam
T5he Store ofReliability

iVmtVW.VfVVfVHfifiififif

Unusual Offerings in Hosiery

Xnder The 'Big Globe Stjn

For the purpose of convincing the buyers of Albuquerque and vicinity thatt The Globe Store carries the
most complete line of hosiery for ladies aund children, and to more thoroughly introduce these goods
np
to the persons who Lppreciacte duraLbility aLnd relia.bility in whett they buy, on

MARCH V. 13 OS

WEJ3D3STESID-A.Tr- .

Ekgf"Jiing it d lock m the moraing and contioulng until o'clock in tlx- afienioon oi Ihe sanie day, we will offer some of the bifgsst bargains in Hosiery ever placed before the people of Albuquerque, The poods
placed on sale sritl mt be cheap, ipecial stuff usually offered on such occasions, bnt will lie our regular itock sold it special prices for THE DAY AND HOURS NAM R0 ONLY. Qlittéring generalities in advertising
amount to notliinii to the buyer, add nothing to the quality l the goods advertised, and do not cut olT big profits; righ here TDK OLOBH STOIiR will be specific in describing poods and quoting prices, as follows:
-

."1

No. 6227
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rittiil anil flat,
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k

will nut

Koaa,

bath

rrnrk, nnd

Savs always Ihtii Kulil foi lm .upI
15c Un' pair. Un I'll' I fm IhlH
sale- - 1 pair-- , for
Iiv
Minai-x- '
Nok 19'J and I 2
vi i y
fat hliiük ti". lzi 7 to
Komi iii'iiiKh fur tvpar ullh thf
fliifMl K'iU'i anil alwayn n'iI'I fm line
the iwilr: price for IhH wile J
.

t.

I'npulí - lor
Nos. tail ami H2
LailPV l k 1iom
with whlt- - solas; Ruarant'eil xtaln-lea- s,
faahlimril ami i laatic (opa; nice
rixxIn mikI always for IM
pii
mlr for .
On sale for

.

U,

..o

iosv-

,..
on.
if

in iwthi .inn
AnnJ win
the sale will be conducted openly
given and those asked by th
..

I

No-

fnl

.

i
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1

Ladles' fast black, full fashioned
hose. "Nortparall Bilk." ; fine nnd HkIh.
slastli top. double oleK; a beautiful hose
that les always sold for 60c the pair:
I pairs for
$1.00
sale priic
black,
No.
mercerized
Ladles' fast
lisle hose, full fashioned, elastic top: a
beautifully made and finished hose that
has never been sold for leas than 6.1c a
Ubj
pulr; price for this aale
No. 20B4

V

2S-X-

.

60

th-ia- lr.

lor

'ir! Ladies' fast black lisle .hoBi,
I
guaraní
flaiuless, four thread heels
and toes, full fashioned, elastic top; a
high Rrade hose that sells every day In
the y 'a r for 7.1c Ihe pair; price for
.Mc
this mile
hose,
.ailles' beautiful lisle thread and silk
bolli plain und embroidered, which aell for
11.00 to 13.00 per pair; during this sale
will be sold at a discount of 33 Mi per cent.
There are not many pahs of ailk has
left hi stock after the enormous sale the."
goods hud during the holidays, and at this
reduction wmtt we huve will nut last
many hours.

No.

-.
i:i!l, 22:7 muí BOO I Ladles' font hlk
full tashlonsd hoce; IiírIi splfced htnta
double Holea and elaMtle topa; nice Koda,
iluays sold for 1.1c; dui iiiR this s.i . 2St'

re ii h heavy ribbed.
üi.lfi i '
Mack how, aleea 6 1 to 9
only ii fiif HiIm number In aim k
regular pi lee I re per pair; th"
price for Dil mile - 3 Mllr for. .2,V
fnat black,, rtbbad
:.i. 1914
hnc r.f 1 In) US. thla miiiiber In n
h;iH lllw.ll.. hern hhi
Rood line it
fo
for i- for ft to 7. and 20c for 7
I
ii
price fur IhlK aale- - 'i pr for
MSI ChiUtoan'l fine. fiiHt hlaek
hum. líenle from (lie fiiii "' KRyplhiu
cotton, xlzea
Ut 9; a fine firmly
woven hi'Mi iilwnya aold ut
."l
pilei- for thin Hale
fiulra
No.

Kic

Ko.t7S

--

Boys

extra

heavy

ribbed

Nos. 1706. 190 and 635 Ladles' fast
lilack. fashioned hose, eluslle top,
high splk-eheel and double aole a

hose, fust black, double thread foot,
narrow ankle;
there Is no better
hose made for the rough wear hoys
give their stockings;
the regular
price per pair la 2.1c, but during tills
sale we w ill aell 3 pair- - for . . .50c
Mo
9440, 9421 and 9424 Infants'
cashmere hose, soft und fine; bIzch
4 to 6 Vi ; colors: black, w hile, pink
and blue; regular price 30c the pair,
durliiK Hiis sale we will sell

reliable, durable hose; price for
this sule 2 pairs for
JSc.
NoS. H7. 124 ami
05ll- - Indies
fait
black hose, ribbed top. full shuped
aouoie tnrsaa, high spliced heels;
these numbers are really good and
have never been sold for less than
25c the pair; price during this
sale :t pair- - for
No. 8921
Misses' fine fast black hose,
full shaped, sizes s to 9. guaranteed
stainless, regular price 36c the pair
ouring mis stile they will go at 20c

.

-

pan - lor

15c

Misses' fine black hose, sizes
regular price 15c; for
"H to
lllc
this sale, per pair

No.

1 1

5

9.

Remember: This Sale is for 0N DAY ONLY, Between the Hours of 9 a. m. and 5 p m., on Wednesday, March 7,1906
..
....... ..,.!..
III.,
ii'.'Iii.'U
V.t ..al
1V11 ..... .... ............
I... ..I....I Ml" ft...
villi
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.
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Till.'
V1l.'ll
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m,j
oi pan s
muí, ni? in' m r iu,.,v.i ..if i'"i'i
i'
and custoiiieis are r. quested to brliiR a copy of this udvertlsement with them that comparisons may be
and above bourd. I. .. ry jialr of hose is muiked in plain flRiires with the regular pin
l

mi people

io--

i

We believe

I

that the reputation ut
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THK (MiOilK S'I'oKK for

'

siuaic dealing

'
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sufficient guarnutee that not one price
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.
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will be changed before nor during the progresa of the

ale.

customers may buy and
made with the prices here

This Special Hosiery Sale will take place in the Store under the Big Globe Sign on West Railroad Avenue
7, 1906, nd will be
in the pockets of
ladies of Albuquerque to
during
Wednesday,
OA

March

it

dollars

the

i

Splendid Grass.

an

W. S.

:

Etc.

i

suh-stitu-

i

LAMBING PLACES

Saddkm. Lap Robes,

leather. Harness,

EXTENDS Tti DEPOSITO It EVERY PROPER ACCOJdMODATlOBl
ANO SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

s

habit-formin-

riirn
r. IvtLtntni

attend

the hours named.

Wednesday. March

7.

MIDGE

"WHITE

TELLS
'

EL

Pi3

CLAIM"

GENERAL

Native steers, $4.25 (if 5.00; southern
cows,
steers, $3.75(i5.7fi; southern
tS.25vS.95; nntive sows and heifers.
$2.25 fjj 5.00; stockers
aud feederst
caives.
W3.00ii 6.50:
$3.00$ 4.00:
Wall Street.
4.50; west$:.50ifí
steers.
fed
6.
New York,
Mar.
The day's western cows,
f
$2.60
ern
5.95.
fed
movement of stocks gave unmistakaSheep Receipts. 7.000.
Market
ble evidence of Belief from the pressure of the urgent and forced liqu- steady. Muttons. $4.75 6.00; lambs.
idation which upset prices yesterday. $6.501 6.X0: range wethers,

CHAFFEE FOR

HE HAS
TWENTY-FIV- E

AND COMMERCE

FINANCE

HAUNTED

YEARS

His

On

Way

CENTRAL

to

Torrance.

Via

CONSIOERS WHOLE MATTER
AS A CLOSED CHAPTER

w it. Taiiniu.iKe, of New York, the
nen owner M the Santa Pe Central
railroad, was in Kl Paso yesterday cn
mute to Torrance and other point!
along the line of the New Mexico
road, says the Kl Paso Herald.
Mr. Tallmadga arrived from the east
H. and went out yester-d- a
the
otr afternoon
on the Golden State.
In connection with the transfer of
t
s
plannedi as announced
the road
a few days ago, to build two extensions, one a distance of 12 miles and
the other CO miles.
In buying the road the actual cost
and of the present
of construction
rolling stock was considered, making
a total of 12.600.000, which is said to
have been paid for the road.
Ttlé extrusions planned are from
Morlarty to Albuquerque, a distance
of I 'J miles, which has been partially
constructed, and from Torrance to
Roswell, on the line of the Pecos valley, a distance of 60 miles. This latter
extension will open up an entirely new
territory to the Central and will also
give It a valuable
connection , both
north and south.
Harvey's llniiilsonie Kl Paso House.
Tlie gem, of the union station will be
the lunch room when the Harvey people, the concessionaries, complete re
modeling the room, says the Kl Paso
Herald. Fumed oak is to be used
throughout, with all fixtures in the
bell of taste.
John Stein, district superintendent
fpr the Harvey company, and J. K.
Ruckle, superintendent oí the news
department, are in the city today making arrangements for the Installation.
with good luck attending they hope
to have the lunch room in readiness
by the 1st of April, The fixtures are
lielnif constructed in the east.
An indication of the nature of the
Interior furnishings of the dining room
is given from the fact that a wainscoting seven feet high of fumed oak
mil be built.

When Lieutenant General Adna R.
Chaffee gaVe up the command of the
United States army there can be little
doubt that his sorrow was tempered
by the, thought that at last he was
done,
officially, with the "Whit-- '
claim." He had been haunted by it
years, since
for more than twenty-fiv- e
1880, when he was only a major of
cavalry. He then was in command
at Fort McDowell, a post now abandoned, about thirty miles northeast of
Phoenix.
The Los Angeles Times tells the
following story of the claim:
Patrick White, a former sergeant of
the Kighth cavalry, had been discharged at the post, after eight years
of honorable service. He purchased
severa! hundred head of cattle and
tiled upon 200 acres of land, which
he believed lay just outside the limits
of the military reservation.
Chaffee claimed that to farming
and stock raising the Whites added
the industry of illegally selling liquor.
He claimed also that the White home
and a considerable part of the ranch
lay within the reservation boundaries.
When the
refused to
move, when so ordered, Chaffee sent
a detail of soldiers to enforce the
The furniture within the
mandate.
house was loaded upon a wagon and
the torch was applied to all the build-

Then the White
Phoenix and began a campaign that
is not yet ended. Their "claim against
the government" originally was $25,-00but now has grown to the respectable sum of $140.000. it has secured
a new lease of life through a survey
lately made by the Interior department, in cutting up the old reservation, dividing It between a settlement
of Mohave Apaches and a number of
white squatters.
This survey indicates that the old war department
map was wrong and that the White
ranch was really outside the lines.
The "claim" soon became the extreme of monomania with Patrick's
wife, Mrs. Anna White.
Finaclally
aided by relatives, she went to Washington, where she lias spent about
half the time since. She soon became
known in the departments a.: the "woman with the black bag." To every
one who would listen she told the
story of "that scoundrel
She had papers by the satchel, maps,
affidavits and schedules of property.
From the president to the janitors of
the war department she omitted interviewing no one in pushing
her
claim. The fact that she was often
"turned down" strengthened her belief that Chaffee had formed a combination In Washington against her.
When the delegates In congress
from Arizona, Mark
Smith, N. (.
Murphy and .1. F. Wilson, successively
tired of the subject of the White
claim, they were added by her to the
long Catalogue of her enemies. She
now exults over Chaffee's retirement,
and fully believes that she has been
instrumental In driving him from the
army.
Hut now the olil lady has been "retired by her relatives, and the claim
has been put Into the hands of her
son, John White, a constable
Rs..
bee, Ariz., who has gone about the
business In a more systematic an.l
less emotional manner. He is quietly
getiing nis evidence together, an.l.
hacked by the favorable features of
the last survey. Is sure that he will
be able to show the war department
the Justice of the claim of his family
to restitution for their losses of a
quarter of a century ago.
Cha-a-fee-

second

d
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at
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Won't lliiild Itonf Pint,
he Southern
Pacific
carpenter
gang was transferred to Steins this
WCCk,
where It will erect the rocs
i usher
,hich will produce the im
iiniise amount of ballast that will be
used on the road during the next tew
year) says the Lordsburg
Liberal.
On the L'ompletltlon of the word it
is expected the outfit will return to
nrdshurg, where it has the work of
completing the round house, the new
Stock j.eim, and the building of the
d.it before It. 1 lie ghln'lrs for the
new depot kave arrived, and are piled
up alongside the glngerhrea..
wood
work Intended tor the Loralce. The
s
ml hinge., for the doors are
expected dally, while Hie brick for
:h" foundations and the lumber for
he tior Joists may not be here for
si ma trae Kg,
Foreman GrNUt refuses io build either the cornice or the
ro f antil Hie
of the
foundations
iiildlng are luid. He Baya they wil!
!
In the way.
I

66
17
1T8
33
71V4

States

Ta

lfifil
116
99
145

Francisco

V,

1385
4S

86 V,

95,3;

39
165
93

Bonds:

103
103
103
103
102
103
130
130

j
'.

',4

Money Market.

The Metal Market.
New York, Mar. 6. Copper was r
regular in London, closing 5s higher

at 80 for spot and 5s lower at 7X
for futures.
Locally no further
(change is reported.
Lake is quoted
at 18.37
Electrolytic
at
Í 18.75:
18.1xttjUl.t?tt and Casting at 18
18.25.
Lead was unchanged at 5.35 0 5.4"
in thel ocal market, but declined 2s
to 15 17s fid In London.
Spelter declined
5s
In London,
closing at 24 10s. Locally, however,
the market continued firm with spot
quoted at li.lOfii fi.20.
Sliver
4H; Mexican dollars. 49!...

ld

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, Mar. 6. Active covering
By shorts, who were forced
to COVer
by the strong condition of the cash
wheat market, caused a llrm close It,
the local wheat market today. May
to 78 v. ranged
wheat opened at 78
between 78 '4 and 79 and closed at
T9CJ 79.

I

May corn opened at 43
to 43Viii
'i. sold off to 43 and then advanced

to

43lii!)4. the closing price.

sold
30,closed

May oats opened ot
30 and 30
nnd

tween
30

be-

at

.

Washington Suits

BRING
FANCY

PRICES
Campbell clip at Phoenix Amounted
to 2O0.nno Pounds.
New York. Mnr.
Discussing the
Boston wool market
Bradstreefs
says:
The feature of the wool market for
the past week has been the sale of
a large lot of about 2.000.000 pounds
of Montevideo wool. 'tiO.OOO pounds
ALSO
of which are to go abroad and the
balance to be sent to mills in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania. These were
clothing wools and went to manufact
urers at a price of about 24 cents In
bond, which Is estimated to have been
a loss of about 1
cents per pound
.to the sellers. There were also large
sales of scoured wools, and prices are
slightly firmer for the finer grades.
Outside of these Items there has been
a well distributed trade, without any
large transactions, but as a w hole it
can be said that the week's trade was
fair. The sales of California clothing wools have been fair but of small
aggregate, owing to the scarcity of the
desirable grades of northern and middle counties. Baled scoured fall Cal- moving In
Ifornla wools continue
moderate kits, and prices hold about
Further attempts have
mil hanged.
'been made to contract for clips all
district, but
through the territory
Imet with poor success. 11s buyers are
Ntlson $3S
not willing to pay the extremely high
$4.00 Shoes
The
prices demanded by growers.
Danlcf Hats
principal part of the clips already
Nettleton's Shoes
SMUred have been In Idaho. Utah and
Furnishings, Albuquerque
Nevada. There has also been conFine Clothing
siderable done In Caspar. Wyo.. but
elsewhere in Wyoming and in Mon-- !
tana and Oregon little has been done.
High prices are still being paid for
clips In Arizona, though a compariprices there
son with, last year's
would be a title misleading, as the
prices
came
In
after the
advance
Arizona wools were out of the w.iv.
Sales are being made at present at
the extreme high prices of the later
Francis
wools.
The Campbell and
Boarding Horses u Specialty.
WOOlH were sold during the past week
Saddle Horses.
to 114 W. Silver Avenue.
at Phoenix. Ariz., and amounted
Albiiuiicruiic.
'over 200.000 pounds, which sold at
19
cents
cents,
list
against
22
year. This year's Arizona wools are
in good condition and are unusually
a.
free, but estimates of the shrinkage
show that the cost laid down in this
180(9
market would he at. least
sales of
cents. Some good-sizeGoods
Australian crossbred s have been made
of late, especially on the finer side Of
TalK. to let u ((tt)e
the market, and prices are being w II
There is considerable
maintained.
sampling being done In the fine
wools, but no transactions of
moment have yet been recorded. In
Texas wools there are none here exg
cept fall wools, and these are
moderately at 2808C cents in
the grease and 63fiiC5 cents scuured.
the old leaky roof. Get 8
The stocks of line washed delaines
new one that will endure
are so very small that they are dlffi-- I
Corner Flrsr Street and Copper Avenue.
c nit to obiuln at 37 cents, and while
It might be impossible to gi t more,
holders are unwilling to let them go
for less.
SOM K

R.--

in grey and blue serges; double or single breasted

-

fa.4O04.IBl

calves.

$3.

007.75;

StOCkers and feeders, $3.00 fa' 4.75.
16,000.
Sheep
Receipts,
Market
Isteadv. Sheep. $4.00 6. 5 yearlings.
(fi
$5.50fiG.25; lambs. $6.25 7. 5.
(11

1

;

'.

Boston Wool Mailict.
Boston. Mass.. Mar. li. The wool
market is in a strong position, ln-- t
dlcatlons are that the stock of wool
hare w hen the new clip begins lo arrive In volume will be unusually small.

and Vihe Crossett $3.50 and

M.MANDELL

I

ing.

market,

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mar. 6. Cattle Receipts, 5,000, Including 400 southerns. Market strong to 10c higher.

Wash Dresses for
Children; pretty
to fi ye.ir Mixes:
60c. 75c, $1.00 and 11.10
each.
New

new-style-

Manhattan Shirts

EarlJt

J. E. BELL.

Wilson

Shirts

Jagrr U mlet wrar

&

Att Kjnds of.,.

Livery, Feed and Sale

Vehicles

..STABLES..

Farm Machinery

ONT

and Harness.

Fiures and Quality

are tvhat

of

d

you figure

WHOLESALE

sell-lin-

J. KORBER.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
All

(steady; unchanged.

I

$4.00 Shoes

Territories are becoming scare, The
demand for pulled wools Is ImprovSi. Louis Wool.
St. Louis. Mar. 6. Wool

MaLnhaLttatn Shirts

Fine Line

Atts-trall-

Chfoaao Live stock.
Chicago, Mar. 6. Cattle Receipts
4.500. Market steady. Common lo
prime steers 11.81 ti ti.40; cows, $3.65
bulls.
$2.50ii 5.00:
ri 4.50; heifers.

I

5.40.

1,1

carenter telephone

WOOLS

ARIZONA

212H

Refunding 2s, registered
do coupon
Registered 3s
do coupon
Old 4s. registered
do coupon
New 4s. registered
do coupon

-

r

89- 10214

41

preferred

If yon need a

HcNNeiden.

263'2

Southern Pacific
Cnion Pacific
'United States Steel
do preferred
Western Union
United

03

i9

Erle
Manhattan
Metropolitan
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Pennsylvania
'St. Louis & San

."

,

Lunatic in a Banta r- Engine,
(iulhrlc, OKI., Mar. 6 James Kind-- I
say. a lunatic, was dragged struggling
from the cab of a Santa fe passenger
train here wlille In the act of pulling
the throttle to start the locomotive
He was placed in the county Jail and
will be returned to the asylum at Nor
man,
Lindsay Hrove to the city from his
farm In the morning with his wife and
non. then made his way to the depot,
where he was traced by his brother-ln- Al Pipes,
law,
who grappled "with
him in the cub and turned him over to!
the police authorities. The nassenfi-ctrain had just arrived from the north
and the platform was crowded,

1

iSik

do first preferred
do second preferred

0,

Resume Track laving in Arizona.
Tracklaying will be resumed on the
Arizona and California railroad today.
The track has been laid as far as Saloon' and then things came to a standstill for want of steel. That Is befog
furnished now. In the meantime the
grading has been going on and the
necessary leveling for further track-layin- g
will be (hushed by the middle
of the Week.
r
It is
miles from the Salome lo the river and it in estimated
thai that can be covered within three
months. It is thought that when the
track is completed to that point trains
will be run over it with the same regularity with which they have been all
along up to the end of the track.
As soon as this stretch of work Is
finished M will be begun from Hag-d.iwin: vi straw roit BEDDING.
on the main line of the Santa Fc CHICKENS'
NESTS, SCRATCHING
Pacific toward the river. The distance PENS.
LARGE
BALES CLEAN
Is seventy-sevemiles. It is surmised VM ISIJM.H I.
thai no lime will he lost in beginning
I:. W. I KK. 20 S. SECOND ST.
work on the bridge across the Colorado) which Is the biggest single item
in Hie construction of the road.' It Is
thought that it will take nearly a year
p. complete it.
llfty-fou-

Amalgamated Copper
Sugar
Anaconda
Atchison
do preferred
New Jersey Central
Chesapeake & Ohio
Big Four
(
St. Paul
Colorado & Southern

New York Mar. 6. Money on call
firm, SQ & H ! prime mercantile pafamily moved to per, 5W5 ; silver. 64 .

ings.

Just Received Fine Line of Bhe Celebrated

.1

.00: fed ewes. $4.50

Closing:

BOUGHT
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LOVE,
4ti.'l

Prop,
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C. A. HUDSON
Watt Taper ana

on yoor building sod you will never
care how hard i' veins or how hot lb
sun shines.
Anyone can pat It dawn.
,AÉbw
Vrrm Sample on request.
For ala by
COMPANY
BORRADAILB

Jap-a-La-

ffll9

specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

Auto phone

S5P?
no

&

9'

J

c

.

First Class Work (iuar;inte-I'r'ces Reasonable

Agents, 117 (iold Avenue
Albuquerque, N. M.

IIS NORTH SECOND STRF.CT
ssses-tseesars-

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store

xaav

We sell all kinds of Milliners' trimmings- - flowers
feather, wings, mallnes.
Ill fact, everything used In
making up a hat.

THE DAYLIGHT STOKE

A Special SaJe of New Spring Silks
An Occasion of Much Interest to all
are all new spring silks, especially
Women 'rinse
bought for this great event. In the lot will
be found all the newest and Litest designs and effects, Including ( hecks and stripes, in a fine line of colors, for shrlt

waist sultH, waists and gowns; regularly sold at 85 cents
the yard. Sale Price, per yard
For sume time past we have been making preparations for this (Ireat Silk Sale. Our
buyer has succeeded III securing several tliousutid yards of bright new Spring Silks Id
all the latest designs and effects. This fortunate purchase was mude at away below
market value - and the handsome goods wil! be offered you at the same great reductions. This will really be ONE OF THE O It EAT BILK OPPO RTUNITI EH
F THE
VKAU. Buyers whose parses are limited as well as the more fortunute will appreciate
g
event. We advise that you do not miss this, and It ia wise to
this great money-savinftdc
come early for choicest selections. The price, per yard, Is only

At either side of this
paragraph we have welcome news for the
ladies concerning these
great special offering of
spring fabrics. Every
piece freshly new and of

fashionable style

and
See our

artistic effect.
Window Display.

x

m

Extraordinary Sale of New Blaxk

5d

Dress Goods. A Big Unlooked for
t.H, 11.25 and ti.oo New Black Dress
Eve nt. Goods
for. tier yard
Mfcl

This opening sale of Black Dress dOOdl will be of more
than ordinary Interest to prudent buyers. Long and careful preparation has brought splendid success to an ambitious
(tur buyer has secured an Immense line of
undertaking,
the latest Spring fabrics In all the newest weaves, both
foreign and domestic, and to make this the most popular Black Dress floods Sale we
have ever conducted we will put these choice new goods fin sale at really season
clearance prices. This will be a fortunate opportunity to secure a new Black Dress at
nn Important saving. At no other time will we approach the almost endless variety of
fabrics shown In this sale. In the lot are shown Panamas. Serges, Broadcloth, French
Voile, Cheviot, Sicilian, Purls Trepe, Plain and Fancy Brllllantlne. Ilallste, Nun s Veilings. Wool Crepe, and French Serge.
A dress from this selection of Black will be beyond criticism and always in good taste morning, noon and night. Better call eml

I'M-k-

i

Pram Winnipeg to Ctalvcatoo.
Pierre, S. D., Mar. 6. The Canadian Southern Railway has filed articles with $60.000.000 capital. Branch
offices will be established at New
York. The same persons Incorporated
a
9O,0M,990 company for building a
line to be called the "American Const rucl Ion Co."
The project is so
promising that those promoting it are
very enthiisastlc. The line fs to run
From Winnipeg through North Dakota, Routt) Ha kola. Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas to (alveston. It
will cross the Missouri river at Plere,
running
and will have branches
through all parts of South Dakota,
The Incorporators Include C. A. Hill,
of (ialveslon: P. K (llegan. High-morS. I).: A. P. Sawyer, Kllas
cobsou. and others, of Pierre.

e,

Alt l THK WOULD.
200.000 found- - Capacity. Four Trucks
Sixteen Wheels.
largest
Milwaukee. Mar. 6. The
freight car In the world Is being conSt.
by
the
Paul
railroad
structed
shops here. The largest freight cars
at present are of 100,000 pounds capacity and they are looked upon as
monster. The new car will have a
rairticlty of 200.000 pounds.
It is
secbeing built to transport a
tion of a base for u blast engine which
Co. Is shipping to
the
lteihlehetn, Pa. The car Is forty-onfeet long, has four Instead of twn
trucks and sixteen Instead of ebj'ht
LABOE8T

New Spring Coats

Several new models of Spring Coats anil Jackets nre now on exhibition. Among the most notable values Is a little Covert Box
good covert cloth; specially priced at
Coat, satln-llne$7.50 and $9.00
I
In Long Coats we show coverts or novelty mixed goods, in the
most desirable models, nt prices which will Insure speedy
disposal. Prices range from
tlt.SO to 925.00

GAe

New Spring Skirts

Always complimented upon our very attractive Skirt models. This
season's Skirts are more desirable than ever; all the newest
checks, plaids and novelties are here; also several models of
Black Skirls, In new materials. Prices at present range from
,
$10.00, 9 '.'.00 to 925.00
96-50-

1

(

flO-r-

wh'Uk

J5he

.-

Hand Embroidered Linen

T5he

Best Liked Suits Will Be
15he

Elons

(SECOND FLOOR)
They permit of more elaboration than the box or pony styles nnd
hence are considered more dressy for calling, reception and afternoon
Many wonum combine their afternoon and street costume In
wear.
one of these very stylish eton suits.
We have thesa of Panama, voile, and chiffon broadcloth; In grny,
Alice blue, light blue, green, shadow plaids, checks and stripes.
Some have long and short sleeves, they are Persian brnld trimmed
and the skirts are gored and circular. The priest are 915.00, 920.00,
925.00 and 955.00.

New Jacket Suits of Voile, Chiffon Panama, and English Herge;
In old rose, Alice blue, green, gray, black, white, checks and stripes,
box and fitted eton jacket styles; with short sleeves and fancy vestr;
full circular, circular gore and bell shape skirts at 925,00 to 950.00.
Several new White English Serge Suits, short Jacket and full
skirts; prices range from $25.00 to $5.00.
Silk Shirt Waist Suits, lace yoke and short sleeves; some have
the adjustable fronts so .that the waists may be worn as a jacket;
all the new shades, at $20.00. $25.00 and $32.60.

Our exclusive brands,
Ollbert Sateens, luster nnd finish
15c
equal to sntln; black and all colors, per yard
The new Spring Skirting Pres de Sole has the cry of silk, and
the nearest approach to silk that Is made; 36 Inches wide;
35c
per yard
A beautiful line of shades in a good quality of Samson Taffeta
for light weight and summer dress lining of good wearing
5Hc
qua Illy, per yard

Sheer White
In the Sheer White Linens for waists and dresses we have splen:t.V. 50c, 75c aud $1.011
,
did values at, per yard
In the heavier weights we huve them at, per yard
50c, 5e, 75c, OOc, $1.00, $1.25 and $2.00

J5he

Embroidered Robes
For Spring Wear

Shirt WeJsts
oo Irish
These nre our own Importations,
linen, at
$1.50, 92.50, $.1.50 and $5.00
Japanese
shirt waists on Japanese linen, very
handsome, at
$10.00
We alBo carry plain material of both the above to make full
wide, at, per yard
dresses of;
91.25

S6e Correct Linings

New and Inexpensive
Shirt Waist Suits
New Shirt Waist Suits, made of a new style Teckcd Satine, full

flaring skirt. Special at

ga.fl.V

Another shipment of Embroidered Robes Just received. These
come complete with embroidered Skirt, embroidered Waist
material and embroidered Edges and Insertions to match.
A complete dress and only one of a kind at
$.50, $13.50, $15.00, $17.50 and $23.60
4m
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poor fellow was on the track befot'
he knew we were coming."

VICW

El

I Hec

tically the fame statement

l

'have heeh desirable pfopcrty owners
and that people who want lot there
will have to huy a,t advanced price.

aside. Both the engineer and the
tlieman live In I.as 'eras. but both
are well known here.
Ihiitou t Popular Man.
Mr. Past on was u member of the J
Commercial club and lived In the luh
He waa a pO ulur man ml his fi len l
bv m oren In AlbuiueriiH are deeply
hurt by his tragic death. For two
years past he hud been In the employ
of the Whiniev company and was
highly esteemed by the owners of the
big hardware hogse.
Mr.
sold
'He whs .1 One man."
Whitney yesterday, "and one tve rin
one will have to
Ill afford to lose,

GRADE CROSSING

i

I.

J

M

Paton

II

loin? i. fliul a
thinas Is Ills coila
Imtk

HURLED

INTO ETERNITY

WITHOUT

in. in

who tin .ill

Alexander Potter, the New York engineer, engaged by the city council to
report a plan
the extension of the
AlbU(uertUe sewer system left last
night for the cast on the ChlcagU
Limited. He will return In a slim
time to take up the work of examlnn- .vir.
tlon and to form tils estimates,
Potter yesterday took a long drive
about town with Street Commissioner,
Martin Tlerney. taking a genecal look
over the sewerage conditions. He was
nut particularly pleased with the con- dltlnns which will confront him In
mnklng his examination.

INSTANT'S WARNING

s

IVIIItll)

Railroad Axle.
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UNl'.MAN DII'.S
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at the
Mills, was one of lita
says
He
tragedy.
of the
that JtM as I'axton and his team got
onto the middle of the track, thai
seemed to realize the danger. One of
the mules shied, and this slight delay
was enough to hold the doomed man
so that he was struck squarely by the
train. Kenn. beck says he

!. Ketinebeck. engineer

Woolen

A Comiiplete
u

YOU CAN WASH
(THE MATTRESS

THIRTY-SI-

X

Soap, water and a brush are all that Is
needed tn keen the outside of an Ostcrmoor
Mattress sweet and clean. The inside never
needs attention. Costs nothing for repairs.
An occasional "outing" in the sun keeps it fresh and
new, because it is built (not stuffed) of elastic, fibrous
Oste'rmoor sheets.
It cannot sag, lump nor pack

IS

LAW

OF PASSAGE

pUlp.

(Denver News.)
hour stock bill has
The thirty-sib en formally reported by the senate
committee on agriculture
and the
Hie calendar
ni. asure Is now on
said John W
awaiting passage,"
"This means that
Springer last night
the bill will pass the senate, for tvhen-SVa bill Is favorably reported out by
committee it Is Invariably passed. Just
where the bill Is In the house I am not
advised, but I believe that It Is still In
committee of that body.
The railroads ate not lighting the
measure, so far os I can learn. It Is
a law that the slock people all want,
and their Interests are too large and
Strong to be overlooked by congress.
I
have no doubt that the hill will become a law at this session of the national congress. I'nder the old law the
treatment of cattle was barbarous, and
I) Il no more than tight that the ntnek
people should gel all extension III the
time of cattle without unloading them
small way Stations, a policy which
ma only Injured the cattle but also the
owners."
John F. Vallery, general agent In
Denver of the Hiiiilngton, discussed
the question as follows last night:
There is no doubt that the
law Is a move In the right direction, and the railroads, cattlemen
and dealers are unanimously in favos
x

Ice and snow in .Missouri.
Kansas City, Mar. 6. An Inch of
leg and ninw covers western Missouri
anil the southwestern part of Kansas today. Ice has formed on tele-

f5

The New Grays We wish to call your special
attetnion to the new gray novelties we re showing. As you well know, gray is first among
the woolen fabrics for suits A great variety

ee'eeieeeeoeee

'eeMeoeeeeo

Homero Wins light.
dispatch ffom Washington received here today says that on motion of
solicitor deneral Itoyt the supreme
court of the United Stales today dismissed the case of Cortelyoii vs. Mayor
The case grew out of the
Homero.
closing some years ago of the postof"
lice nt Las Vegas, on an order of the
postmaster general. The courts of the
District of Columbia issued a writ of
mandamiA compelling the opening of
the office, and the poetofflce department, having accepted that ruling,
withdrew the case.
A

Ghe MO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY l
:
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Cream Serges and Mohairs

MAROVETTE
w

i
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Colorado Phone

Automatic Plume 522.
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This season great will lie the popularity of these fabrics for separate Skirts to wear with Shirt Waists. We've prepared splendidly for
this style by showing the best of values in

MUR.PHY & PATTERSON

All-Wo-

no-In-

.

.

Hi--

I

,

i

above-mention-

ol

All-WoAll-WO- Ol

Livery and Boarding Stables
.111-31.-

1

Allmiiiicrquc. New Mexico

West Silver Avenue.

44-ln-

Do Yovi Want
a Fine Figure?

tt-ln-

Will Make You One

r,0

W
$1.2.
1.b0

In this class of goods it is difficult to attempt
to describe the beauty and range of the

Do You Wa.nt to Be
Well Dressed?

assortment we show

MADAM (K03S will fix
you up, Latest cut ami
finest linisli in Pique, Duck

NEW BLACK VOILES
All-Wo-

40-In-

and Linen Tailored Gowns,
Shirt Waist Suits, Walk-illfSkirts, Shirt Waists,
14idin!i Habits also Fancy

46-In- ch

All-Wo-

Tfc

NOVELTY

MOHAIRS

Qreal Variety of Hie Neweaf Coloring
Mohairs
Mohairs
Mohairs
Mohairs

ns-ln-

talk over the
latest styled

Call and

7r,t'
''MJ

Voiles for. per yard
Voiles for. per yard
Voiles for. per yard

ol

All-WO-

lówns!

for,
for,
for.
for,

in Plata ami

per yard

l

ancy wcum s.
jj"'"

'

per yard
per yard
per yard

fe

9iM
9tM

BLACK MOHAIRS

Madam Gross
Moved to 118 West Gold Avenue

40-

- inch

41-in-

tr
ll-in-

ARTISTIC AM) BEAUTIFUL may be
your house Illumination If you Will use
electric light by means of such fixtures as we supply. So many shapes
are there shown here that the largest
room,
the smallest nook or corner,
may have Its appropriate chande lier or
siniile lamp plain llnht, rosy lined or
tinted or shaded M you choose. Ask
us as to cost.
for
DYNAMOS
AND
MOTOKS
ever every Industrial service.
Agents Oeneral Electric Co., and
r

Co.

Let us estimate on your requlremcnls

eross-e'imln-

The Southwestern Electric

$1.75

Dress Goods for Separate Skirts
and Shirt Waist Suits

Madam Gross

Crocker-Wheele-

$1.00
$1.25

Washable Mohairs for, per yard
Washable Mohairs for, per yard
Washable Mohairs for, per yard
washable Mohairs for, per yard
Washable Mohairs for. per yard

IS-ln- ch

'

'

( REAM SERGES
Washable Serge for, per yard
Washable Serge for, per yard
Washable Serge for, per yard
CREAM MOHAIRS

57

thlrty-StX-ho-

-

we show in exclusive patterns one of a kind
in all kinds of weaves. Specially pretty and
serviceable are the English Cassimeres, French
Panamas, German Bareges, and Mohairs
priced from 75c to $2.50 a yard.

I

.

Paint and blass
Contractors' Malcriáis

Sash and Doors

Showing of

By this store this week

Make sure you get the genuine Ostermoor. Note
the label put there to protect you against worthless
We sel! at factory prices and invite
imitations.
inspection.

Corner Second Street anu
Copper Avenue.

-

Third
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'ike hair.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
Furniture, Rugs, Crockery, Glassware

ZL

New Spring
Dress Goods

BEARING THIS LABEtt

Colorado Springs. Mr. Thomson has
engaged the Colorado lawyers to represent him. Decision has been reserved.
Track Wulker Killed.
Cornelia (I riego, aged 12 years, a
track walker, n native while attempting to cross the track at Rgton this
evening was struck by passenger train
No. 7 and received fatal Injuries. Both
legs were completely ground Into a

half rose in the seat and struck the
mule Just then the crash came. The
train struck the wagon squarely and
lifted ibe whole, wagon. mule an
graph and telephone wires, greatly
driver high Into tile alt. The drlvef
Interfering with the service, while
as thrown at least a hundred and
many trees have broken down under
fifty feet, lauding on the
s.edeadof
Ihe weight.
the track. He must have been
when be reached the ground, one of
Prance Preparing.
the mules wc; curried sixty feat, and
Btlenne, the
paria, Mar. fi. M.
BOth
distan
the other half that
minister of war, made the statement
were killed Instantly. The wagon aras
In the chamber of deputies yesterday
redm ed in splinters. Pari or the at
that the government was preparing r.
the whip and the dead man's hut .ert
scheme for the organization of public
carried on the pilot tight Into the
officials in the event of war.
Santa Pa station.
Shut olT as his view was bv the long
Emll Pain- Complains.
bri.-wall of the Woolen Mills holler
Pittsburg, Pa.. Mar. 6. Kmll Paur.
In
standing
car
by
box
house, and
I
onductor of the Pittsburg orchestra.
front of II on a sidetrack, there can
of It.
says he wilf not sign n contract folbe no doubt that I'axton did not see
I'nder the present low shipments next yenr If Pittsburg people do not
the train or dream of his danger tin of cattle from Denver for Instance, to natronlse his concerts
The
better.
til he rose to strike the fright net Lincoln, the distributing
point
for orchestra commltte may pay him a
railroad Kansas City and
mule in tile tnlddl
once.
him
at
other southeastern year's salary and release
. points, have to he unloaded at
trai k.
HastWhy he did not hear the whistle of ings, Yet. under another law allowing
To Restore Discipline,
says
engineer
the
which
the limited
Ihlrty-Sl- g
Home, Mar. 6. The Pope has exhours in transit, this delay
h
plowing,
whether
done
had Just
consequent trouble In handling pressed his determination to restore
ii.
I ted the distance of the
discipline, not only In the
Id be eliminated entirely, and the strict
train, whether he limply did not pav end
to the diverting
sent
point lower orders of the clergy, but in the
attention, all are mere speculation' Cflttle
In
the United States.
where they have to he reshlpped, In Kplscopncy
whb h will never be satisfactorily anUlshop Heaven, of Springfield, Mass..
twenty-eighours.
swered.
here,
now
has been earnestly
'The humane societies, though their who Is
Knglneer Arcjilbnl.l. who was run- m .live
to avoid dissensions
recommended
may
he
worthy,
know
nothing
not
says
did
he
train,
kn"t of cattle ami present shipping
ning the
his diocese. Similar
condi with the clergrof will
that an accident had occurred until
be addressed to
recommendations
Hour space
Is not
tlmis
The
enfly
up
the
before
a
mule
saw
he
of
and anyone with a knowledge others, chiefly to Bishop Honacuni,
hid
Kefore he realized what
gine.
Neb., and Bishop Matz, of
happened, tie nays be was almost In'o ol t shipping will testify that there Is Lincoln.
Denver, Col.
the Santa Fe station with his train tu half the harm ig tolp calle in actual
stop transit that there
unloading and
and he brought the train to
(Small Holding Claim No. 2307.)
reloading, accompanied with the alat the usual place befóte the depot,
Notice for Publication.
most
In
'milling'
ho
feedat
rltable
notified
were
the
Official!
Department of the Interior. United
Santa ft
sula-abl- e
ing
Many
good
occurred
corral.
pounds
had
of
an
accident
once that
States Land Office, Santa Fe. N. .,
beef haV been lost In this jnan-Feb. 1.1. 1906.
ami I switch engine was sent to lh"
r. while all of the trouble and risk
Notice Is heraw given that the fol
Kiene. after a cull had been sent In
lowing
named claimant has filed noCOUld have been avoided without cru-- c
for an ambulance.
tice of Ills Intention to make final
o. w. stroiia's sons responded wWh In to the animal in any way.
Claim under
proof In support of
"A thirty-a- ll
hour law now applies sections 11 and 17 his
an ambulance, but a single glance a:
of the net of
he was to iheep, which are far more tightly March
the unfortunate man shotted
I, 1891 (2t! Stats.. 854), as
t ck- - tl
to til- - Ul eked In cars than cattle, yet
The body u
ile id
we amended bv the act of February 21.
Stioiic establishment it hele i II will loar little objection from humanitar- 1SH3 (27 Stilts.. 470), and that said
be sent de Mr. p irton's fot met home ians because of this. The luw Is a proof will he made before V. S. Court
N. St.,
good one and should certainly
In Anson Ttt I. following the illqlll'
go Commissioner at Albuolieruue.
on the 24th dav of March. 190fi. viz:
HiioUgh "
which will lie held ibis morning
the
for
de
Romero
Ralaaar
Felicitas
10 o'clock.
for the
'belts of I, Placido Homero,
licit llorrllilt Mangled.
9.
Mm
7.
8.
1.
4.
2.
S. II. C. No. 2367. lots
and PERSONAL.
The body of the unfortunate man
HO and 11. sec. 1.1. lots 5 and 6. sec.
or
any
mangled,
and
was horribly
0, A Httdson muí I. N. Cox return- - 14. lot IB. sec. 23. and lots 12 13. and
several injuries would hate been suf-Of
:ii niKiu from the Sandoval ranch, 14, In .sees. 23 and 24. In T. 7 N.. H.
back
The
He names the following witto
death.
where the) hue been hunting for the 12. K.
ficient
lose
prove his actual continuous
the skull was literally torn own v.s past three days. They brousht back nesses to possession
of said tract for
adverse
a Iciiik slrliiK of clucks.
Holh arm- - were broken and the bom
next preceding the sur- vears
twentv
of the shoulders and het broken and
Mike Mynes, night chief clerk il vev of the the
Placido
townshln.
fit:
otT
.
Just
............
XT
I
r. .
crushed one leg was mashed
Icccul
station, and Vincent llol- - rviia.ar
v tuero,
ni
iinnici n u,-- ,
below the knee ami the otlni
canli
be, kins clerk have t sohnnced M.: .lesus M. I.una. of Los I. unas. N.
broken.
pMitlona.
Hynea
now tak.the M..: Desiderio ourule. of retalla. N
The people who witnessed the acci11.
L
111
MlC.w ,.f
.1,1 .1,1. .f
itiaillici CCIIIIllJlll. Ill
se
ll
give
wert.
Anv person who desires to protest
there
which
dent of
becoming cheeking cler k.
Ihe allowance of said proof,
asslnst
varying accounts of It. One or two
Manager i. K. B. Sellers, of the or who knows of any substantial reasay that they did not hear the whis- Surety
I nvc-- t menl
company, says lh it son under the laws and regulations of
tle of the liver, others say ihet heard every
ho ami foot of ground III the the Interior Department why such
no doubt that lbIt.
There
proof should not he allowed will he
Oranl tract on North Sixth given
accepted N.
The
Whistle wis blown.
an opportunity nt the
opened by the
theory seems to he that the unfortu- Sixth street, recently
e
time and place to
the
been
and
sold
that
Company,
has
not
the
did
heir
the witnesses of said claimnate in in simply
of
now
own
a
fool
not
does
icinpany
his
Idea
ant,
of
no
had
nnd
to
offer
and
in
evidence
oncoming train
rebuttal
round in the new section. Mr. S'd- - of that submitted hv dn'.mnnt.
danger until it was loo late.
b rs says ihai aM of the purchasers
MANUEI- K. OTERO. Register.
n lilhald - i count.
Kniilnccr
Knglneer Hyron Archibald, who W is ,
running the train with PI re man Karl
Hlevens. were on the $$ engine Mr.
ne of the
An hlbild is held to I
most careful engineers In the Santa
Fe service and Is one of the t.
this section of the line.
"I had Just whistled for the station."
he said yesterday to a representativa
of the Homing Journal, "and we welor twenty-thcoming ai about twcniy-utree
miles an hour. As we ap- preac hed i he wool scouring plant my
fireman yelled, look out ' and my firs'
thought win that a switch was turned. I looked out of Ihe cab window
and saw that all the switches were
a
lined up. lint Just at that Instant
mule came flying out on my side of
the engine. By the time ihe fireman
could tell me what had happened 0
his side of the engine we were this
aide of the brewery plant and but
short distance from the Istation, T
n úseles.
my mind It would have
the
lo hack lh- - train to Ihe scene of peoaccident, as Ihe Itreman told m
I
knew
ple were going there and as
Imi Mtti quicker from the
heli couklI brought
in
ami,
ihe train
pi a nan.
look the engine to the round hous."I regrel the accident very deeply,
hut I did not know that the wagonn
was even approaching the tr.ic k
r.opvnoM I 'MX.
anyone until I saw
B Kuppctnticlmar & Ca
that we had struck
ChlMfO
the mule. The engine bell was ringina all ihe time.
Hiwe
We were a little ahead of
and were running at mycomparatively
fireman nor;
slow speed. Neither
me could do anything to avert the odIdent. 1 went tq Ihe scene of the accident to see If I could form an occur-- '
119
Have
ate Idea of how- the driver could
corn- - up onto the track and not aee
Ortl-Jbe
the.
ike iraln It tin standing lhal
on
ntttl nnd boa cars view
and
that
his
he;
huí off
did not hear Ihe train. I guess the
I
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His fellow employes are deeply
Right of Way Fight Before
ki let rtl at his death.
Mills Track Walker Killed.
it I Mini a Cowboy.
The dM man rial a father and r'orregpondeUCe
Morning .Journal.
ho make rhlr home near
mother
Vegas. N. M.. Mar. 5. Lewis
I.as
il
most
Anson. Texas. He had lived
l.n Belle, who some weeks ago sus- his Hie in tile cattle country and be tained
a fracture of the skull by strlkhad
to
Albuquerque
coming
fore
his head against a telegraph pole
mad.- his home jui the Hell ranch In inv
while working for Die Las Vegas Light
N.-Mexico.
Power company, died this afterThe Whitney company i directing and
He had been unconscious ever
noon.
Ihe disposition of the remains and Since
he was injured.
yesterday notified his relatives of the
night or Way light.
ac cident at mice.
Before Chief Justice Mills this afterTesterday afternoon the company
te. ved a telegram from Anson. Tex- noon a big array of leg.af talent, Inas, directing ihii ihe body ho sent to cluding Judge Lunt, of Colorado
i IllforO, Texas,
where the relatives Siiings. John Morrow and P. M. Murray, "i Trinidad, fought the question
will be to receive It,
the St. Louis. ROoky
The Insl ructions will be carried out of whether
after the inquest, which will be held- Mountain anil Pacific railroad should
this morning at 10 o'cloc k before Jm- have n tight of way over a large tract
owned by A. T. Thomson, d
tl
f tin Peace Crawford sitting as ,,f !(,

i
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1 1

has
rosslng
The deadly grade
claimed one m.ire victim; Ibis time an
Albuquerque man. widely km'ttii an
popular.
J. W. PsXton, an employe of the
Whitney companv and a member M
the Commercial dub. was itrui k by
the California limited shortly before
eleven o'( lo. k yesterday morning,
while crossing the Hacks at the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills plant, imrth of
the city.
The tfttementa rf several peopl
who witnessed trie a 'client, all seem
to show that I'axton did not
his danger and that death came
him without an Instant's warning, 5
death was instantaneous, the victim
kull being rushed open by the blott
of the flying train. J'axton was driving In a light spring delivery wagon
of the Whitney company drawn by i
team of small mules, the combination
being a familiar figure on the streets
of Albuquerque. Me was returning to
the city from the Dogtown district on
the east side of the tracks, and drove
out from behind the boiler house of
the Woolen Mill plant and up onto
the tracks, which are raised to a
considerable giade nt that point. Just
BB tlilimited tvbiii'd onto the crossing.

The

fireman.
mude by Mr. Archibald's
POTTKIt gof.s EAST.
Hlevens. who adds that Puxton came
onto the (rack when the englin- ara
10 Itctiirn iDOU to Take Up
right on him am! ih.it to him it look- I.iiitliiccr sower
Examination.
ed el If he tiled to turn the mules

DEADLY

Wednesday'. March
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THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING
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Construction Co.

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Black
lllack
BUlck

lllack
Black
apod lllack

Mohairs, for, per yard
Mohairs, for, per yard
Mohairs, for, per yard
Mohairs, for. per yard
Mohairs, for, per .yard
Mohairs, for, per yard

Mo
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Fine Fabrics for Evening Wear
In this line we show an unusually lnrRe assortment in coloring!
and weaves of all sorts. Every well known fabric required for this
uupiicaiej.--in.- imode Is here In one pattern and design id a kinu--n- o
ii
the purchaser a dress strictly exclusive as fur as color ami
in in.$8.50 to $25.00
weave Is concerned. I'riced from, per pattern.

'B.IlfeldrSICo

-

WE FIT THE HARD TO FIT

n

The man with the long arm and the slim body, or the
man with a short arm and corpulent form, is pleased
when he tries on one of our celebrated Stein
Bloch Suits made for just such a form as I See
his. Try it, it will cost you nothing to prove Wmdotw
Display
it. Suits from $12.50 to $25.00.

I

i

-

Wast Gold Ave.

-

-

WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.

Wednesday, March
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Were You Ever in
.

.

á It,

LA

i,

Ci ty?

Sl

Saw THE Residence Section? Sa-y- Did You Go Down, or Up?
Sit Üp, You
Take Notice, Yoi Investors!
Home-Builder-

s!

Do you reálize that Albuquerque is a city; a steadily, rapidly gro ving young city? Dp you know the critical stage is long passed; that no
matter where or how this territory may develop, Albuquerque demands her toll; that she is IT?

You nten who

dream Of money!

Do you know we own the "Capitol Hill of Albuquerque"? That we possess the limited
supply of what, from this time forth, must b in much demand? That we, and we only, have The Heights The Slope The View? That, in
one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to Residence purposes exclusively
No Factories, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding Houses, etc.? That we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement
walks and line the streets with trees?

Agadn, You Conservative Speculators!
A

the Entire Addition?
this street, a building
constructed, shall cast
come, his home amid

Do you know that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the Cream of
That, beginning at one park and ending at another, it also will be parked on both sides throughout its length? That, on
line is drawn beyond which no dwelling may project?
That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to
beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings?

Just Sixty Sites on this Avenue! We now offer Building
Sites, 100x132 feet, $1000 to $1200. Think you ambitious
man; borrow,
necessary,
buy!

Wait, and someone will be
if
but
glad to treble your price! We hold not all the best, but the best of all!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Co
M. P.

Stamm, Secretary and Selling Agent

has not been determined, but it will
be either three or five.
Naturally
NEW
there may be some risk in making
such a trip. If it is necessary to come
buck over the I CO, it will be all to the
"!
advantage of the party to have the
summer time to do It In. and there
lore the starling time will be In th"
TO
OF THE
AIR
BOOM
spring.
"We will construct a wireless stallion at Spitsbergen, and hope to be
In communication with it all the time.
"It will be an UlUque trip. Kadi
THE LAWNS
NORTH COUNTRY
man of the party will he taught how
to handle the snip so that reliefs can
be made possible, and in case of sickness or accident to the others he can
sill! handle the shin and make ih-- !
MORE GRASS IN ALBUQUERQUE
hest of the situation.
Major Hersey Formerly of
A Newspaper Expedition,
Raton Man Talks of Colfax
"Of course it is a Wellman expedTHIS YEAR THAN EVER BEFORE
ition. I am going as the government
meteorologist, and am Pimply a pas-- j
of
Mexico
New
the
Party.
County Properties.
senger. Naturally
I
look forward
with Interest to a trip of this kind.
According to employes of the Water
but at the - inn- lime Mr. Wellman.
Supply company, who are closer to
peoor the Chicago Itecord-Heralthe actual use of water in Albuquerple, who planned the trip, have th
ALREADY DEMAND FOR THE
que than anyone else, more water Is WILL MAKE OBSERVATIONS
right to talk about it. which
have
being used .it the present early Stag
not.
I have menFOR WEATHER BUREAU tioned For that reason
PRODUCT OF NEW COAL MINES of the gi
ing sea? ni than
that matter on only a few ocThey
even in
casions and It gol Mil tnrnught th- there will be an Increase of
fact that Louisville newspaper men
1y that tw
at leant
ent. tivJ ner cent In the
Major H. It. Hersey. who will be who knew me when I was weather
St, Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific number of penóle who have lawns remembered in New Mexico as for observer there wrote np my pari In
during the present season and thai
the expedition extensively because ol'
the householder who does not have a Ja long time director of the weather 'the fact that I had lived in LouisWill Mako Now Mexico an Iron
lawn these days Is coming to be the Station at Santa Fe and for a short ville for a number of years, and knew
exception, whereas a year or two ag-- time adjutant general of New Mex i great mans people there."
Ileo, Is to accompany Walter Wellman
Producer on a Large Scale.
he was the rata
Major Hersey does not know when
A
drive about the city will show of Chicago on his trip in an air sh'p be will be called from his work 10
In
Pole.
of
Major
North
the
search
water
of the
that the statements
take part In the preparations for the
Hersey has been In the southwest for journey to the
well founded, for everynorth pole.
hv run
I rank J. Thomas, general utiles works
in
past
some
days
hi
connection
with
can
one
sec
sprinkling
the
where
"I have no responsibilities of famiagent of the St. Louis. Rocky Moun- and portable fountains working. Tho present position as inspector for
ly or relations, and therefore I have
bureau. He bus Just finished
Interest in beautifying home is growright to choose for myself In a WSJ
tain & Pacific Coal' and Coke
of Katon. N. M.. was In the city ing rapidly in" Albuquerque and it will 'an Inspection of the Kl Paso office. which married men or those who
fronl and has gone to inspect other Texas have ne, it relations living have not.
yesterday on his return from a trip to not be long until the barren
El Paso and the. south. He will leave yards once mi familiar will be a thlnn stations. in Kl Paso Major Hersey dis- I expect to come back, but the risk
While
of the past.
for me is nothing to whnt It Is for
this morning for his home.
cussed the proposed Journey through Mr. W. 'liman, who has a large famMr. Thomas says that work on t lHold
newspaper
iu
Holdup
the
the
famous
with
air
Paily." he concluded
ist. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
midnight
Saturday correspondent.
Shortly after
Hie railway is going on without Interget
we
Is
a
trip
hack
and
the
"If
TemIn
comGeorge
again
night
saloon
Boston's
company
has
ruption. The
It will then be time to talk," NEW
CATTLEMEN
MEXICO
menced laying steel and the line will po was held up and the cash drawer success.
as fast cs touched for linn, says a dispatch from he declared.
completion
to
pushed
he
Major
Horsey received the assignPhoenix, Ariz. Several men were ill
money and men can do the work.
from the weather bureau to
'Raton Is going steadily ahead and the saloon and valuables were taken ment
BE
WILL
make the trip to the pole at his own
will ho one of the sobtsantlal towns of from them. Tom Cartledge, the n'Jht request,
on a request from Mr. Well-matho territory," said Mr. Thomas at the policeman of the town, was Lji th'.
He will go as the official meof his
Alvarado last night. "Our line Vlll 'saloon and was relieved
which, he was promised, he teorologist of the expedition, and will
open some of the hest coal, iron and
THIS YEAR
five min- be one of the three or live men who
timber lands In the territory, and the would find on the pavement
to reach tho
attempt
will
make
the
robbers
did.
The
utes
and
he
later
of
road Is u key line hetween several
masked and the only descrip- pole in an airship.
the eastern lines and the coast. J. will were given
Pellines ll Will Succeed.
W. P. Anderson, special livestock
Is that one was tall and
connect with four of the big westeiin tion
"I suplióse" so i.l Major Hersey. agent of the Pecos valley lines of the
One
exceedingly
short.
other
the
to
coast
the
line
Is
direct
roads,
the
may
pole
proposition
seem
the
"that
was arrested today.
Santa Ke system was at the Sheldon
from Mississippi river points, and will suspect
It Is stated that no resistance wa to be a foolish one. and when a man tod
give us four outlets for our product
In
says th Kl Paso Herald.
n
a
family
responsibility
it
has
and
against
up
being
men
lined
made,
the
muí ..r course means much for the
Just tcferen... to the cattle situation In
up." while one would be a different matter.
territory. A few more railroad llii's the. wall with "hands
robber trained his revolverá on them when the expedition will start has not Ihe southwest, Mr. Anderson said
and the statehood question will he set- and
been fully determined and cannot he thai on Ihe plains of New Mexico and
the other took the money.
tled as the territory Is fast settling
until the experiment With the air ship ,U
the PlghgUdlC Ol Texas this season
with eastern people."
has been made and It has been proved
i
ovo
;ooi
fashioned
in
in:
It is understood that the Colorado
by trials that It Is capable of doing they would be buyers of yearling
DAYS.
Fuel and Iron company will open Its
the work for which It is wanted. The steels Instead of sellers.
Idg Iron mines in the vicinity of
"I.ure Is grass room ami Inquiry
Powdered Wig Formed nn lnisrtant lair ship Is being constructed by Louis
ore
from
ship
will
the
and
tJcnllemaii H Aiqiarcl. lOodard. of Paris. France. The ma already in sight for IS, 000 or Ü0.OOO
Adjunct to
Southern
i
to
Of
ami
Colorado
iu
the
this kind along our road south
there
will be made with two motors.
It la safe to say that the majority of ehlne
Dcs Moines, N. M over the St. Louis, bald
wlllch will be operated entirely Inde- and east nf Port ilea, and ll Is In
gladly
would
today
revive
of
men
The ore
Rocky Mountain anil Pacific
connection with the inqlury thai
of each oilier, one a 2I and
the old. dignified custom If they could. pendently
came to Kl Paso,' said he.
there Is said to le of u fine grade of But,
tho other a fiO horse power. In this
thing
hest
next
do
the
they
can
"The rtenmnd from the n uthwest Is
way If one breaks dow'n there will
Kesaemer and contains sixty per cent to II:
that Is. hold on to what hair still
he the other on which to depend, for steers. When our people In the PanIron values. The ore supply Is unlimthey
have.
Is proposed to have the ship run handle of Texas feed their
ited and there is already enough In
In oases where the hair root or holr jit
steers through Ihe winter, which
the.
Bight to keep a railroad busy for sevnot been completely destroy under one motor except when
has
bulb
of ihem are doing this
eral decades.
It. New .winds ure adverse, then the double the majority
Infest
that
by
parasites
ed
It makes a better market for
tho
one
necessary.
was
at
winter.
time
rendered
be
will
inotor
Kllwtbethtown
In
do
will
the
wonders
rplelde
hro's Hi
this class among Die feeders of early
to the calculations' the
se. ne oí a great gold excitement,
way of encouruging a new growth .f 'According
will be capable of a maximum maturity beef In the states east of the
talus some very good plar.er ground hair. Destroy the cause, you remove
and there Is no doubt that the camp the effect. That Is the successful mis- speed of twenty miles an hour under Mississippi river. plains country
sends
"The middle
will also become a big producer In sion of Herplclde. Sold by leading favorable conditions and h Is though'
steers to the north- that th trip to the pole and back Its
gold when the railroad Is completed to druggists. Send 10c. In stamps
for
jern Panhandle pastures along the lino
thaUpoInt and low rates for ore haul-Ih- g snmpli to The Herplclde Co Detroit, will last rrom two to three weeks.
of the Southern kansof Ik Texas railto Start jfron Norway.
are established
Co , special
H. H. Brlggs A
Mich
Kpltv.from
and uproad and the
"The start will be made
Mr. Thomas says thai he secured agent".
ItNo county, Ihe Du
N.ergen, Norway, and It may be Hay of wards, (ruin
several big con and coke contract! on
HO i
Before the expedition osti bo via cpuutaln country and lower Pnu- III keep
hS southern trip and that It
The rent beat ol Kansas City beef
but we hope to start In May handle country to Kansas pastures,
his company hustling to keep up with and minion nt Kmil Klolnwort's. Ill started, year.
The size of the party where they are fattened for beef or
of this
North Third street.
the buslms already In sight.

PEOPLE

WILL

BEGINNING WITH WELLMAH

SPRINKLE

AIL

'11

TOJEPOLE

are finished mi corn in Kansas, Missouri, Iowa and Illinois,
"Of this latter class there Is not WILL BE TRIED FOR
nearly as many in sight for this mar-ki- 'l
as last season.
"The wholesale mortality of course
iu the year of l'JOt, ISO:: and 1!0S
will be felt greatly this year, next
SETTING FIRE
year and In 1908. This condition will
apply universally
throughout
the
range country of the west where there
is a general shortage of beef steers.
"Kl Paso county, Texas, and
the
Davis mountain country and contiguous territory are making great progress in breeding up their cattle herds
to a higher beet standard l han an
other section of the country.
"Will, Parrell. the Hereford breedINTERESTING CASE TO COME UP
er of dimming, Texas. Is here today
with a large consignment of bulls for IN POLICE COURT THIS MORNING
Marfa. Texas, to contribute to that
work.

IN

For the first lime In the history of
police court a man will be
g
tried Ibis morning on a charge of
lire lo ope of his fellowmen. The
defendant is k. Chaves, who, it is
chained, did wilfully pour alcohol
over Ihe legs of one William Hardeman and (hen set Rre thereto, resulting in the painful burning of said
Hardeman.
and with Intent, It Is
charged, of causing the total rrcma-- I
tlon of Ihe complainant.
Hardeman tells Ihe police thai h'
was asleep In the Daylight saloon on
North Third street, which does most
of its "business after dark,
lis MB
he waked up to see his trousers and
sucks blazing and lo find lhat Ihe ficsh
on his lower limbs was rapidly being

CORPSE OF MURDERED MAN

oni-pan- y

i

er,

Kllxa-tiethtow- n

--

air-Ish- lp

three-yearol-

I

Pen-mann- 's

several other objectionable things,
whin she bail him arrested.
The
court held that both sides
ere to
blame and discharged all concerned,
l or ( rucio to isjtsnala,
Frank Rose was arrested yesterday
on a charge of cruelly to animals
pr"-ferr-

by Dr. W. (1. Hope. Hose Is a
teamster and it Is alleged that he was
beating his horses and being unnecessarily cruel while at work with In.
team on West Tijeras avenue. He
will be given a hearing In police coin',

this morning.

LETTER TO MOTHERS

set-lin-

FOUND

IN

SALT

RIVER

A myatei lou case of what appears
to have ) u old blooded murder Is
reported from the Kooseyelt dam 111
Oils BOUnty, Ihe victim having been
a miner named .lames Austin, who for
some sl months past had made his
e
home at the neyr town, says the
Review.
cooked.
Monday last C. O. (Jlsh, who conHe put the lire out. but not until
ducts a saloon on Pine creek, was
he had been severely burned.
to his place- of business from
Chaves sloutly denies thai he poui
Roosevelt, when upon reaching Sail ed alcohol on Hardeman's shins, but
river be .suddenly saw the body of a the f.ut remains thai someoni did
man lying face down In the shallow and Hardeman believes the defendant
i

HIs-be-

All

Albuquerque
Inlcrcslcd

Women Should

In This

He

Letter.

Mrs. C. W. Stump, of Canton, Ohio,
wiilcs. "I wish I could induce every
mother who has a weak, sickly child
to try that delicious cod liver preparation. Vlnol. Our little daughter was
pale, thin and sickly. She had no appetite unci no umbltiou.

-

water. After assuring himself that
the man was dead he at once returned to KooseVelt where he reported
the matter to the authorities. Officers wete hurriedly dispatched to the
scene jind upon an examination of the
body ll was found that the man was
Austin, and lhat he bore the marks of
having if reived several heavy blows
on the head, gashes In the scalp indicating where the blows landed.
A coroner! Jury was empanelled,
and all possible evidence of Austin's
movements on Sunday were thoroughly Investigated.
It was brought oul
that Sunday morning. In company
w ith
two men named liurgess and
Miller, Austin had started for Glsh's
place of business to spend the day.
The three arrived there and remained
Rurgess left for
Until early evening.
his return to Roosevelt about !i p. m.,
Austin starling home an hour later.
Miller remained at the saloon
all
night. This was the last seen of Austin until his remains were found In
Salt river by Olsh.
An Indian trailer and several
made a careful search for severing miles about Ihe point where the
body was found, but no clew of any
(he
sort was picked up, excepting
finding of his hat about two miles up
'stream .from where the body was
offi-ice-

lodged.
Dr. Paumer made a careful

post-

and reported
mortem examination
thai the man had received heavy
blows about the head, and that the
remains showed lhat Tie had struggled
after he had fallen or been thrown
In the river.
Wi: CAN SUPPLY
Tou with punched, ruled and
printed sheets for any style, sise or
make of binder. All the work Is Bone
under our own roof,- too. That means
the money is kept In the city.
.o ft CO..
H. 8. Ill
Journal Building.
Bookbinders.

the guilty parly.
Will Send lion Out of loon.
No further action will he taken lo
prosec ute liuls Fa nrcschl, Ihe aged
Italian StS)Ci amaso tl who was held b
Ihe police Monday on a charge of
sindlng object humble matter through
the malls and of insulting Madame
Bambini, n seems to he eii est.ib- llshsd lhat Paiicesc Ill's mind Is not
clear and his family who are much
concerned about Ihe affair, have assured the officers that he will be
properly restrained In future. It is
understood that he Is to be sent away
from Albuquerque tomorrow night for
treatment.
Velera n suca I, Thief Caught.
Jose A. Plho was sent lo the county
Jail for sixty days yesterday morning
bV Judge Craw ford, .after a hearing
on a charge of petit larceny. Pino
was charged in this particular case
with taking several bridles and blankets from the stable of William Farr.
Ihe meat dealer. The thefts occurred
sometime ago. Pino, according to the
police, has a hahlt of taking things
left Ivlng ground loose and sometimes
of taking things that are not left as
onvenlenlly to his hand. He lives In
Socorro, hut frequently comes to Al
buquerque.
hm lil
lhat Pino at
une time and before lb it set passed
oul of existence In New Mexico, was
one of the Penitentes. Pino Is the man
who some weeks ago left a baby on
the doorstep of u West Oold avenue
residence, having been commissioned
10 do ihe work by the child's mother.
Mount Olive Church squabble
K. C, Penmann, a member In goo.l
standing of the Mount olive nantist
church, thlsclty. who wasarrested Monday on n charge of assault with words
preferred by Mrs. S. P. Watts, who
also claims to be a member of Ihe
church, was yesterday discharged by
Judge Crawford In police court, after
had been shown lhat Mrs. Watts be
Is

rs

d

four-year-ol-

I

1

the local

d

1

fore Penmann handed her the alleg 8
Insult, had called ihe defendant
a
liar, ll all came about through
questioning the right of Mrs.
Watts to attend the church. He tol l
her she had no right to force hgreelf
upon Ihe congregation and that she
dldn'l belong to the church.
She
called him a liar and he then told Ipa
she was the Scum of the earth Slid

'

M

11

"We tried various medicines, but
without any benefit whatever, and Blv
could not take cod liver oil or emulsions, as they nauseated her and upset her stomach.
"Learning that Vlnol contains all
the medicinal and strength-creatin- g
properties of cod liver oil. but without the nauseating and system-cloggin- g
oil, wu decided to try It, and the
results were marvelous. She loved to
take ft and It gave her a hearty appetite, the color returned to her cheeks
aad she is stronger and In better
health than she has hesn for years.
"I cannot say enough In favor of
this delirious cod liver oil preparado i
tor weak, puny children."
A member of J. II O'RIelly Co., our
local druggists, says: "We have never
sold a medicine in our store equal to
Vlnol for puny children, weak ol
people, sickly women and children
Why don't you try It on our guaran- tee?" J. H. o nielly Co.. Druggists.
SAY! Mil. UETAIl7MKRCHABITi
you ever considered now
Have
mm n time, energy and worry can
he saved In th.- use of n Statement
i,eueci
sicnr: Maybe you have not
given the matter any thought.
Call
IN lin niid
lot it nth near vnn t laea
other follow Is adding to his profits In
the use of this svstem.
II. K. UTIICoW
CO.,
Hook hi inters.
Journal Building.
Culo. Plome 13.
Automatic 118.
1

-

1 1
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Declare Boldly Thai Opposition
Will

WANT ONLY

Fade Away.
A CHANCE

TO

people, and there
would be very
quickly arranged a system of railroad
away
to
tariffs
do
with discrimination in favor of outside products and
to open Arlxona markets to Arizona
producers. With such a provision in
the constitution we could go before
the people and carry it despite the
clamor of the monopolists.
"The foregoing arc a few of
reasons for the outcry against
jointure and such desperate efforts as
are helng made to defeat It In congress.
The opponents of the proposition know they cannot win before
the people in a constitutional election and realize that their only hope
is at Washington.
"No, the continental divide is not
a 'natural barrier' to Joint statehood.
There are mountains in Arizona higher than the divide and ihey are crossed all the time by railroads without
difficulty, also by good wagon roads.
The alleged difference in the customs of the two territories does not
exist. There are lots of Mexicans In
.rizona and In some counties more
than are in some counties of New

Mexico.''
GET INTO THE UNION
Nothing Better in the Future.
Both Colonel Bird and Mr. Hub-be- ll
expect to stay here until the bill
Two ardent advocate! of the Joint Is voted upon In congress. The latter
ompletely corroborated
everything
statehood hill fur Ariaona and Xf Colonel
Bird said and added the folMexh o are in the city In the persona lowing:
of Col. Allen T Bird of Nogales, Ariz .
"I see nothing in the future bettor
nd J. I.. Huhhell. i prominent mer- for us
Joint statehood. The peochant of dañado, Arla., and I resident ple of than
Apache county, where 1 live,
of thai territory for over Unity y tara. would today cast a majority
vote for
They .uní others are going to try
i
it.
have examined the bin and am
Impress upon .impíos ihu
pleased with Us provisions and hope
of the peopla of Ariaona
are It
pass. i believe if it Is submitreally to vote for the jointure propo- tedwill
to the people of Arizona as it now
sition if it Is submitted to them In th stands It will
a large major- farm .( state constitution, all argu-no-ii- Ity."
of the single State hoomera to
the contrar; notwithstanding, says th
WHY T BUI CEKDS.
Washington stai.
0
"Give u
the amount of money Because It's for One Thing Only, and
which tfi single state fon es h.iv-- '
Albuquerque a Learning to
expended in the past year In their inAppreciate This.
terests In Arlxona " said Col. Bird last
Nothing can be good for everything.
evening,
and ar will bring; here In
Doing one thing well brings success.
the IntereM Of tht othei side such a
Do, m s Kidney Pills do one thing
deluge of territorial aiUMna thai th
clamor of the opposition would
be only.
They cure Sick kidneys.
completely drowned."
They cure hgekache, every
kidney
Col. Bird uent on to exnlain thil
111.
the railroads which oderate In Atizona would find it in their interest to
Here is Albuquerque evidence to
prevent statehood, and arc therefore prove it.
In the forefront of the opposition
Mrs. W. ('. Wood,
residence 720
forces Conditions In the territory South Broadway, says: "When on a
are pretty well known to him. for he visit to Fall Blver, Mass.. J learned
has been the editor and proprietor of that Doan's Kidney Pills has been a
a newspaper, called the Oasis, in
household necessity in that city for
for thirteen years, and hat- been years.
Naturally when a person has
Identified with the territory for
n backache themselves and friends,
acmu. h lonflei time In many different quaintances and relatives continually
ways. He is eager to tell of the con- insist that a particular remedy shall
dition there whl.h will affect tht be tried, you at last consent. I used
statehood question and enlarged upon I man's Kidney Pills and they slopped
the subte, t in this manner:
and aggravated attack of backache,
Not Igalnst Jofni Statehood.
only one of many Which have occurred
I
.an says from my own experi- in the past. When I came west
ence that the sentiment of Arizona
brought wltli me a dozen boxes of
against joint statehood by any II.. ui's Kidney Pills, long before they
means. Many are opposed to s ng
extensively
wenknown in New
statehood under any circumstances, Mexicomias .it present i have not the
and this cluas includes such men as slightest hesitation in publicly stating
President Kphralm of the Nogales that I know from experience as well as
Water
company, and
Cornelius observation that this remedy can he
O'Keefe, n prominent mining caperi absolutely
depended upon in all cases
Tinof that section,
others would of kidney complaint causing ba. ka. lii
rather have single statehood roil lumbago or outer eymptomi w
h
leallze that such Is Impossible and follow In the wake of that far too
therefore
advocate sir.. ugly Join' prevalent annoyance."
statehood, if the proposition la pul to
Kor sale by ill dealers Pile
a vole of the people in a onstltUtlon il
Co., Buffal. V
election, upon a constitution framed cents. Foster-Mllbu., sole agents for the United States.
along modern liu.-s- . the
pie of ArRemember the name Doan's and
izona win ghe it
tremendous majority, it Ik because the opponents of take no other.
Jointure know this that they are malt-In- k
IT is A PLEASURE
so desperate a battle to heat the
To keep books when they are ruled
Issue n congress.
your
to
business and well hound
suit
"The underground-workin- g
miners so as to lay perfectly flat on your
of Ariaona has worked for years to desk
open.
Lei us build you ,i
when
get a mine inspection law like that l.cd".iT.
.1
jis.Ii
Book to
nal ..i
Which exists In all the mining states, opicr.
We are unite aura we can
hut they have been d"f.-He- ,
von
Idease
repeatII H, lITlH.ou A CO..
edly In the territorial legisla ture by
.liMirnal BiiihliiiLr
the big mining Interests. Now a con- P..... Man,
stitution would doubtless compel the
enactment of hip h a law. like the constitution of Wyoming and other mining states.
With each a provision
there are from ln.oon to 1 2,000 mi- Every "Knock" is a "Boost"
ners who would Mt,- for the constitution. There are five great mining
"Uncle Johney"
amps in the territory, producing annually t40.000.09l m opper, They
are owned by corporations .apit.1llz.il
nt over 1 100,000,000, and their assessment Is only about f mo
n.
while all other property, except
Is assessed al from M to R0 The St. Elmo Sample and
per cent of Its cash value. The people have endeavored for yean to gel
Club Rooms
enacted I bullion t.ix law sui h as
prevails by constitutional provision In Choice Liquors ! crved. A Good PtgOB
to while awav (lie weary hours
Colorado. Wyoming,
Montana and
other mining atates. They have been All the ."..pillar lames. Keno every
every Instame by the
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
defeated
machinations of mining companies
Nights.
and railroads
JOSEPH BARN WIT,
"A constitution
with a provision 120 W. Railroad Ave
Proprietor
making mandatory a bullion tax law
similar to those in force In the states
named would bring to Its support
many thousands of voters, who.
Albuquerque
if
asked
would tell you they
are opposed to Jointure.
Foundry and Machine Works
"The railroads have also avoided
It. I'. HALL, Proprietor
taxation. The Atlanti. and Paclli
pava under a
a
ongreaatonal acl
flat rate of any g 7 5 per mile. In lieu Don and Brass Tastings, Ore, Coal,
of all taxation, which Is equivalent tO
and Lumber curs, Pulleys, Grat
an assesment of from $4 ooo to (6 000
Bars. Babbitt Metal. Columns
er mil.-Th" Southern Pat Ifk is
and rpn Fronts for Buildings, Repairs, on Mining an1
assessed at IT 000 per mil". 4n p r
tent more. In California End Texas, Mlllln- - Machinery In Our Specialty
under the state constitutions, the railroads are assessed 11 1.000 per mile.
FOUNDRY
."jst Side Itallroad Trai-"Under a provision like that
Alhiioiieroiie
In the California constitution. Providing for a si it.- board of
eipiallzatlon elected by the people.
"
railroads of Arizona could be brought ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
to a higher rate of assessment
The
prai tleal congressional exemption of
-- OXK
N K. H I' ONLY- the Atlantic and Pacific would also
disappear with at itehood. and thenFRIDAY, MARCH
could be no obje. tlon to its rat. beln;:
raised to the Southern I'm ill rate.
while that would go up to equal the
assessment of property owned by th-TON A I'Eltm
P
company on both sides In ( atl
furnia and Tex
Bujeeeive Railroad Unte.
"Business interests of Arlsons hav
long been crippled and burdened by
ex. esslve railroad rates and by discrimination,
l.'nder the supervision
of the Texas railroad ..inmlssion a
limit is jil i ed on charges In that
tte and the railroads are giving Roaring Musical Farce Comed) ami
a freight rate from gulf and MississVaudeville tttrectioti Introducing
hunippi pomtl as low as 6" cuts
Many New
Features and i
dred. To meet that rate roads from
bat perl or i nl formed Con
Missouri river points give a like rate,
hut the moment freight gets west of
r I II a n il a u d
the Texas Influence that rate Is JumpOrchestra,
ed 00 and 300 per cent. I have sen
numerous freight bills In Instance of
this condition, one of which I will
PEOPLE
A carload of building papel
cite
from Kansas City to Tucson was
rharaed $249, $' of this covered
ILL spi ci i, - pi,b
traffic from Kansas City to firming
N. M and from there to Tucson, a
distance of 226 miles, the remainder u vn n nut si iti.i r I'll! di;
han
as charged, thai wis more
i
NOON
three times as much for 22.r miles as
for 1,200.
"We have In northern Arizona ex- Prices: 50c, 75c and $1.00
tensive forests and valuante Hmher
Industlres and yet no one evei sees
legal on ,.i. in MgasjnVa Book More
stbk of timber or a board from
Tuesday, Mim li
Anionorthern Arlsona in southern
In
used
lower
the
Kverythlng
ns.
part of the state comes from northern California or southern Oregon
and from Louisiana, where the railroads have timber Interests from 10
to 1,000 miles farther away thai, our
Black Minorca Plimoutll
own mills from the seat of consumption. This la due to railroad tariff
id
Hock Nlld Blendhigh
the
within
rates
discrimination
state and low rates from abroad. A
Helling
Itcd
II
.dollar condition exists In regard to
.
hey. grain, etc.
Vow alve us a constitution with a
provision for the election of a rail C. D. KLUMPP, 1006 South Edith St
way (.ommlssion responslble to th'?
(

i

j
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DRESS GOODS
ever shown in the city. And, what is more, the styles are absolutely correct.
Ladies who examine these goods will at once notice the absence of shelf-wor- n
and
old style fabrics; no left overs or last spring's goods to offer as the latest thing just
from the mirket. The year of 1906 will be a "White Year" more than any in the
past. White from top to toe will be the proper thing, and our stock contains some
of the prettiest white fabrics "you ever saw," and right now is the time for selection

For the Week Ending March 10, we wish to call especial attention to
the following numbers:

-

I

i

.

rn

White Mohair Suitings - Figured, 36 inches
wiiic suitable for afternoon and evening
waar; worth iSc per yard, our regular
l(k
price, per yard

Silk Warped

Plain White Mohair 36 Inches wide, sultabia
for evening wear, eplendld value; nur regMo
ular piici', per yard

Sicilian Suitings In
inches wide; very
the latesl effects
wear; our regular

silk

- Plain, light gray. :ifi Inehea
beautiful finish ami luster; in plain

Bollenne
wiiii--

Bnglish an elegant fabric tultaWe tor any
occasion! trorth He a yard; our regular price, per yard

n"

Lansdown In different colors,
inches wide; a beautiful fabric for
warm weather wear, worth $1.50 a yard,
nur regular price, per yard
$1'.3S
:IS

different patterns, 44
desirable and considered
for .street and afternoon
price, per yard
$1.23

French Bollenne Slllt, delicate shades. 37
Inches wide; these goods are for the finest
evening wear and lire worth $1.50 a yard.
Our regular price, per yard
$1.13

silk Bóllennos Same as above, only cream in
65"
color, per yard

White and Black Cheek Suitings-All-wo- ol.
42 Inches wide;
nothing nicer for street
wear; our regular price, per yard
75c

l.
Plain White Serge
soft finish and brilliant
price, per yard

Silk and
Wool Crepe Suitings 42 inches
wide; beautiful goods and very cheap at
our price of, per yard
$1.25

,1

.

Our
SI mi

i

1

.

BEAUTIFUL

9

I

Jerry From
Kerry

.

-

--

20

20

WHITE GOODS

In all the latest patterns al prices that are just a little below those asked hy other dealers for the same
quality of goods. Our first showing of Silks, made last week, resulted In so many sales that we know
the ladies of Albuquerque appreciate good goods, am) we are now prepared to show elegant materials in
less expensive fabrica, Whtcn Will meet with the same warm reception that the silks did. A cordial Invitation Is extended to every lady to call and inspect these new arrivals.

For the Gentlemen of Albuquerque, this week, we wtsh to
few suggestions concerning

mkea

..FINE SHOES..
We are receiving Spring and Suminer weights and styles now. and are certainly showing an elegant line
of Footwear. While the stock comprises every grade from the $1.00 shoe to those worth $7.00 per pair,
at this time we wish to call attention to a lew numbers, of re.illy superior shoes shoes good enough
n
and Juslly poputai
for any man to wear and be proud of. In Men's Shoes wc carry the
well-know-

DIAMOND BRAND AND CASE SHOES
and are prepared to supply any kind that can he asked for. so long us good style and high quality are
wanted. Below we give a few numbers and prices:
(fun metal calf oxfords, four but30
last, mill
ton, extension sole, foot-fortar) he.-l- capped oei a snappy shoe with
tyle and COVnfort combined, per pair . Ill l.'UI

No

.

to.

-

.

effect.

The greater part of the goods bought for Spring and Summer have arrived and we
arc showing Silks of all kinds, Lawns and Dimities, India Linons, Batistes and
Suitings, Percales and Ginghams, and

111

r

4J inches wide;
In

.

No.

ser$1.511

Patent colt Hlucher oxford, swing
last, military heel; a shoe that will be appreciated by well. dressed men. of superior
$5. 11(1
quality throughout, per pair
Surpass kid Hlucher oxforil. swing
No Ill
pped toe. military heel, extension
last.
sole, the very latest In oxfords, per
$5.(1(1
pair
No. BS8 liun metal calf shoe, swing last,
capped toe. military heel. Hlucher lace,
suitable for general wear, price per pair. $3. "5
foot form
No 141 Valour calf lace shoe,
last, capped toe, military heel, extension
sole, a handsome street shoe, per pair ...$ !..(
Vlci kid lace shoe, something en13
No.
tirely new; light extension sole, straight
last, capped toe. military heel; If you see
$5.IKI
this shoe (be sale Is made, per pair
ÍÍO.

847 Surpass kid six buton shoe; I'otuy
last, capped toe, military heel; the ma-

terial In this shoe Is the very best and the
style that will pleuse the most particular,
per pair
$5.511

.

1 190
Heavy lUldrCSSSd buckskin oxford.
soles,
capped toe.
BlUCher, extension

straight last; made for comfort and
vice; our rVgular price, per pair

No.

Kill- -

Vlci kid lap- shoe, mat top. potay
lust, capped toe. military heal, extension
sole; made for wear and comfort, per
pair
$o.oo
44

-

No. 60L''
Satin calf six butl Ml shoe, college last, heavy extension sole, military
heel, capped toe; the best value ever put
$0.0(1
into a shoe, per pair

.

No.

HAH
Kangaroo kid lace shoe, heavy
cushion sole, straight last: made lor com$0.0(1
fort and durability, per pair

No.

H4K
Patent colt luce shoe; plain toe,
light extension sole, mat top, military
heel, straight last: u shoe with all the
snap and style that can he put Into one
so. mi
article, per pair

No.

002--

toe,

- Patent colt six button shoe; plain
niat lop, military heel, potay last;

nothing batter and suitable for full dress
wear, per pair
$7.00

in men's, women's and children's shoes. We have
Our stm k comprises all that Is good and
over 101 different styles to select from, and the prices range from M SSjSjta to $7.00 per pair: you can
find Just what Is wanted for any kind of wear on our shelves- try once and be convliiied that THE
for quality.
OliOBl BHOBfl are the very beat that money can
-

.

la

I

r

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

Money to Loan

Furniture. Pianos, Organs. Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
low as $10.00 alid as high as $200.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and from al)
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 end 4. Grant Bid.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
805 West Itallroad Avenue,

VV

AVl'KI.

Experienced saleslady.
tf
Apply at S.JL'RosenwaldJS;
laborers, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment OfAutomatic
fice, 315 S. First St.
t'
'phone 290.
WANT E D Competent stenographer; one accustomed to use of Remington machine. Address Business P.
WANTKD

ni7

O. Box 234.

runabout,
FOR SALE Rubber-tire- d
also harness. Inquire at 518 So. Edith.
FOR SALE Ño. 2 Remington typewriter at a bargain, if taken at once.
Call or address, 306 W. Coal ave. m
FOR SALE A good saddle horse,
is also well broken to work single or
dm, hie. Inquire of Wallace Burke, by
after ti o'
Colorado Telephone
tf
clock. P. m.
FOR SALE Pony, buggy and
SALE
Furniture and household g Is. Call at 701 West Copper
avenue from 9 to 11 a. m.. except Sun- m8
idays.
FOR SALE Eggs for haJehlng.
White Leghorn, $1.00 per setting.
Kit:! N. Eighth street.
FOR SALE Eggs for setting, $1.00,
Barred Plymouth Ruck. 210 North
a4
Waiter.
401 Wei
FOR SALE Furniture.
in 10
Lead avenue.
FOR SALE Furniture of a
house, also fine swinging mirror and
dressmaker's' large cutting table. 401
mlO
North Fifth st.
POR SALE Lot 4(!xir,0 feet. One
block from R. R. Ave. In Highlands,
for $450. The only lot close in on the
Highlands that can lie bought for
$450. Must sell. Sec me at once at
tf
124 South Edith st.
"FOR SALE A snap if taken at
Llvéry stock and hack line.
once.
London Club barn, corner of 2d st.
m9
uye
Marquette
and
F(R SALE 6,000 rhubarb plants.
The best in the land. Mann Bros a3
I'n I! SALE Safe investments for
small sums, paying I per cent; real
estate security. W. P. Metcalf, 321
mlO
Gold av
house in
FOB SALE
Highlands; close In; plenty of shade;
party leaving town.
Address A. B.
tf
Morning Journal.
FOR SALE A few choice Bettings
Of Buff Orpington and White Minorca
eggs. $1.00 per setting. H. N. Packer!, tí
Marble av. Colo, phone 211.
FOR SALE Furniture, sewing
cheap. Room 4, Grant buildml7
ing.
the
FOR SALE See McSpadden. anyExchange Man. before you buy
thing. He has over $1.000.000 worth
etc.,
of houses, land, merchandise,
ti
for sale. 300 South Broadway.
FOR SAL- E- Small stock of merT. L. Mo- chandise at a bargain.
Snadden, soo S Broadway.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
bni- - 'es at Albuqucrnue Carriage Co.
FOR SALE A good paving hotel
in small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE. Several sets of slngl"
and double harness. A bargain If sold
8
at once. Muridiv & Patterson.
tf
West Silver avenue.
FOR HALE All lots in Coronado
T, L. McSpadden. 300 South
place.
!)2--

K

Six-roo-

WANTED Boys' suits to make,
m
1414 S. Edith.
WANTED Girl for general houseIf
work. 5" s 8. Fourth street.
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
Morning Journal office.
W ANTE D Nursing by trained
nurse.
Call at 505 S. Third st. nit
Position by experienced
WANTED
f practical
nurse. M16 West TlJeras.mS
WANTED If you want to buy, sell
or exchange anything, talk with K. L.
If
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
WANTED Sewing by experienced
109 North Walter. Old
dressmaker.
phone 180.
tf
WANTED To exchange a goo.l
$1,800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
WANTED Large bran and oat
sacks for cash or in exchange for
stock and poultry feed. Both phones.
S. Second st. tf
E. W. Fee.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied wl'n
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 315 S. First st.
Automatic
'phone 290.
tf
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED- - Clerk In retail bu.sines.;.
AdOne speaking Spanish preferred.
dress in own handwriting to Box 333.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment
.'115
S.
Automatic
First st.
tY
'phone 290,
HAKERIES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DE- livered to tuiv nart of the city, wedding cakes a specialty; satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
Raker207 South First street.
--

iROrESSlUWAL.
ATTORNEYS.
R

W. D. RRYAN
Office in
Allan

s,

Attorney at Law.
First National bank
roue.

M

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HI 1ST

N. T. Arimljo Bldg.
Room
Tuberculosis treated with High
v Electrical Current and Germi
cide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Alhuouerque, N. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH
Practice Limited
Eye. Ear. Nose, Throat.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
lines; Offiee 313
W. Railroad av.
Hours 9 to 12 a. m,. 1,30 to
8.

Fre-oiie-

31'.-31-

Roadway.

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. K RAFT

FOR SALE. Buy a home on easy
payments,
have two snaps. T. L.
McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway.
tf
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Ranches
from $900 to $25.000. T. L. McSpadtf
den. jlOO S. Broadway.
1

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the Golden Rule Drv Goods comoanv.
Automatic Phone 272: Coloradolt4.
E. J. ALOER, O. D. S.
Offices: Arimlio block, opposite GolTwo roomKOR SALE OR TI! ABE
a. m. to
ing houses. T. L. McSpadden. 300 S. den Rule, office hours. 8:"0
'!0 n. m.; 1:20 to 5 p. m. Auto12:.
y
Broa d ws .
.
Appointments
telephone
462.
matic
Are you
FOR SALE OR THADE.
interested In mines. I have some said made bv mall.
h.good
to
deals. Talk with me. T. DR. L E. ERVIN
Dentist.
tf
L McSpadden, 300 a. Broadway.
Auto Phone 691.
FOR SALE 1 have some good val Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, over
ues in residence property. See me
Learnard a nd Lindemann.
fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
íV5J5JijnJjnj.
tf
South Broadway.
accocnting
FOR SALE OB TRADE A good
Books audited, statements prepared,
Rehumser nlano: a bargain. T. L. improved
systems installed. Twenty
McSpadden. .300 S. Broadway.
years' experience. Satisfaction guar$4,000 TO LOAN on good real estate. anteed. George H. Browne,
110 South
at 8 per cent. P. 0,Bnx218.
second st., Albuquerque, N. M.
.
FOJt JRJTt.
civil i:N(;fNi:fcKS.
FOR RENT Six room brick house, j'. bT.
with bath. Furnishings for sale at a
Civil Engineer.
Nm9
T. Axmiipbuilding..
bargain. 4 15 So. Edith St.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR RENT Dcslrabrc rooms for
15 South
th st. F. W. SPENCER
light housekeeping.
FOR RENT New house, modern; V. O. WALLINGFORD
Architects.
also tent house. 509 South Walter.
Rooms 46 and 47, Barnett Building.
Both 'Phones.
FOR RENT Small store room: will
make tine office. Light, heat and elecI NDI'.RTAKERS.
tric fans In hot weather. Porterfleld A. BORDERS
mlO
& Co., 110 West Gold ave.
NT
City
FOR-BEOne furnished front Blaok or white Undertaker.
hearse, $5.00. Comroom, south and east exposure, mod- mercial Club Building. Auto telephone.
ern; board In vicinity; no invalids. 316; Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,
tf New Mexico,
423 South Fifth St.
Folt BENT Brick house will)
Maynard
bath at 207 N. Fifth st.
tf
Qunsul.
FOR RENT Rooms and board, fteal
and Loans,
in modern house. 124 Sguth Edith
11
street.
Fire Insurance,
l(l-:New and neatly fin- Bonds.
nlshed room with private family. All
w. u
1
'il'ihi Sou Hi Second Street.
conveniences. 4iz poutn
Automatic 'Phone 328.
POR RENT Furnished room, mod- tf
FOR SALE.
em. 724 S. Second St.
brick cottage, bath,
houses: $2,600
FOR BENT Two
lights,
electric
barn, cor.ier lot, 60x
Auto, phone 513 or call
furnished.
N.
142;
street.
Second
tf
S.
st.
1101
at
Fourth
frame cottage, N. 1st
FOB RENT To persons wishing $1,1504-10011St.; lot 50x142, trees, sidewalk;
Inrivate rooms with board. The ele
$500 cash, balance on time.
gant residence of Nathan Barth, 422
frame dwellINorth Sixth street, has been neatly $2.600
s
as
a
ing,
bath, trees, windmill; 8. Edith
furnished and started
private boarding and rooming house.,1 $1,300
frame, new, barn,
barge airy rooms, reception hall and
shade trees, city water, high locaparlors, double porches, large grounds.
tion.
Pliiuie(i:!S.
ir $2,000
Terms
frame cottage, bath,
FOR RENT Nice clean rooms,
etc.; S. Amo street,
$1.50 to $2.00 per week: also light $1,100
frame cottage, bath,
housekeeping rooms; at Gold Avenue
lights, close in.
tf lñ.electric
hotel.
f.OO
i iloilhln hoimen elnfln In In
FOR RENT Furnished rooms all
IRO ripr month- A trnnri Invent- 415
North ' tuent. Half cash, balance on time at
modern conveniences.
Second street.
tf
8 per cent.
Furnished rooms bv Some good business properties for
Foil RENT
w
the da v. eek or month, also rooms
sale.
Eva $1,600 New
M.k.
for light housekeeping.
frame cottage,
tf
Ff un'ng. 113 West Lead ave.
wel) built, near shops; easy payApartments
in
Park
FOR RENT
ments.
View Terrace, eight rooms eacn. mod$3.300
hrlck. sulla
ern equipment throughput. H. H.
hie for rooming or boarding house
room 19, Grant block.
on Highlands.
$2,600
frame, bath, elective
FRESH ( I T FIOWKKS.
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142.
IVES THE I'lORIKT.
Fourth ward.
$3,600
frame cottage, elegant
(Homestead Entry No. 6232.)
residence. West Tijeras ave.
Notice for Publication..
Department of the Interior, Land Of $1,300
frame, near shops.
fice at Santa Fc. New Mexico, Feb- $1.200
frsme cottage; new;
ruary 17, 1906.
North Eighth st.; easy terms.
Notice Is hereby glvn that the folmnnVrn
lowing named settler has field notice $8.000
brick dwelling; bath; gas;
lucirte
of his Intention lo make final proof
lights;
barn.
in support of his claim, and that said
r,
$3,300
cottage;
renin brick
proof will be made before the United
modern
well built: large cellar; good barn:
Stales court commissioner at San Rafael, New Mexico, on April 5, 190il.
trees and lawn; fine location. Went
via: Gamlo Leeds, of Valencia county.
Tijeras road.
New Mexico, for III" S. E. '. See. 10, , $2,700
room frame dwelling with
T. x N.. R. 9 W.
He names the folmodern conveniences; well built. R.
lowing witnesses to prove his conArno st.
tinuous residence upon and CUltiva-io- h $2,300
frame cottage:, modof ssld land, vis: John I'vya.
ern
conveniences, treas and shrubGeorge Tenias, Jose Ross.
Wyne
nery. corner lot. 1.0x14 2.
Thomas, all f Srirai New M"x!co
MANTEL R. OTERO. ReisütT. $1.000- frame cottage; ti'e
,
"no snruonery: near shops.
If you iiewi a carpeiiirr, imh
Money to l.nn on Good Real Eis
widen.
at j,,,,, latc. o inu.n.M,

expert

far well

J

A.

FLEISCHER
Estate

Surety

nn

1

first-clas-

-

i

Til-lo-

n.

I

i-

i

' EHTISEMENT8

har-FO-

Has placed on the Shelves one of the Most Handsome Stocks of Cotton, Wool and Silk

ls

A I

On

B

known writer and traveler, declares the Albuquerque lady to be the
best dressed in the whole west that "Her Majesty," the Albuquerque
lady, may be gowned in the most approved' fashion and maintain her
reputation as a wearer of good and tasty dresses mmmhvHimmim

i

As you have probably learned by this time

The Big Globe Sign

two-stor-

j

On West Railroad Avenue

is the sign of Rel ability and

ma'ks the

entrance o the store where the best of everything in stock is
sold at the lowest possible rri:e.

I"

..A'JjjtSOXAL. PROPERTY. LOANS.

PRING

is fast approaching, and that time of the year
when the well dressed woman plans her gowns for
Spring and Summer wear is fairly under way. In addition to the dresses to be worn on general occasions.
Easter claims its share of attention. For this year fashion
decrees that that the proper gown must be made to the individual measure, and by one's "own modeste." William Allan White, the well

7.
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ENGINEER DISCUSSES THE WATER WORKS SYSTEM ON BASIS OF
ITS VALUE AS AN INVESTMENT FOR THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
with varying results, and now practi- ample for most Inside and much outcally only two have any commercial side work direct from the hydrants
use. Due called galvanizing is a pro- without the Intervention of a lire encess of coating steel or wrought iron gine. These pressures at hydrants enpipe with sine. Which acts us an ex- able a tire department lo multiply the
cellent preservative and greatly pro number of hose streams to an almost
longs the life of the metal, where used indefinite extent, and the great quanIn situations favorable to oxidation. tity thus delivered from the mains has
The other preserving process is called an Important bearing on the general
kalemin. This material preserves the1 efficiency of a water works system.
metal and prevents rus; or other de- This high pressure represents a latent
terioration, wherever the zinc coating power or reserve force inducing large
will do so, and also to a greater de- - capacity for delivery, during unusual
gree where the zinc and all other drafts. As an example, New York
failed. City, with its present low pressure,
coatings
protective
have
the quantity
this time and I think its publication basil for estimating
which should be provided dally per
This has made steel pipe kulameined requires under stress, an abnormal
by yon will add much to the thoughtcapita.
the most satisfactory material for wa- draft In. the down town district and
ful discussion of this question.
ter mains as it combines the strength Ihe full capacity ot the mains might
Buffalo. X. Y.. consumes 250 gallons
Very truly yours,
of steel with the durable qualities of be reached and large districts left
per capita; New Orleans, 42 gallons;
R. W. D. BRYAN".
cast iron, and contains none ot the temporarily without water. The presAllegheny, Pa 247 gallons; Fall RivMarch 5, 1U06.
objectionable qualities of the latter. ent pressures probably average 30 to
er. 35 gallons: this city, 200 gallons.
Another very Important consideration 40 pounds, but if they were 90 or 100
In preparing this article, which is It is the consensus of opinion that if
in favor of the use of steel pipe, aside pounds, fed by a reservoir at sufficient
done at the urgent request of a num- unnecessary waste is prevented, 75
from its great resistance to shocks, elevation, the force 6f gravity would
ber of my townspeople, the purpose gallons per capita should be ample,
is that If any break occurs, It Is purely have a great influence on the supply
of the writer is to present a few plain with 50 per cent additional available
local; requires small expense to re- that might be drawn from the mains
facts in as plain a manner as possible for irrigation purposes in the arid repair, and seldom causes any consid- and would be the means of extinguishpertaining to water works construc- gions during the irrigating period of
erable damage. The life of this pipe, ing many incipient tires that would
tion, and general application of es- the year.
when installed in the ground, is un- never corne to the knowledge of the
tablished principles and rules enterThese figures are based on statisknown, as It has been in use but forty officials or public.
ing Into all Investigations of this sub- tics that water supply engineers will
years, and frequent inspections show
ject, that have come to the personal tell you constitute a reliable basis for
The above exactly fits Into condino deterioration, and should be at
experience of the writer, as construc- calculation and conclusion. It might
least double the number of years in tions as they exist In this city. You
tion engineer in water, steam and oth- be well In this connection to rememwhich it has been fn use to date. Its will note that this unquestionable auer
allied
mechanical
branches ber the value of these general rules
Interior surface docs not fur- thority recommends 90 to 100 pounds,
smooth
throughout the southwest for a good from the definition of the Scotchman,
for objectionable as high pressures, and satisfactory
lodgment
nish
many years.
who, after elaborate calculation, lost
growths, thus keeping the water as serviceable fire streams are obtained
Before proceeding with this arti- his money on cotton futures. He repure as when pumped into the mains from these pressures. The pressure
cle it Is well to understand that the marked that in the course of his varand avoiding the expense of continual maintained in the water system of this
ethics of engineering practice dis- ied business career he had encounteri
city has always been greater than In
cleaning and scraping common
courage the public discussion of ed three kinds of lies, namely: the
The water the above recommendations.
cast iron water mains.
strictly cnglneeering questions In a plain lie, the damned lie and statisPresentí A. Fnlwoll. Fumeauro, Rusmains of this city arc steel pipe
public manner. The writer excuses tics. Quality and quantity are the
and additionally protected sell and other recognized authorities
himself in this particular instance for two most important features of a
hysuggest that a supply for six simulby a coating of asphalt. The tire
he reason that so many business men rater works system, and that cause
drants in use here are of the I.udlow taneous fire streams should be sufhave expressed ;m honest desire to be the largest amount
of study and
over
ficient for a city the size of Albuquerpattern, which are standard all
advised on some of the principles In- worry from students of this great subthis and other countries, and there are que, while the present capacity of the
volved, and in view of the great
ject. The growing value placed on
no better. The connections to mains water works system here, as operated
of this subject I feel it my a continual supply of pure water aldally. Is equal to ten or twelve effectarc standard size, viz.: 4, 5. and
duty to do my share to present the ways available, one that when the
h
standard nuzzles ive fire streams.
with two
matter for consideration just aa it Is. child at school or the man at work self.
suitable for two lines of hose, or supPumping Machinery.
The writer has no interest, direct 3r draws a cupful! to drink, is beyond
Materials used In modern water- ply to fire engine.
Water works engineers are generalindirect, present or prospective, and any suspicion of being other than
Pressure,
ly united in the opinion that the cenwill only consider the question as a healthful and wholesome. Is so impor- works distributing systems are generA reqpnt article in one of the Albutral pumping stations with large
citizen and an engineer.
tant a part of our existence that it ally of three classes, viz: steel, wrought querque
papers made some remarks pumps of ample capacity for the needs
Municipal water supply having should be at all times a matter of iron and cast Iron. Cast Iron, by Its
the water pressure .is taken from of the service are by far the most
claimed the attention of the human earnest consideration by the people being the most available and cheapest on
from which economical and most satisfactory supfamily since the dawn of civilization, if every municipality.
It will prob- occupies the highest position as .1 a gauge on a fire hydrant
was expecting ply arrangement, operated by steam Or
and aa it is a subject upon which ably be surprising to some to know material for water mains and for econ- - it appears someonestreams
from one electric power. If steam Is used, they
many volumes have been written by thai this supreme position occupied by omy of construction Is the most suita- three effective fire
of hose are classified: first, triple expansion;
able specialists, would seem to afford water supply as n beverage, has been ble today, where very low pressure hydrant, and had three lines
hysecond, compound condensing; third,
the or three nozzles attached to this
little further opportunity for original assailed, by men of supposed ability (not over 40 pounds prevails);
c
compound
brittle nature of cast Iron, drant.
thought, yet we rarely open a journal and large Influence. A paper
and simple.
in
fire
a
at
that
been
stated
has
very
however,
it
objectionable
makes
The relative efficiency of ench Is 'n
to the science of engineering ed the Hospital, printed in this coun-o- r
made
safely
lady
a large building a
main pumping
the
order
named.
The
of municipal life without seeing try in the hitter part of the sixteenth and in a great many cases wholly unimmediately discover- engine of the water works of this city
something new advocated or some-- j century, and whose purpose was to suitable as water supply distributing her escape, but
was left on the up- is compound condensing.
thing old condemned in connection I disseminate knowledge pertaining to mains: First, on account of Its In- ed that her A baby
It Is next
fireman (always ready) to the highest duty pump made, and
per tloor.
w on municipal water supplies.
These matters or health, clennes water as ,i ferior strength where considerable seeing
Its
learning
and
distress
her
It Is doubtful If the price at which
discussions being always interesting liquid formerly used as a beverage. pressure is carried; second. Its tenden- cau.--e
dashed through smoke and fuel can
be purchased here would warand often valuable, we may well af- It needed a very bold man to resist cy to rupture under any undue strain Same and
In securing the
succeeded
ford the time spent in the considera- the medical testimony of three cen- 'or jar, which all water works systems baby, lint found that lie was absolutely rant the additional expenditure requirto,
to secure Ihe slight additional BOOU"
tion and discussion Of the conclusions turies ago. Few writers of that time 'are subject
often entailing heavy
from exit by stairs, elevator or ed
reached by ni'-who have made a can be found to say i good word for losses ( a recent rupture of a large cut off
from the use of the one
mesne, and knowing tile force of emy possibleengine,
study of the question in all its phases. water One or two only are concern-sa- y cast Iron water main in Xew York city Hie stream
higher
The other engines
coming from the throbbing are onetype
the
loss
property,
to
begun
private
compound
a
and have published records of their, ed to
caused
early
in
and one triplex
that when
and engines in the street below. Without
findings.
They can be
life it may be pretty freely drank with for which the courts decided the city
motor
driver.
electric
opened the window and.
he
hesitation
Where, and by whom the first sys- impunity, and then quote as a curious was not responsible, of an amount signalling his companions, had them seen by any one Interested and are
tem of water works was constructed, phenomenon given by Sir Thomas greater than the total value placel on direct a stream within reach of the both modern, serviceable features of
we may not with certainty know, but Klyot In his Castle of Health of the Albuquerque's water works) ; third, Its
with baby in one arm. the11 system.
we have the Bible for our authority Cornlsbmen (1541) that "many of the rough Interior surfaces giving lodg- - window: then stream
is unnecessary to state anything
with the oilier
the
he
circled
that more than seven hundred years poorest sort never or very seldom Blent to bacterial growths, which not arm. and throwing his leg around it. about the reservoir, everyone knows
before the Christian era. Hczeklah, drank any other drink, and they he only cause sickness and disease, but (Ihe stream) descended with ease and Its location. Its full capacity is
then reigning as king of Israel, stop- notwithstanding strong of body and require continued expense in scraping safety
gallons It Is generally
to the street and said, "Madam. 1,500.006
ped the upper water courses of (lihou. limb and live well until they be of the Interior surfaces to prevent the-iand concrete
here la your baby," w ho received toH about full Is cement
growths from entirely stopping the in
made a pool and conduit, and great age."
up to the requirements
fully
lined and
such astonishment that she failed
brought the water straight down to
A
flow
of
through
id'
water
city,
gentleman
Cogan,
the
mains.
schoolthe
careful examination of
Thomas
the medical
ral the n une of the heroic
the west side of the City of David. master of Manchester fame, confessSteel, on account
of Its great and his Identity Is lost. It would re- Ihe distributing system will show the
Since the book of David and the book ed In his Haven of Health (158),
strength Is considered a model mate-- i uniré a tremendous pressure to pro- - malng, from 14 Inches to 4 Inches,
of Chronicles are silent as to the defor the use of students, that rial for distributing systems, its elas- I duce a stream like the abov e, but not well arranged with a good supply of
tails of this municipal enterprise, a he knew some who drank cold water ticity adapting It to the severe Jar Icreater ih.ui io deliver three effective suitably arranged valves and will ll- vast Held of conjecture is open as to it night or morning without hurt and strains of water coming from fire streams from on- - standard fir' ways supply t In- areas thai they are
how Hczeklah financed his scheme: and Dr. James Hart writing i bout pumps and reservoirs or from rough hydrant. The word pressure bis lit- al present serving.
There Is no part
whether he let out the work to the fifty years later could even
slaim usage In transportation or handling, tle meaning to the public generally, of the present system that will require
( (instruction
company
very
some
Willamong Ills acquaintance
niw Jerusalem
taking up or reconstructing, and the
besides Its great lightness, and the and as used by many people is
OT employed day labor, and whether, shipful ladies who drank little oth-- 1 more satisfactory
manner In which It misleading The records of high pres- most remarkable feature or condition
when completed, the system was ownr drink, and yet enjoyed more perfect may be Installed. Late Improvements sure at the plant of the Water Supply thai can be discovered In connection
ed by the mayor and board of alder- health than most of them who drank In the production of this material h is CÓ., as kept at the pumping station
with Ihe water works system of this
men of the holy city, or by the Oihon of the strongest.
Sir Thomas Klyot decreased Its cost to such an extent not for the Information of the public. city
Its completeness- - its adap'- toWater Supply company. These
himself, in spite of the Cornishman. that It Is becoming a more formidable but as a guide and monitor to the en- abillty lo extension to supply new
gether with questions touching fran- Is very certain that "there be In wa-t- competitor of cast Iron every year. gineers, and also superintendent
areas, its general efficiency, ami on
chise rates, meters, purification and
causes of various diseases, as Of There are many places
condihow that the dally pressure is main- close personal Investiga ion hv any one
pressure probably cost Hcxekiuh many swelling of the spleen and liver." He tions are favorable for where
utilizing wa- tained above 100 pounds every day, competent to judge. Its lack of cause
sleepless nights, but do not pertain In complains oddly, also, that it tlitteth ter under high heads to convert Into and
averages, during busi- ror adverse criticism Willi regard to
any special way to the condition here. and swlmeth; and concludes that (0 cheap power and engineers have se- ness generally
hours, about ll7 pounds. Now the presea I condition of the mains
However, before dismissing from our young men and them that be of hot cured much valuable experimental thai does
to the ord- The records of tb
unpany show that
not mean
lurlher consideration this distinguish- complexion it floes less harm and knowledge from this source. Thcv inary mind, but it much
win probably be Ihe mains were uncovered about .185
ed promoter and his water plant, it is sometimes It nroilteth. but to them have found
exon account of its understood that this pressure far
limes in the last year; :idl of thesi
but fair to recall the statement of the ' tnl,t are feeble, old and melancholy great strengththatand other
favorable ceeds the pressures carried in oilier were for the purpose of making con
good hook In this connection, that t g not convenient.
Chicago
nectlong
Is
II
is
physical
for new customers. 60 were
peculiarly
steel
known that
properties,
cdtles. when
Heekiah prospered in all his works.
The most formal indictment against adapted to withstand the stresses o arries III pounds, and all other large to shut off water lo repair breaks In
Is
knowledge
of
While this
little water, however, la that of Venner,
pipes are subjected when under cities throughout the country. It to house service connection. I were for
value to us here it Is Interesting lo who. writing ill 1H22 ponderously pro which
high pressures, and has therefor been tin pounds.
In a recent article on city leaks on mains proper, and 1(1 were
note that commencing three hundred nounces to dwellers in cold countries: almost
water works, Mr. B. 8. Hopson, Who leaks in joints This shows that duryears before Christ and continuing for "It does very greatly deject 'he appe- - pressureuniversally adopted for high
work. Several methods of las chief engineer of the national board ing the last year, with an average
six centuries the Greeks and Romans lite, destroy the natural heat and conf twenty, pressure of over I'm pounds Carried,
works systems, Of underwriters' commit!
engaged in vast works of construction sequently, confounding the concoction. Joint is used on water
demanding at- there was less than one leak per mile
In order to bring to their cities ample Is Ihe cause of crudities, fluctuations the most common being the plain bell writes with authority
and spigot joint used on cast Iron pipe, tention. The high pressure, he writes, of main per yenr. and this must tie
supplies of pure water, tunneling and wlndlness of the stomach."
wat r OOrfeCt, as the entire work of repairs
and the converse lock Joint used on
from a satisfactory
mountains and bridging valleys wl'h
The different modern methods of! steel mains, both of the above joints derived
Is always available and lo mains and about 600 meters was
system.
works
masonry,
may
of
chiswhich supplying water to cities
works of
be
the ruins
being calked after being poured full ready for use. Xo pumps have to ic done by one man. and It only occuare today objects of wonder and ad- silled as follows:
of molten lead. The lock Joint on started, nor Are departments called lit pied part of his time, and he don't
some
miration. This period of remarkable
Is
ele.
from
First, gravity, that
has been
activity was followed by 1.000 years valed source, w ithout pumping: sec- - steel pipe being heller on account of to make connection with fire engines. seem to consider that he showing
's
This
All the various uncertainties inherent overworked either.
of total neglect, beginning with the (ind. from reservoir, where water Is Its tendency to distribute expansion
apparatus, not possible to improve upon and
fall of the Roman empire and ex- 'pumped into reservoir direct, or or contraction over a large area. In- to complicated mechanical to
accident would Indícale thai the mains were In
tending well Into the sixteenth cen- .through mains Into reservoir, third,! stead of acting wholly on one joint, as to negligence of watchmen,
Is always the case with cast Iron.
or other reasons, are to a large ex- excellent Condition, as no engineer
tury. During this period, the magnl-flciepumping to standplpe; fourth, pump-- ,
It was found thai on account of the tent removed by this method of sup- would expect less trouble If all parts
works built by Ihe unhappy Ing to mains direct.
ply, not only to the great economic of the system were absolutely new.
victims of the Roman conquests wer"
four systems are named in purity of the metal. Its close grain and advantage
These
made many
of the owner of property. Statements have been
permitted to fall Into decay. Popu- Ihe order of their merit, and the sys- other elements In Its composition, steel
by men on the curbstone thai
times
advantage
from
tic
to
a
decided
but
lous cities returned to primitive methde(rusl)
greater
oxidation
whs subject to
tem In use In this city Is the one
a distri- the mains were not good, but on Instandpoint,
ods and the human family suffered as scribed as second.
than cast Iron, and one of the first ef- Are protection
of prober vestigating the repair charges, and the
system
with
mulns
bution
rarely before and never since, from
was
to
find
some
engineers
be
forts
of
question
beyond
The first, while
and under pressures carried, there can be hut
w despi cad epidemics
of pestilence ing the best as regards safety and
method of protecting the metal from size and arrangement,
80 lo AI pounds can me conclusion and that Is that the
pressures
am) plague.
from
eledeteriorating
of
the
action
Ihe
rareIs
designed,
wisely
liability, when
Water works construction revived ly possible, and often when possible ments; many processes were tried furnish very effective hose streams, gentlemen making these statements
In the latter part of the sixteenth
century, but made little progresa as
hollow logs and similarly unsatisfactory means of conducting water were
nil that was available
until about
Dial), when cast Iron pipes were first
Introduced, which was soon followed
by piping water Into
houses. For
many years the flow Into houses ws
only at certain hours each day, during which Ihe family was supposed to
store their dally supply. Hnd a constant flow of water through domestic
service pipes has been In vogue In
London only about thirty years. In
the United States the first water
works system was constructed at Boston In 152. and In the next 150 years
or up to 1800 only fifteen additional
systems were built In this country.
Seventy-fiv- e
additional systems were
built In the next fifty years. In 1X9"
there wore 2,000 systems In the United
States, and In 1900 there were 3,500
cities provided with water works systems, of which 60 per cent were ownThe
ed and operated by the city.
above Is a general review of the progress of water supply engineering up
to date of last census, and we will
now take up the questions of supply
and materials.
Forty per cent of the cities In the
above list receive their water supply
from surface waters, that Is lakes,
rivers and reservoirs supplied from
small streams or springs, and the balance, among which Is this city, receive their supply from deep or shallow wells that draw their supply from
underground, natural filter beds, and
Is much to be preferred when compared with surface streams or lakes. The
term "shallow" wells refers to those
wells that are dug. drilled or driven
not to exceed BO to 80 feet. The water
being derived from local or proximate rainfall, and obtaining a degree
of purification by percolating through
the soil, and which acts as a natural

To the Editor of the Morning Journal: filter. About 800 cities In the above
Dear Sir: I beg leave to hand you list receive their water from wells of
description, among which may be
herewith the manuscript of an article this
the city of Brooklyn, N. Y
dealing with the water question which mentioned
which receives most of its great supIs now agitating the public mind of ply from this source.
The startling
variation in the quantity of water
Albuquerque.
by
used
different cities leads to the
This manuscript was handed to me
by a resident of this city who has glv- - conclusion that the natural bent of
n the matter considerable
thought, the people of some cities Is to leave
the faucets wide open all the time.
d
but he dues not wish his name
in connection with the matter. The best authorities on the subject of
laborious study, do
I have read the article and consider Quantity, after
It one of special value and Interest at not seem to have reached a reliable
men-tlone-

the excessive cost of construction prevents Its adoption, and more than outweighs Its advantages over the second
system of pumping with reservoir all
large cities of this and other countries
finding the second system, similar to
that which we have here, being by far
the best and only practical system
where permanent service Is desired.
This system is operated by the municipality, or, by private ownership
under long period contracts or franchise, may be built and added to, just
as the needs of the community demand, and is subject to the most economical and permanent construction
The reason that
and management.
long-tercontracts
or franchise Is
suggested, is that extensions, Improvements or betterments may be made
on a long time basis, which should
add to quality of service and economy
of operation.
Improvements or betconterments made under short-tertracts or franchises must, of necessity, be based on the length of the
contract, and, the year to year necessity of paying dividends. This necessarily temporary condition does not
exist where municipal ownership prevails and If proper plans are made
with due consideration, given to surrounding
conditions
und
future
growth, each extension of improvement made on this plan need be done
only when the growth of the city demands it and as such additions an
made they are permanent additions,
each filling Its proper niche in the
finally completed system and no loss
for reconstruction or unsatisfactory
service from unsuitable materials be
ing used. This condition, as stated be-- I
fore, can be put In practice In Its
highest and most satisfactory sense
only by very long-tercontracts or
franchise, with privately owner water
company, or by the municipality own- -'
Ing and operating the water works It- -i
m
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were misled or mistaken. A statement subscribe to campaign funds, or bear
from a real estate man relating lo tho expense of pushing the nomination
value of anything in the ground may of men to protect its interests or give
lie given some consideration, an they It new privileges, or pay blackmail
see much there that the rest of us to ward off the raids of cunning legisoften fail to discover, and their vision lators, and officials, and it might well
Into real estate may be sufficiently be added. Impecunious newspapers;
does not have to advertise
penetrating to permit them to readi- fourth, It business;
fifth, it Is able to
ly analyze even the quality of water or solicit
many
suvings by working In comake
mains contained therein.
combination with other
by curbstone operation and sixth,
Offhand statements
full public ownscientists are seldom contradicted by departments;
(that Is public ownership free
competent authorities and for that ership
of debt) has no intercut to pay: sevreason often do Immeasurable harm enth, where
public ownership is InIn misleading the people generally, ofcomplete, the people not owning the
ten to their own Injury. There has plant free of debt, they still have an
been sonic criticism of the report advantage In respect to Interest, bemade by Mr. A. S. Riffle, who was re- cause they can borrow at lower rates
tained by the council to advise them than the private companies have to
as to the value of the water works pay; eighth, as cities usually act as
system at the present time. These their own insurers, public ownership
criticisms, while somewhat vague In Is free of tribute to the profits and
character as to nature of complaints, agency commissions of private Insurintimate that it is not in sufficient de- ance companies; ninth, there Is often
tail. It seems unfortunate that Mr. a large suvlng In salaries. A public
Riffles did not make the report longer, plant pays its chief well but does not
but he was handicapped by the fact pay the extravagant salaries awarded
that there was nothing else to put in. by millionaire monopolists to themHis report to the council Includes all selves or their substitutes In office.
the property of Ihe Water Supply Tenth, public plants frequently gain
It is simply an Inventory through the higher efficiency of betOmpany,
made by a thoroughly competent dis- ter treated and more contented labor;
interested gentleman, hired for that eleventh, the losses occasioned by
purpose. The values or prices that costly strikes and lockouts do not burwere put on the materials after list- den the ledgers of public works;
ing them were not of Mr. Riffle's crea- twelfth, damages and costs of litigation, but were received from local tion are likely to be less with public
dealers In such materials as brick, than private works; accidents are
stone, lumber, etc.. and direct from fewer In a system that alms at good
manufacturers of oilier water sys- service and safety, and treats Its emtem malcriáis. These manufacturers' ployes well. The civic Interest to the
prices cannot readily be obtained, and people leads to other economics
It requires the employment of the prothrough the increasing patronage and
fessional consulting engineer whose lessening of waste. The larger the
record Is satisfactory to engineers to output the lower the cost of producObtain the benefits
t these manu- tion per unit of service, other things
facturers' prices.
being equal, and the tendency to
The prices used by Mr. Riffle un- waste water Is much less when the
known to the writer to be absolutepeople know that the service Is a publy manufacturers'
cost when the lic one, the profits of which belong
Komis are purchased in large quauti- - to them than when they know that
titles and would not prevail where less ih,. Serv
Is rendered by a private
than carload lots were furnished. corporation, charging monopoly rates,
Bach Item In Ihe Inventory is priced and making big profits for a few stock
separately (a very unusual thing In holders. These economies are Intensithis class of appraisement, as It Is fied as education and experience with
generally held that while the total public ownership develop the undershould be accurately figured, the net standing and the civic patriotism of
prices from which the totals are tak- Ihe people.
Fourteenth, the cost of
en are not for publication and are numerable regulative commissions and
given by manufacturers generally with Interminable expert and legislative Inthis understanding) an elaborate ex- vestigations Into the secrets of private
planation of the entire system shows monopolies, would be saved) by the exthe connection, use and value of each tension of public ownership to our
part, and the only reason that the re- water supplies.
port was not longer was, as far as the
Time ami space forbid going mor
writer can see, there was nothing than Just below Ihe surface of thin
more tO say. Mr. Riflle certain!) great subject (municipal water supcovered the whole question of proper- plies ) ami In conclusion will say there
ly, and Its value, its uses and Its presare many reasons why Albuquerque
ent condition, what It should cost to should be proudly attached to her wafurnish water to consumers, If oper- ter works system. It has been one
ated by tlie city, without profit, which of the greatest factors In building
he places at 7 ? cents per 1,000 gal- to her present proportions; the Interlons, and all other questions pertainests and growth of holh are Identical;
ing lo the system, in fact, as slated one cannot exist without the other
before, he covers the whole ground a ' any conditions lnlerfcrlng with
and does it well, and it is very evident up
prosperity or growth of either
that he said no more for the simple iniiM injure Ihe other.
reason that there was nothing more to
Hoping this may assist In bunging
say. It ha.-- , been ascertained since tho this question before the people In a
deliver)! Of the report of Mr. Riffle manner lhat they may understand.
I beg In remain.
lo Ihe council and Its partial publicaVery slnrehely,
tion, that Albuquerque Is fortunate in
having among its citizens many exA CONST RUCÍING KNCIXKIiR.
ceptionally aide mechanical ami watsr
Bacfl Has BOM Busy.
supply engineers. The report of Mr.
Itiflle shows at least two months of
Lieutenant Cipriano Baca of th
hard work, study, and application territorial mounted police force rebacked up with years of experleiic In
this class of work, yet Albuquerqus turned to Socorro Sunday from two
can proudly boast that she has within months' active and effective service In
her borders, many men who neve, Quadalupe and Quay counties, says
having seen the inside of Hie pump- the Socorro Chieftain. Some Idea of
ing station or reservoir, or any side
of the main can boldly proclaim that Ihe effectiveness of Lieutenant Baca's
they know molí' about these tilings work on this trip may be had from
than the man lhat has made the sub- - the fact that he arrested six stock
forty stolen
Jcci i ue ousts oi uie prniessinii inaiitnieves and recovered
Albuquerque can well tie horses and 14N slolen sheep and rehe follows.
proud of these honorable gentlemen, turned them to their owners. Some
for besides the amusement that they of the thieves ct
'ed had been
furnish the ihinkiug pari of the stealing cattle, buiciierlng them, and
as space selling the beef in the grading camps
public, they are a
A lot of hides
tillers to the newspapers and can al- on the Helen cut-ofn etnergen- - were found hidden under tho rock
ii iys be depended on in
views no unv near the house In which the thieves
iv fur
subject. The question of ownership were arrested.
One Senor Chavez,
of public water supplies Whether now in custody In (iuadalupn county,
they arc public or private does not en- was a partner In the horse stealing
ter lulo engineering calculations, but business with two men now In the
engineers In figuring costs of produc- Socorro county jail. These did the
tion and in planning systems, do rectBaling anil Chavez did the selling.
ognize the fad thai municipal owner- - X
Iless to say. the wild snd picturship will have lower Interest rates. esque career of this sweet trio has
money
be
if
borrowed, and that been Interrupted for a time at least.
lias to
where public siplrlt is likely to enter Lieutenant Baca's service on this trip
into Die management, many econo- Is a good example of the service which
mies prevail thai do not obtain where the mounted police force as a whole
water is furnished by private compan-- ' Is rendering the territory.
ies. Professor Frank Parsons, of Hos-- l
Ion. well known as an authority on
TOP THIK1N; AND ACT.
noinlc questions, has recently for- some
Ton have been considering formagawhy
following
reasons
iiiulated the
time to see about having those
any
put
It
off
public water supplies should be owned zines bound.
Don't
and operated by the people, laying longer. Call us up and we will gbidlv
prices.
particular stress on the economy of show von samples and quote
CO.,
II. s. LITHGOW
production, which hs believes to be
Building.
.lournal
Bookbinders
Inherent In public ownership. These
Auto. 138.
Colo. Phone. 18.
reasons are: first, a public plant doe,
not have to pay dividends on watered
r
r
f f f
stock; second, it does nut have to pay
What part of this paper do vou
dividends even on Ihe actual invest- suppose
Interesting to the
is
the
ment; third. It does mil have to retain person who Is most
eagerlv looking for a
lobbyists, or provide lor the enlerla lu- furnished room or boarding place?
men! of councilman or legislators or In your ad in that part of the oaner?
i
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GRAND AUCTION SALE
We want to see a home built on every residence lot in the PEREA
and EASTERN Additions, and in order to do so quickly, will sell
144 beautiful residence lots in those additions at Public Auction, on
Saturday, March 17, from 2 to 4 o'clock in the afternoon and from 7 to 10
o'clock that evening. Only $5 down on each lot, balance $5 per month
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W. S. BURKE,

Editor

ft Albuquerque,

N. M..

Editor.

Entered a aecond-claa- a
matter ot the postofflce
nnder act of confrera of March 3. 187 9.

THE MOliMMi ,)OI ItWI I THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER
OF NEW MEXICO, si PI'OIMINC THE PRINCIPLES OP THE REPUBLICA! PARTY AUi THE TDIE M THE METHODS OP THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.

Maybe the sewer expert could sur- "ul "f ,h"
"' K"""

It looks like Germany mlnht have to HONE TO LOAN ON OOOU KEAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT IOW
bark up and deliver the pot, or call
RATES UP INTEREST.
pretty soon.
FOR RENT.
The proposed new dog law would b House on S. Arno St.. and furniture
to re(iiilre
dogs.

ínTJíL

11?,".,

f.

I

$SCK

WBBKLT mi kes .in X' client argument in favor of the joint
as It si ;i t p I'liiiiiiR from premisos that cannot lie
RARPfR'i ullyhillassailed,
and marshaling an array of undeniable facts
to carry i Onvlctfttn to any unprejudiced mind. Tiikliig for
granted what everybody kno v. ami .vliat the opponent! 01 the pending bill
do not deny that the purji )se of tile present opposition movement Is to
eventually make two states of the MUthWMttrn territories tin- Weekly taya1
"As we formerly pointed out the population of Arizona, according to
census, was less than 111,001, and that of New Mexico
ss than 1M.0O0.
Topermitaiiaggreu.it, population or Pv-- than ::.'(. 00 to lie represented in ,lic
United Slates senate by four wnatOTl Would be glaringly unjust to New York
and Pennsylvania, which in 1000 had DtWef them mote than 3,570, 0'lO
Inhabitant; or to Illinois and Ohio, Which In the same year had nearly
J.OOO.Onn Inhabitants,
cording to tin- .saine
0 Mudourl and Texas, which,
census, bad bet MM
nearly 1,200,000 inhabitants, Vrt it is not difficult
to understand w hy
n railway and mining Interes
would desire lo see
c senate out of all
acquire
represen tat ion In
Arizona and New M
proportion to their ct
live population. The railway w ini h an- interested
in securing for N' w Mexico and At izona Ihe largest p Iblfl number Of
voices and votes in the United Btatei wnate tre the Banta
the Southern
Pacific, and the network of mining railroads in the last named territory. Noi
only these railways, but all the Other railWI ys m the fnited States wish to
have In the tjnlpd States Maate tin irgeal poatlble number of senators who
will do their bidding.
In the judgment of men well Informed as to local
conditions, the railroads would have no dlffn ulty. provided Arizona and N'eu
Mexico should be admitted as tepai tte Itatea, in controlling the election of
senators, and would thus
ute tour additional agents In the United Stales
if the If" territories should be aduiilted as oir
aenate. On the other
state, It Is doubtful wh
t the railroads could control the election of eve.i
a single senator, anil In
evenl Ihe) would gain only two senators Instead
of four. It was to b
tec ted, therefor
thai the railroads would leave
nothing undone to defe
it- admlaalon
of these two territories as one state,
aid do everything they could lo bring about their
and. on the ot In r hi 'I
Against the statehood bill are also arrayed tinadmission ss two itati
mining interest-- , from motives not avowed, but equally bnmhrtakable, 0or
years Ihe territorial legislature ol At zona li is been trying to pass a bullion-ta- x
law, which would compel the mining It Leroetl tO pay a part of the ju
debts owed by them to the territory, With less than 41.000 voters In th
grc Americans by birth, it has 001
territory, however, of which not tt,
been difficult for the mining Inters tl comb tltd With Ihe railroads, to control
the Arizona legislature. They know, at tit sain,- lime, that If Arizona and
New Mcxlio were untied in a single itate in lr domination would be doomed.
Consequently, the mining IntereStl are determined that Arizona shall he
admitted as a single state or else ret un the itatUI of a territory.
v
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regard to Hie Dreadnought, the newest British
indicate that she h eefl named. In her battery are tor.
battle-hihas carried more than
ISach guns, whereas no
h guns. Khi Ii of these guns can send a projectile weighing
four
H;0 pounds through four feet of Iron, or, at four-mil- e
range, cun pierce ten
of the best Ktupp armoin,
Nor is this enormous offensive power attained by sacrifice of the defense
for the Dreadnought al the water lilts Is protected by twelve inches of
armor, or of speed, for she Is Upeoftd to cut the water at more thsn
lwent-onknots an hour; this will mak her very much the fastest battle
ship afloat. Sin h armament, ftrmor, ami speed are made possible, nays the
New York CHobe. by the space and weight saving gained by using turbitis
by our naval board not long ago as
engines, somewhat cavalierly rejei t
unavailable.
For twenty years naval construí tors have assumed that emphasis on
sny one of the factors of naval strength namely, offensive power, protection
and speed necesaarlly Implied the .n rlfb e of one or both of the others. The
Dreadnought is instructed on the theory that ull these can be present In
the same vessel, with also homngenlty of battery In terms of Its largest units.
Practically Invulnerable at a distance she inuld choose, this gigantic War
leviathan Is estimated to be worth In battle six battleships of the cluss
constructed five yeara ago. She is - superior to the ordinary armored vessel
as the Merrlmac was to the wooden vessels poum ed upon In Hampton Hoads.
and makes a large part of the naval construction of recent yens practically
archaic and worthless. The spc, locations of the Dreadnought have gWglltnOd
proposal to multiply little
our naval authorltlea from their
in

CHK

J.D.

m

seriously alarmed at the
Paxil
tepidly growing influx of discredited
American Life Insurance magnates.
Fears are expressed that a company
may he organized in France.

Rankin & Co

Chicago newspaper devotes a column to explaining how It comes about
that the average society man can live
on $l(i,(inii a year. It's a safe bet thut
I lot of Chicago society men live on
less than that.
A

te;

5-

rri

......
to tia
hmiu
The Chinese government is greatly
,.
brick house. Tlleras avenue:
out hv the retiorts nf
&
modern, fine location; $3,300.
disturbance In the empire The Chi'.
room
bouse,
nese mind cannot take in the Import- furnished, good lecaance of the slaughter of a few iinini- - L tlon' llf0.00.
Dealers in Real
portant missionaries.
frame In one ef the bes!
locations on Broadway at a bar- 123 South Third Street
A San Francisco
paper wants to1 ?,n: "dern
South Bdlth
we hall dress ourl8r?om house,
Know whether
reet; fine location; $1,800.
statesmen in gold braid as Franc
house on North Second itreet.
Home of our statesmen mlghl
does
WE HAVE FOR
i" dressed In stripes to good udvant- m (food repair; $1,560.
Three hundred and twenty acre ranch.
hay alfalfa, grafted fruit trees. A few small ranches,
ransine from
In London according to the socletj
HfiS
"ithree lots N. Third
?"d
three to ten acres each; all under1
Papes the smart Set is going to the
ditch and under hieji state oí
If all reports he true. tin
Saltara
brick house. S. Third it
IS nftnSmart Set may realize the truth at In at
terms
Also, desirable lots In the different adand may be preparing for life in hot- BUSINESS CHANCES
Good ranches near tho cltT for eale
ier climate.
ditions to tin- city.
at reasonable prices.
House
for Rent. We have several small cottages, well
Rev. J. Howell Pyke. of Kokomo. iKIrr Insurance.
Rents Collected. Tuxes Paid, and
In, for talc on reasonable terms.
Indiana, has suddenly given up bix
entire cliartre taken of nropertr for
missionary work in f'hina and depart-e- d
residents and
for home. In view of present conBlack I441
H. DUNBAR & CO Colo.
.
ditions In China It seems that Howell
might pass as a first class piker,
Corner Oold Avenne and Third Street.
A hoy in a Chicago public school has
astonished his teacher by writing tip
side down and spelling backward
Probably the teachers in the
public schools could produce
quite a Dumber of wonders like that.
REAL ESTATE
Scientists have warned mothers to
their Children away from mon1''P
keys in the Zoological gardens for fear
of consumption.
It has been the theory heretofore that consumption is a
Ofho: 208 W. Gold Avenue
modern dieeaae,ajid thai it didn't conn
Auto. Phone 33S
down with Ihe rest of the Darwinian
theory,
1
anti-for,.!-
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SALE
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cultl-ratio-

Phone.

N.

Albu-querq-

There

Indication

it

will

be

rallroadi.
AN aquarium has received some queer looking
Hub will never miss them. New York Herald.

hh

from Doiitun.

Otary Public, Insurance,

BoUdS,

I

Money

CALF

to I,oan.

321 Gold Avenue

BttatoeM Proposition.
"I've heard so much about 'Inventions of the devil.' said the new arrival. 1i thought I'd like to meet the
ei gentleman.
Are you he?"
"I am," replied Lucifer.
"Well. say. ean'l I be of some service to you'.' I was a patent attorney
up there." Philaddphla Press.
Uwajra Learning,
Kxperlence is a good teacher, but
her pupils never finish their education

Puck.

Very Serióos,
"Well." aid BUbfoUba, "I don't know
where my next meal Is coming from."
"What! exclaimed Nayhot. "Whv.
w hat's tin
matter'e'
my wife had a fight with thl
"h.
butcher again ami she's looking for a
new one."
Philadelphia Press.
.

as Much
Difference

You're

Rich.
poverty stricken? Hosh!

STORAGE!

PHARMACIST

THE

and a Druggist as there
is between a violinist
and a fiddler
Wa are Pharmacists

B, H.

the kind of day
outalde, and the bursting buds.
And the blue haze far away
Where the hills lift up their time
Is

Bald ridge's is the Place

I

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock Of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,

SECURITY

STORAGE!

WAREHOUSE

;

Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
e

4oi

J. 6.
BHLDRIOGE
,i,m
kst
mkxico
oo.ee.eeeeegj
s rii;j,;

sot i n

e

Qi Kitoric, mow

i ,

ee-e-

COMPANY

safely keep your PIANO. FITKX-TURTIJtJNKS, VEHICLES, MERCHANDISE, MACHINERY and any
rticle, large or email, for any length
of time, In their new and
torago warehouse,
at reasonable
Money laiancd on (roods stored.
atCS.
OFFICES:
GRANT Itl.OCK
VIII

IJOTII

Briggs

IMIONFS

(Crown

& Company

Studio

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy
Pirst 8t. and Gold Ave.

Children's Photos a Specialty
Auto Phone 320

TJ?

The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for SI.6I
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

Brunswick L. B.

sky-arc-

Agent

POOL

&

Mitchell

Albuquerque

PARLORS

matter how high up, how lowly
loeated the Plumbing trouble in year
demesne. Likewise, we can plan for
you u Unitary Plumbing ayHtcm'to
meet the most difficult arrangement
of rooms in your house. Everything
In the Plumbing
line gets our very
best attention.
no

The fines!

Send forth his swelling note,
As muslc'a very soul was hid
DMA down In the feathered throat'

Beat

-

in

Breaga of Ctgara and

To-

bacco always on hand.

M.

that you are

J.

M.

STANDARD

Prop

the city to
licnd your Idle hours.
iliii'-

Wagons

F S. Hopping

Novelty Works

And the mocking bird, when the moon
is full,.

The skies and the rushing seaa
yours, and never the millionaire
Can get any more than these.
Houston Post.

for

AliB U Q U ERQC E, N.

sigh f

low-hun-

WE CAN REACH IT

fcstabllahed 1878

BILLIARD

h
Have you noticed the
overhead.
And the tleecy clouds go by 7
Have you heard the sycamore o'nlghts
Shake Its leaves with a drowsy

If you have seen and If you hae
heard
The song the redbreast sings.
And you have walked abroad ulone
g
tree branch
Where the

Putney

Wholesale
Grocer
FEED. FLiOUR AND (RAIN

Have you noticed the river run''
Do you hear the Meld lark calling you
ut yonder in the sun?

An- -

i! 1

All

bosh:
Have you noticed

swings,
Then you have known
not poor;

IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

e

Between a

woman

who appeared in a lfn-do- n
police court the other day was
described as a "pawning agent." BBS
makes her living by pawning tilings,
for her neighbors, who pay her a
commission, because they believe sh"
can secure larger loans than
they!
could.
A

THE WORLD
so

& Co.

Dealers

Gussaroff
Proprietor.
W. MASTERS

Storage and Furniture Exchange

Jtisl Received A Large
Shipment of lllcyclca
Including
( oi
s
CliKVEIiANDS
i'mri
( It Kscfnts
i; IMBLERS
TRIBC N i s
DSTERFIELD
AM) STARMKR BICYCLES
Before lluying Come In and Look Over
Our siock

s

a i

south

si com

strkft

STAR FURNITURE

CO.

214 Gold Avenue

Economy Way

California

You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a
Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

OFFICE

DESKS

WHOLESALE

AND CHAIRS
HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

for a Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
to California. Daily, Feb. 15 to April 7.

$2.".00
All the Way

Ask S. F. Agent

All Kinds

PLTJMBING AND

BEATING COMPANY.
Auto. 'Phone 671
Bel1, P.ed 284
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuqueraue

K

Gros8,Kelly&Co

"Where did you tell your wife you
MERCHANT8
were going to spend the evening?'
"I told her that I wa going to atPelts
Wool. Hides
tend a bust unveiling."
The
"And that was no lie. we've got two
a Specialty
LAS VE4JA8
AMU Qt ERQUE
dosen bottles on Ice."
the

Peach

Is

A Bum.

As near as one ran guem from present

W. P. MI

n.

-

g

O

POR s.l,K: -- 60 foot lot 75 feet from
Railroad avenue, level, tine location,
Highlands, only JBáO.no. If you want
a reaj bargain .sen about this at once.

Estate

A Cynic.
Household Hoodl Stored. Crated lor
"Jon Ale, did the FnlhT of hlx
Shipment, or Sold on Commission.
country ever tell a lie?"
iih (.oi,i am:.
aliu (.M i.itoi i:
"He mlght'vo."
you
cherry
not
recall the
"But do
jtree atory?"
"Aw. dat waa before he was mar-- j
THE laat time Senator Tillman poke on the Hdminlntratlon he nhed teats.
rled."
There la no telling who will weep over hl management of the rate bill.
easy-goin-

MYER

Six-roo-

p

U-i-

A. E. WALKER

post-o(fic-

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

Is

DUt

EMMONS
t

William's Liquid Antiseptic
Soqlp and Shampoo

m

Tile King of Cambodia Is to lead the
ballet in a French theatre. Even the
wornnut kind has his sphere of usefulness, it Is only the wornout politician that Is no good.

It

A Uriiifb Sea Monster

$18.00
$15.00

,

Six-roo-

'Six-roo-

a

Pedestal, Quartered Oak Table
French Le;, Quartered Oak Table

Here's Another

$12.00

Seven-roomfraro- e.

A Sound Argument

i

Encourages a delicate appetite. See our mission and colonial
sets, finished in both golden and weathered quartered oak

4-

world.

some of our folks have "slruek oil." faets bearing upon petroleum,
the theories of Its origin, have an interest for all of us. And now
a distinguished geologl-- t of Boston, Professor It. F. Sloeuni.
who has made condition! in the oil fields a specialty, and tells us:
"That petroleum is in any wise due to decay of marine life Is to my
mind linn ientlfic, if not absurd. The origin of the various grades of petroleum, and In fart. CMl as well. Is certainly the result of condensed gases under
v.ir'ous physical conditions. Once an ocean of diveslfled depths covered
of the whole earth, when suddenly tlM bottom was uplifted, principally through internal heat, caused by lateral pressure, ami mountains
uplifted their he. i ls. The paroxysms caused, among other things, folds and
fractures throughout the strata of tin various geological iges. The fractures
.H ted as vents for hydrogen and acetylene gases, w hich formed as soon as
water tnt the alkali earth minerals. These two well known gases uniting,
attracted the cobalt ores and inure or less dissolved their nickel, iron, arsenic
and sulphur. Thus fortified a reaction took place and the hot compound soon
Uniting itself hemmed within porous rock, was condenen!.
If the condensation was sudden owing to the extreme coldness of the rock, the result was coal ;
otherwise It wns petroleum."

FURNITURE

m

l0.

of An Ejrpert

ItM.

Bat81Kit.V
Sv (id
room fnrntehori
'
lode-InnThese are rare bargains and you should not fail to see them.
Eight-roohouse i4:,on.
frame house,
brick hmmi. 311 S Arno 111'.
well
furnished,
In.
close
Do you love the cook? Buy her a Hoosicr.
brick house with bath. Baca
av.. $25.00.
Just right for a rooming
house, furnished, Baca av.,
house. Lot
100x142,
Is
$20.00.
worth $1,600 alone, $3.500
S. Third St.. $30.
frame
house.
- room brick, with bath, $22.50.
buys the whole business.
FOR BAJjE.
The owners of both these
Four acres of land In the city limits,
places are leaving town and
with good house and stable, fruit
Cor. Coal and 2ml St.
West End Viaduct
trees, etc., In a fine location.
Retail
MUST sell.
Colo. 'Phone, Red 177 Wholesale
Auto. 'Phone 474
house on West Coal av.; up
to date. $3.000.
Lot on West Gold av.. near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. and Edith St..
25c A BOTTLE
25c A BOTTLE
house; modern; lot 75x142 feet; fine
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
PORTERFIELD CO.
property will be sold cheap if taken
at once.
Fine lot near Twelfth st.. on Tijeras
110 West Gold Ave.iuc.
road at a bargain.
Seven-rooframe house on a corner
in Highlands, with bath.
Lot 50x
142; in a fine location. $1.700.
Delightful and beneficial. Insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff."
House and lot on South Second St.. beleaves the hair Boft and glossy, and not burnt as is the case with most
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
bargain.
shampoos. Also refreshing- when used in the bath.
house, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
FIRE INSURANCE
furnished. This property Is in one Secretary Mutual Hulhling
Association
of the best locations In this city,
and Is for sale at $5,500.
Office In J. C. Ruldrldzc's Lumber
1 17 West
Blue Front.
Rnllroad Avenue.
Both Phones
house. North Fourth street, i'ard. . Automatic 'Phone 324.
3
with
lots 75 xH2 feet, near In.
Price, $3,K00.
Lots on North Fourth street.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2.600.
FIRE INSURANCE
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
REAL ESTATE
North Second street,
LOANS
price, $2,650.
- room brlcK house, nearlv new. modFOR SAUC: Five room modern
Automatic Phone 461
brick, corner lot. In Highlands, cas'.
ern improvements, at $3,150, on ROOM 10. N. T. ARMI.IO BLTLDINO
North 4th street.
front.
1

A wholesale bomb factory has been
discovered by the St. Petersburg police
The industry seems to be flourishing.
"The Morning Journal liax a hlglier circulation ratine than Is accorded
lo any other paper In Albuquerque or uuy oilier dally la New Mexico."
A New York man has lost his wife,
Nctspaicr Directory.
his money and one leg and still wants
to live
It will he noticed that the
wife was the first loss.
TERMS OP SI BSCRIPTION.
t.VOO
Dally by mall, one year In advance
An Alamagordo baby swallowed a
0 nickel the other day.
Pally, by carrier, one month
Parents hope
.Ml the tendency to swallow the family InDally, by mall, one month
come points him out as a hlf;h finanNEW MEXICO cier.
ALBUQUERQUE
A friend of Dr. Osier says the famous
theorist has been maligned. Wouldn't
WEDNESDAY MiHSMM.. M MM II 7.
be surprising considering the number
a of hearty old men there are In the

Opinion

7,

Pretty Dining Room

House

Room

In the Highlands, modern.
It's your chance If you
want a home. But you'll
have to speak quick. Make
us an offer.

KEAL ESTATc

gg t(srm

The only paper

Lareer circulation tlinn nnv other ioixt In New Mexico.
New Mexico Issued every day Iti the year.

Seven

Wednesday, March

Slight extra charge for berth. Seat in
chair car free.

at

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

Dustless roadbed

Harvey meals.
4
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NO GRASS GROWS

UNDER FEET OF

IS

II

some way
tragedy at the
crossing, where
the first on the
Early In the
gan calling up
anxious inquiry
even extending

connected with the
Woolen Mills grade
the chief was one of
scene.
afternoon people be
his residence making!
and some of them
tío.
Knew Where He Wanted ta
heartv sympathy to
One of the compartment Pullmans Mrs. MoMillln. until that lady was
used In the California Limited is nam- - on the verge of nervous collaDse. Th-ed "Socorro." While the limited train chief was heartily congratulated last
carrying this car was standing, at the night on all sides because of his for-- i
local station a few days ago, a young túnate escape from t ho rumor.
man from back In the hills walked
onto the platform. He took one look
at the car and made speed for the SOUTHERN
ARIZONA HAS A
steps.
The Pullman porter looked
him over and put out a detaining
hand.
"Want a Pullman, sir?" he
HORSE PITTED
asked with more politeness than
Pullman porters usually show, for the
boy from the hills looked husky.
The young man from the tall coun- AGAINST MARK
try produced a ticket reading Albuquerque to Socorro, one full fare.
"This car don't go to Socorro," said
"Southern Arizona. Cochise and
the norter.
"Then," said the young man from Pima counties In particular, demand
the hills. In fluent Spanish, whlcii the and Insist upon it that the nomination
porttr didn't quite understand, "w hat for the next delegate in congress on
have you got 'Socorro' on the car
the republican ticket be given to one
for?"
The porter hasn't realized yet why of her favorite sons," said H. C. Ken-- I
tha young man went away mad.
nedy, of Tucson, who represented
county In the last legislature, to
Pima
round Ills Belongings There.
There Is an Albuquerque young a JournaKMiner man in Prescott.
"One renson," he continued, "why
man these days who Is madder that
the traditional damp pullet. He Is a the south should be Ugiven the nomlna-- (
that heretofore
married man with a small family of tloii at this time
which he Is very proud, and he lives all of the candidates have been from
In a rented house.
Recently he found the northern part of the territory,
it convenient to move. He did so and and a still further and perhaps bet
took with him from the old to the ter reason is that the man we have
new: house all of bis belongings which in mind down that way for the place
he thought of value. There were a is a sure winner, and can beat Mark
number of articles which he did not Smith, who Is sure to be the demotake. Among them several pairs of cratic candidate, at any stage of the
discredited shoes, some dozens of bot- game."
When questioned as to the identity
tles, a few tin cans and sonic clothim
that had outlived its usefulness. of his candidate, he said that he was
These he left piled neatly in a cor- not at liberty at this time to divulge
his name, that he was a dark horse,
ner of the kitchen.
thoroughly
one
He was Just getting comfortably but, nevertheless,
settled In his new house when he versed In the business of prlctical politics, and moreover, was not an adcame out of His front door one morning, and stood in horror gazing at his ministration man.
new front steps. There he found
Want a Statehood Delegate.
plied neatly up, all of his discredited
continuing the conversation
Further
shoes, each and every bottle, all of he remarked that a very large per
the tin cans and each piece of the cast centage of the increase in population
off clothing.
His late landlord ha. of the southern counties In the past
with conscientious care, brought all two years was from republican states,
of the things he liad left, and placed that the people down there wanted
them where the kite tenant
could statehood, and that they were comget them.
most conveniently
The mencing to realize that It was out of
matter is not In court yet, but It may the
question to expect It from the adget there.
ministration until a republican delegate was elected to congress. The
Getting a Move On.
Tucson,
Blsbee.
towns of Lowell.
"I see," said an Albuquerque busiGlobe have experience-Douglas
and
ness man yesterday, "that the mayor a healthy boom In the past year or
and half a dozen city officials of El two as a result of the wave of proPaso are visiting St. Louis,
where sperity
swept all over the
they are gathering ideas on street country, that has
and Mr. Kennedy Is of the
paving. They are making a study of
that a still greater prosperity
street paving and learning from the belief
will come In the near future, when a
experience of other cities which class man
Is elected to congress In harmony
of paving material Is most serviceawith the republican party, which will
ble. In the meantime
Albuquerque certainly
attract the leading financiera
has a main business street, and in of the cast
here In search of Investfact, two or three of them, that arc
and put a much larger amount
a standing disgrace to any civilized ment
money in circulation that there is
community. The first thing we know of present.
El Paso will be paved from end to at
end and we will still be struggling
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION,
through the ruts. It Is about time
Notice is hereby given to Charles K.
for us to wake up and begin to take Crary,
of the city of Los
an interest in this puving question." Angeles a in resident
the state of California, that
the territory Of New Mexico, on the
Mexico still Unhealthy.
lGth day of March, 1!t0fi. at ten o'clock
"Mexico City." said A. W. Martens In the forenoon of said day. or .is
i tourist from Boston,
who was pass- soon thereafter as hearing can be had.
ing through Albuquerque on bis way will present to the district court st
Bernalillo county at the court house
r'."ist from a trip through the repubsaid county, a petition praying for
lic, "Is one of the most interesting of
the appointment of commissioners to
Hies In the world, and It Is also proh assess the damages which he. the said
ibly the most unhealthy. In spite if Charles E. Crary. may sustain In con'.he vast improvement In conditions In sequence of the taking of lot one In
recent years. For the past two or sec tion ,'t 21 In township 10 north of
east of New Mexico principal
'hree months an epidemic of typhus range
acres and
lias been raging in the city which ha meridian, contalnlDg.18.5S
so
of lot 2 in said section as lies
much
Mimed a great many victims. Jus!
north of the extensión to the eastward
how many I do not know, as no
the city of Albuquerque of Kail-roaarc made public, and the epidem- from avenue
and has not been heretoic Is kept quiet by the newspapers, fore acquired by said Territory of
both English and Spanish. But it excontaining 8.08 acres, for
ists, and at an alarming rate.
The
of said territory for public buildimpression seems to be that It is 111" ings and grounds of the university of
I
Mexico, the said Charles B, Crary
New
result Just now of excavatyig an
turning Up of new earth In tile work being the owner of saidW.land.
K. DAME.
system.
being done on the sewer
Clerk of the District Court of lierna- Thus the city Is suffering through
lillo
countv.
to be Clean, The disease Is January 20. liHIfi.
mil
confined almost entirely to the poorer
many of the laborers emclasses,
ployed on the sewer work being vicin

OP

I Tales of the Town

FOR SOME HEAVY

I

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

Communication Nade Easy

REPAIRS
INDIAN AT ISLETA RESENTED

Youngest of the Present Day

BEING

"Boy

OFF

A

TRAIN

Statesmen;

SIX MEN IN PUBLIC EYE
UNDER

PUT

I

30 YEARS OF AGE

The accession of Herbert J.
to the governorship of New Mexico has placed in the executive chair
of this territory one of the youngest
men who ever held a similar position
in the United States. But according
n
to the Kansas City Jourmd, Mr.
is but one of many young men
who are holding positions of state and
Hagcr-ma-

n

Hag-errna-

Santa Fe Brakeman C. W. Walker is
laid up in his home here for heavy re
pairs following an encounter with one
Of the well built young bucks of the
Isleta pueblo. While he is not serious- ly Injured, It will be several days before Walker can return to hjs accus- tomed duties.
While coming Into Albuquerque on
a section of one of the Xo. 33 freight
trains, Walker saw a pueblo Indian
get qii the train near Isleta. As is the
CUStoni) in such casi s Walker went forward to put the red man off. This he
succeeded In doing, but the Indian
was inclined to harbor resentment and
when the train reached the junction
he approached the brakeman from the
rear and cracked him over the head
with an iron bar, causing a deep cut
in the brakeman's scalp.
The officer at Isleta was notified, but
the Indian had made his escape.

prominence. The paper in
devotes a page to six of the
men now in the public eye iby photographs. Including
that of Governor Hagerman. The
says:
Journal
A nation marveled when Missouri's
boyish-face- d
attorney general, H. f. PINCHOT
ANOTHER
Hadtey, threw down the gauntlet to
the Standard OH combination, and
bravely went to New York a few
CONCESSION TO
weeks ago to attack them in the citanational
question
youngest
llustrated

IKES

del of

their

power.

Missouri's young prosecutor seemed
scarcely old enough to have graduated
from college, yet here he was tackling one of the most powerful corporations in the world, essaying a task
from which older and experienced men
had shrunk because of Its apparent
hopelessness.
Yet when one reflects, there was not
Othso much cause for wonderment.
er young men are accomplishing marvels hardly less notable. In fact It is
a young man's time. It la now
boyish executive that Is
making history. On every side exist
parallels for the daring and skill of
Hadtey.
Hadley is now 32 years old, which is
really venerable as the youthful giants
of today go, for It is possible to recapitulate a list of "doers" who are still
on the sunny side of 30.
When President Roosevelt and Governor Higgins wanted to break the
power of Boss Odell and defeat his
candidate for the speakership of the
New York assembly, they picked out
.lames V. Wadsworth, Jr., a youngster of 26 years, and they succeeded
with him. When Mayor Dunne,
reform executive, sought for
commissioner of public works an official who would be absolutely beyond
reach of the corrupt Chicago gang,
ho picked out Joseph Medill Patterson,
another lad 26 years old.
Xcw Jersey is in the midst of a reform wave that had its start when
Bvoret Colby broke away from the
bosses, and successfully made the people's fight against them. He la now
32. Only a year his senior is Fred K.
Landls, the brilliant Indiana congressman, whose eloquence has been the
hit of the present session, and finally
for governor of Xew Mexico, soon to
be a state, we have H. J. Hagerman,
who Is under 30 years of age.
After that showing the pessimist
who says that there Is no longer any
chance for the young man Is evidently
not an observer of current events under the stars and stripes.
Xo Grass Indcr llngd'nian's Feet.
To be governor at so early an age
shows that H. J. Hagerman, of Xew
Mexico, has not permitted any gra-ito grow under his utatesmanship fe t
He was appointed by President
Roosevelt, but primarily owes his advance to the interest that Secretary of
the Interior Hitchcock took in him.
Hagerman is a product of the wast,
n native of Wisconsin by birth.
He
studied abroad as a child ,and returning to the United States, graduated
from Cornell. He was appointed by
President McKlnley to be second secretary of the United States embassy In
Russia. The high quality of his service
won the
admiration of Secretary
Hitchcock, and it was the latter who
recommended him to Roosevelt.
Mr.
Hagerman Is very popular
throughout Xew Mexico, and his selection has met general approval.
Chl-cago- 'a

Western stockmen have won an impel taut point with the national administration at Washington. It Is in regard to forest reserve grazing restrictions, which question was taken up

and thoroughly discussed during
convention. Clifford Pinchot.
head of the forest reserve, was present
at the convention, representing President Roosevelt. He at that time delivered the president's personal message to stockmen which was, in effect, that the forest reserve ruling
would stand as It was and that there
was no hope of changing the views of
the chief executive on the subject.
The stockmen, seeing that nothing Mas
to be gained on fhat tack, tried a little diplomacy and a letter received by
Fred Johnson, secretary of the slat1
organization this morning, shows that
in this they have been successful. The
letter is from A. F. Potter, Chief Pln-- c
hot's righthand man at Washington.
Inclosing a copy of a memorandum
dictated by President Rooseolt. The
memorandum really constitutes a concession to the stockmen in the matter
f regulating torea) reserve grazing in
that it virtually makes them tin- Judg
and jury In eases where there mav
arise a dispute regarding rights. It
provides for representation before any
local forest reserve official, leaving all
questions to the stockmen themselves,
vet without vesting in them any direct
power.
Between the concession and
what the stockmen asked for In the
convention there Is a distinction without a difference. The memorandum
Mads:

"Whenever any live stock association whose membership includes a
of the owners of any class of
live stock using a forest
reserve or
portion thereof, shall appoint a comma-Inri-

mittee for such purpose, an agreement
the part of which committee shall
be binding upon the association, such
committee upon application to the forester may be recognized as an advisory board for the association and shall
then be entitled to receive notice of
proposed action and have an opportunity fo be heard by the local fores;
officer In reference to Increase or decrease in the number of stock to be allowed for any year, division of
between different classes of
stock or Its owners, or the adoption of
special rules to meet local conditions."

,

tin-us-

CHOICE HAY
500

Ex-pre-

7:46 p. m.
No. 10.. Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:60 a. m.. departa 7:30 a. m.

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying standard and Tourist sleepers. Observation Dining Cars. Chair Cars and Conches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOU! 11 WESTERN.

For Full Particulars see any
General Agent

V.

EL PASO, TEXAS

J

Westtiound

No. 1., California Express, arrives 7:80
p. m.. departa S : 1 5 p. m.
No. 8.. California
Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20.
No. 7., Mexico & California Expresa,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
No. ., Fast Mall, arrives 11:85 p. m..

Agent or Address

GARNETT KING

southbound

No. 9., Mexico Express, departs 12:16
p. m.
Local freight train, No. 99., southbound, departs at 6 a. m. and

R. STILES
Gen. Poms. Agent

a

MEUNUEAKIN

We are the Leading Dmgfists
of the Southwest

WHOLE8ALH

Q

Liquor

Cigar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies.
Moet A Chain! n White Seal
St. Louis A. R. C. Hohcnilnn
and Jos. SchllU Milwaukee Mottled
Beers, and Owners and Distributers
of the Alv irado Club Whiskey.
Write for our illustrated Catalesuc
and price list.
Automatic Telephone. Its.
Salesrooms. Ill South First Street.
ALBITOUKRQI E . . NEW MEXICO.
Cham-natrnc-

v,

WM. FRRR
Wholesale and ltetall Dealer In

And carry the largest stock
of Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet

ticles and Fancy Goods between
Denver and Los Angeles.

PRESCRIPTIONS

A SPECIALTY

SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
FOU CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST
MAKKET IMtlCE PAID

NEW

MEXICO MEAT MARKET

Fresh

&

Salt Meats

West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque
GAME IN SEASON.

211

Mlt.S.

J

The new City oí Belen

is 3 1

Always Fresh

SC. 1904.

Northbound
No. a
pm Lv.. Santa Fe..Ar 4:80 pm
pm . . . Donaclaruv .
4:10 pm
pm ...Vega Blanca..
8:45 pm
pm ... .Kennedy ..
8:10 pm
pm
8:46 pm
Clark . . .
pm
Stanley ...
1:66 pm
pm . . . . Morlarty . .
1:10 pm
12:45 pm
pm .... Mcintosh ..
pm . . . . Estancia . .
12:20 pm
pm .... Willlard .. 11:16 am
10:46 am
pm . . .. Progresáis ..
10:25 am
pm
Blanca ...
pm Ar.. Torrance ..Lv 0:40 am
R,ad no
Read down
No.
1:00
1:20
1:46
2:20
2:46
8:30
4:05
4:30
6:45
6:20
6:60
7:20
8:10

O'Rielly Company
Druggists, Barnett Building

1

STATIONS.

Your Friends
Back East

Free Delivery to any part of
the city.

MlRht decide to
settle along
the

B. RUPPE

f

'.'V

yo

203 West Railroad Ave.

If they knew more about your

neighborhood.
list of their names
Send us
nnd addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literature, why ini wink together
In this matter.
It only coxis you
a postal card. Address,
11

FRENCH FEMALE

A

Sam. Crmi. Runt tor

I'lYH
Tor

B. F.
Room

COPP, D.
12, N. T.

Arniijo

J. S.
Building

00

INOWK

TO

BwiMH
Mf hoi.

J.

PILLS.
ratw.rt
Km I

FAIL. Hfcl
M Mofify

SI11

wtij

-

vi

IWn

H.nt
on trttl.V I
out dniigli.
I.

s.-i-

pr.ntld
.. for

. r...
IrjrB
Hmni
hi
It j
obt. iifi i ...i ro.ir nr.ifri to .M
unhid MroicAl CO., mot T4 lanomtik.

091

"Knock" is a "Boost"
"Uncle Johney"

RICO HOTEL
&

Lcncloui, Drops.

NO.

Baatbound
a. m. .. .Lv.

11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
6:45
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:30

Ball way

Albii(iieruue by the J. II.
O'lllclly Comfiany.

Sold

p. m.. .Lv.
p. m... .Lv.
p. m.
.Lv.
p. m.
.Lv
p. m. . .Lv
.

m.
m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
v.
p.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.

.Lv
.

Lv

SYSTEM

, 1

.Lv
.Lv
.

A. T.
S. F. By..
Chicago
Kx change,

Effective December 10, 10O5.
STATIONS
Weatbound
Ban ta Fe
....u.Ar.,.. S:J0 p. m
Kspanola
4
Lv.... 1:26 p. m
. Embudo
4
Lv... 12:26 p. m
. Baranca
Lv,
11:36 p. m
Servilleta .
Lv., .10:29 p. m
Tres Piedras
.Lv. .10:00 p. m
. Antonito . .
Lv., . 8:10 p. m
, Alamosa ..
-- Lv.
6:40 a. in
Pueblo
.11:05 p. m
.'. Colorndo Springe
..Lv., . 9:40 p. m
Denver
.Lv. . 7:00 p. m

Sania IV Branch

Every

üoneral Colonisation Agent

Pm.

O. & R. G.

111

Ar

FIRST STRUCT

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where good meala are aerved.
"
ONNECTION8
f
At Antonito for Durnngo, Sllverton nnd Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate polnta via either tha
Id lora i n
GROCERIES.
PROVISIONS. HAY. standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, making
Fine Llnefnwoned Win's. Motion ,h" "Ml" trP ln daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge, also
and Clears. Place Your Orders
for all points on Creede branch.
'
For TIiIm Line With Vs.
a K. HOOFER. O. P. A.,
A. 8. BARNEY,
huit ín TiiiKii wxsuusx
Denver Colo.
Agent.

r

Toti & Gradi
sia-sio--

sil

of

JVetv

Mexico

The Atchison TopcKa CL Santa Fe Raitbuay
f
miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico
Cut-o-

In Effect Dec.
Southbound

H.

BOULDEN. Prop,

Future Pailroad Center

Located on the 'Beten

Whit-

FE CENTRAL RAILROAD

THE

Auto. Phone 204
Cerner Second Street and Copper Ave,
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.

mraa
X5he

Candies

east of
Albuaueroue.
Angeles.
No. 1. runs direct to I08
No. 7. runa direct to San Franelaco.
N3. 3. runs direct to Loa Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains daily

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

SALOON, RESTAURANT AND
ROOMING HOUSE

N. M.

J.

THt: ENGLEWOOD

Dlnelli

BI.RN ALILLO.

man's

a. m.
No. 1C. makes all local atopa

Andres Homero, Prop.

TONS

for Quotations
to Tin:

Lowney's, Gunther's and

carries passengers.
Arrives From South
No, 10., Mexico Express, arrives 6:60

SANTA

Ar-

Fresh and Salt Meats

'

free-for-a-

March, to see that such property
properlv listed for taxation on the assessment rolls. Properly returns area
now being received at the assessor
office In the court house
GEO ROE F. ALBRIGHT.
Assessor.

Hock Island System

ALFALFA

tims.

Bernalillo Mercantile

Notice to Property Owners.

Southwestern System

d

I

The law makes it the duty of every
nerson. firm or corporation owing or
or
.having nny Interest in real eatnte
other property on the first day of

&

fig-ir-

"But Mexico City has made such
wonderful strides In the past six 8
seven yens that no fault should be
found with Us sanitary
condition.
In place of the old open sewers or
no sewers at all. the streets are beginning to be elean and healthful.
I predict
that If the present policy
Do you want to get Into business. continues in effect Mexico city will be
,
one
of the model cities of the world
Small capital required. See Mcftpad-dentlic Excluí njre man. 300 S. Broad- In ten years."
way,
tf
Thooghi He Waa Dead,
THERE ara people reading our For
"No." said Chief of police McMJlllh.
today
who would make to a little parly of his friends last
Rent column
desirable tenants for that vacant house night. "I am not dead, I have- not
of yours.
There will be tomorrow been shot, half-sho- t
or shot at. and
too: and there Is time enough for you I
do not intend, to be."
to aret vour ad In that column tomor- Write
anxiously Inbeen
The
friends had
RANGER HOLMES HAS MADE row. It should have been in today. quiring as lo
which gained
For prompt ano courteous treatment general credence yesterday afternoon
and the very choicest of meats jou will on the streets to the effect that the
no mistake by calling on Fmll
make
had been shot and instantly
A
STRONG
Klcimvort. 112 North Third street, or chief
killed while attempting to make an
telephoning your order in.
arrest. How the story got started.
McSpailden. (lie F.xclinnirc man, 300 where or w hen. Is something of a
mystery, but It seems to have bee.i COMPAW
FOR KILLINGS
South Broadway.

(Nogales Oasis.)
Ranger J. T. Holmes, formerly of
from
.Nogales, who was transferred
there to the west side of the territory
last summer, killed an Indian at a
camp near Roosevelt, on the 18lh f
killing
February. It Is the second
Ranger Holmes has figured in since
leaving the line city.
The killing was the result of a drunken orgy Indulged in by the Indian- ,
who were camped near Roosevelt.
During the night of February 18 some
of the Indians Indulged In the pleasant pastime of beating their squaws
and one of them inadvertently struck
a squaw that belonged to another
ll
The result was a
buck.
fight, In which the beating of the
squaws became general. Two of the
latter escaped from the camp in the
darkness and hurried to Roosevelt,
knowing that Rangers Holmes and
Russell were at that place. They bogged the officers to accompany them to
the camp and quiet the Indians.
The rangers accompanied the women to the camp ami when they arrlv-i-i- l
one of the women pointed to three
Indians silting en a wagon tongue,
telling the rangers that the man win
sat In the middle was the one who
had beaten her Holmes stepped up
and flashed a dark lantern on the fellow and found himself looking Into a
rifle, which the Indian was juat raising
to his shoulder. The ranger turned
his Lucger loose and Ave bullets quickthe
ly ploughed their way through
buck's body, before he could pull the
hart
rifle,
he
which
trigger of the
locked, as was learned later
when the gun was picked up.
ago Ranger
A couple of months
bullets with a
Holmes exchanged
horsothlef In that section of the terri.
tory, killing the law breaker.

El Paso

(In effect November 12. MOS.)
East bound.
No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrive 7:65
a. m.. departs at 8:26 a. m.
No. 4.. Chicago Limited, arrive 11:61
p. in., departs 18:0 a. m.
No. 8., Chi. ..go & Kansas City
arrives 6:46 p. m departs

I

(.Denver Times.)

on

'

HQ

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

'
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leading east and west

The "Belen Gobvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

r7

atreeta and avenuea, RIGHT In the bualneae
ARE TnE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWN8ITB, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUSfNES8 AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (alzo 25x14 feet) fronting upon 80 and
center of the NEW CITT and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounda. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company la now grading Its extenalve depot grounda and yard limits 800 feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of seventy miles of side track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coal Chctts, Water Tanka, Machine Shops, Eta
70-fo- ot

f

THE CITY OF

ssi

Has a population or 1600, and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Boiler Mills, capacity 160 bárrela daily: winery, etc. It la the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beana. hay and fruit
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, 'leading North, South, Eaat and West, to all polnta In the United Statea and Old Mexico Ita future growth as a Commercial point cannot be ' estimated.
In New Mexico.
Helen has a 116,000 public ach.iol house,
All fast limited, mall, expresa and freight traína will pasa through Belen to Chicago, Kansas CHy, Oalveaton and the Pacific Coast, The water la good and climate unsurpassed.
twvi churches, a commercial club, three hotela, reetauranta, etc. It needa right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harneaa ahop, etc. TUB LOTS OFFERED ARB
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at eight per cent per annum.
One third of purchase money cash;
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS BAST.
Title perfect and warranty deeda
given. COMB EARLT IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of lots c- -ll in person or write to
two-thlr-

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

I

JOHJ 3ECKJE. President

WM. Pi,
1

BEHGEH,

VI V!

Secretary

j
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JUST RECEIVED

Company

Hickox-Maynar- d

Wednesday. March

New Mexico's Lee ding Jewelers

A LARGE

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

e

Our Watch Rerpalrlng and Optical Departments arc In charge
of men of highest qualifications. Special attention to orders
by mall and satisfaction guaranteed.
M
u

Triaf t

I

MtlJ

I

RUGS AND CARPETS

i

South Second Street

The Arch Front

CONSIGNMENT OF

the Las Cruets company of the
guard.
James G. McNary, of the Las Vega
Optic, returned home last iiIrIU afler
several days In Albuquerque, durlno:
Ul Mill It FORECAST.
he succeeded in securing severWashington, Mar. 6. New Mexico which
Albuquerque men for the Optic's
and Arizona Fair Wednesday and al
Ilrst class series of cartoons of public
Thursday.

ul

LOCAL HEMS OF INTEREST

ALBERT FABER.

men.

f

a. n. McOaSay came

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

In

from Tho

Creditors of the Duke city Tea and
Coffee company of West Silver avenue
have asked for a settlement of out-

reau last night.
Sheriff Harry CoddlDgton uf Callup.
was in the City ycslenlay.
Attorney NclII B. Field has gone to
business trip.
New Y..rk ')'
v
Appleby, of Preacott, Arizona,
is In the city for a few days.
D. B. Rosenwald returned yesterday
from a hrt stay In Kl Paso.
Attorney Klmer K. Vi eder. Of Las
Vaga, is registered at the Alvarado.
Stanlev H I'.aree. mining man ofSonora. Mexico, was in the city y. sti

standing accounts and the business
has been closed pending such settlement. It Is stated that all claims will
Carpets and Draperies
be met and the business reopened.
A meeting of men holding land in
the valley south of Albuquerque in
the neighborhood Of the recent oil
strike, was held yesterday In the
office of Hon. H. H. Fergusson to form
a Company, one of the purposes of
which Is to thoroughly prospect Inland for oil.
In, our new location
The remains of g. a. PrlsMe, whoel
death occurred ai his rooms in the
205 W. Railroad Av.
Highlands, Monday, were sent to his
old home in Grantville. Kansas, lad
night accompanied by his uncle George
Frlsbie. who accompanied the young
man to Albuquerque.
Deceased was
but 1 9 years of age.
Goods
professor John H. I'rum. of the
will lecture Thursday night of
AND
this wi ck In the Highland MethodM
church, using as his subject. Mail,
Twain's famous "Innocent's Abroad."
and
is
It Is a stcreoptloon lecture
simply i reproduction of the famous
book in lecture form
The lecture
promises to be decidedly Interesting.
Finishing and Bicycle ReKoda-District Attorney Frank W Clancy
pairing a Specialty.
returned lost night from Batánela,
where he went to represent the territory in the hearing of .lap Clark,
502 S. FIRST ST
BOTH PHONES
charged with murder, in which attorneys for Clark seek
habeas corpus. Ask Your Neighbors About
The hearing was to have taken pla.e
before Judge Mann yesterday, but for
some reason witness's for the pelltlot
ers failed to appear and the heating
w as post poned,
Andy Robinson left last night for n.
few weeks' visit at Goldtield and Manhattan. Nevada, where he Is interested
In a number of mining properties. Mr
Company
Koliinson goes to Manhattan for the
High
purpose of supervising the yearly
alwork on the claims, it is
Hard
so rumored that Mr. Robinson Is to he
Km- Everything Blectrlcál
married on his return trip to a charm
'ing young lady of Los Angeles, and
Work and Material
All
'bey will return to this city to make
Btrst Class
Guarantees
a
lew weeks
tneir home alter
Sold by all Grocers
Both Phones.
506 W. Railroad Av

Furniture,

F.J.HOVSTON

r-

tax

WAS
John E. lirlffilh. "f Socorro
calling OH Albuquerque friends yester- -

day.
Mrs

Sam Neustadt returned last
night from a visit to relatives in Las
Vegas
Special Officer Charles Mainz "f the
Santa Fe at Isleta, was In town yesterday.
returned last
Chadboiirne
M.
night from a visit of several weeks in
Chicago
to hit
p. p. MrCanna is Confined
home with a troublesinne attack of
tonsilitis.
J. A Creer, .if New York City, Is in
Albuquerque for a short visit to his
brother. V H. Greer.
Mrs. Mabel boring has returned to
Albuquerque from an extended visit ill
Jackson. Michigan.
President Charles It. Keyes. of th
school of mines at Socorro, was in the
. ity yaaterdaty for the day.
The Igdiaaj of the German Lutheran
church will meet this afternoon in
the chtirch plirlors at the usual hour.
S L Hean. mechanical superintendent of the const lines Is In the city
from his headquarters in Loa Angel. s.
ir Baaaaa S. Bam has returned
from a long .Hay In Los Aftgeleo, toep nd the spring months in Albuquer-

y,

i
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JOHNS. BEAVEN

Perfect in Every Detail

Although every part and principle of the sewing machine
has been studied, improved and perfected to make the Volo
the best and easiest running machine on the market, other
features for general convenience have not been neglected.
On one side there are two dust proof drawers of equal
depth. On the other a shallow drawer contains spindles
for spools and an emery cushion. Beneath this drawer is a
deeper one in which an oil can may be stood upright.
The body of the machine is dust proof so that in standing
the dust cannot penetrate it and reach the head. It has
s
with the most painsand is adjusted
taking care; the result is, the Volo is the fastest sewing,
easiest running and most convenient for every use and docs
work that cannot be equalled with any other machine in the
world. The stand is highly finished in black with the finest
Japan, and in addition is finished with a high grade varnish.
The Volo represents perfection in material, workmanship aud efficiency.
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"THE WORLD'S BEST"

ASK HIM
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WHO?

ASK
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COKE

WOOD

Whitney Company

Albuquerque Cash

Grocery Company

1

W.H.ÜAHK&C0

I

or

113-115-1-

DIAMONDS

122 W. Stiver

Our prlcex are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Invextment.
We Invite you to esll and examine the hemitlful diamond goods we Bte
offering. Alxn Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
prompt attention.
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Co.
J. L. BellTlumberj
The Prompt

Railroad Avenue

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

South First Street

401-40- 3

North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

HANAN SHOES
OXFORDS

NOW ON SALE AND DISPLAY
Friends tell us that we'er cn the road to the "Greatest men's shoe business in the
ritory," Why not? It's the goal we've striven for with might and main.
J

MONUMENTS
White and Black Mearse

-

-

for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Advance Styles for Spring and Summer

o.w. FUNERAL DIRECTORS

THE LEADING JEWELER

17

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

201

211

North Socond Street

The Spring and Summer line, 1906, of Hanan Shoes and Oxfords
revelation in fit, finish and workmanship, a triumph of brains, experience
steadfast purpose to produce THE BEST.
is a

Sash. Doors. GIolss. Cement
AND REX FLINTS OTE ROOFING.
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Every style, and there are numbers of new ones,

can be put

in a

Hanan Oxfords
$5.00 to

$6.00

and the

contains the very best that

shoe.
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THE RAILROAD AVE. CLOTHIER

Hanan Shoes
$5.50 to

$6.50

